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Planting Time

Spring is coming—on the other side of the Equator. Just
now, when we 'are looking forward to the days of golden grain,
purple fruit and bursting cribs filled with the wealth of the fields,
our cousins below the Tropic of Capricorn are casting their seeds
into the awakening earth. In the same sense, this is the musician’s
spring time. What his harvest in May and June will be depends
upon what he plants now. Now is the time for making plans,
looking over new music, arranging classes—planting the seeds of
success. As a text, take for yourself these lines (mixed in meta¬
phor but not in common sense) from Butler’s nearly-forgotten
Hudibras: “As the ancients say wisely, have a care o’ th’ main
chance, and look before you ere you leap: for as you sow, ye are
like to reap.”

Bright Music
The people of many Slavic nations claim that they are happiest
when they are sad. Judging from many of the programs of recitals
we have seen, many teachers are of the opinion that the American
people must have the same inclination as the Slavs. We believe
that the American people, particularly those who have not peered
out of the lovely aureole of youth into the pains and sorrows that
come with advancing years, want just as much bright and sprightly
music as they can get.
Watch the wonderful illumination that comes in a child’s eyes
when you play a spirited march. See the wonderfully increased
interest with which the average child will work upon such pieces
as the Haydin Gypsy Rondo or the Haydn Sonata in D Major. Of
course, music of an opposite character is necessary for contrast,
and, in fact, many students will be found who prefer slow music.
Nevertheless, the music of good cheer is the music of childhood
and youth. The effect of bright music upon those who are despond¬
ent is indeed remarkable. It is the musician’s duty to spread as
/ much cheer and happiness as possible. Let him try to do in music
what a writer suggests in the Progress Magazine:
*■
“If you have a word of cheer,
Speak it where the sad may hear;
Can you coin a thought of light?
Give it wing and speed its flight;
Do you know a little song?
Pass the roundelay along;
Scatter gladness, joy and mirth
All along the ways of earth.”

A Neglected Opportunity
A writer in one of the metropolitan papers makes the follow¬
ing complaint:
“During the past season I suppose I have heard a hundred or
.more young men and women do musical stunts where no programs
were issued, and not 10 per cent, of them told the people, who were
expected to listen intelligently, what they were going to do. Thev
simply got up and sang or played, and we had to guess what thev
were doing for Us.
’
“Why don’t teachers who teach pupils music teach tWn at the
i, ; same time to make the announcement of what they are goi "*s to do?
Listeners would like to know what the composition is and w, \ com¬
posed it, and they have a right to know. It wouldn’t take Half a
Fminute, and would be worth a lot to listeners who like to know what
they listen to.”
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There is much sound sense in this.
A piece of machinery
becomes twice as interesting if you know the purpose of it; a great
painting takes on a new significance if you know the idea the
artist had in mind in painting it; the picture of a great building
becomes much more interesting if you know whether it is an opera
house, a morgue or an aquarium. Why not let our auditors know
something about the idea of the piece and something about the
composer? The pupil who is unable to give this information in
advance is a poor representative of the teacher’s work.

Ethics in Education
Only a few years ago some aggressive, free-thinking school
managers contrived to have the daily reading of the Bible “sup¬
pressed” in some schools. Not long thereafter impartial observers
noticed that the pupils were not so tractable or so well behaved as
formerly, and that the lack of ethical injunctions was making a
noticeable difference in the characters of the litttle folks. Then
other educators brought to light the time-old truths that learning
in itself does not necessarily make character, and that the young
need the continual inspiration of beautiful thoughts, beautiful
pictures, beautiful flowers, beautiful poems and beautiful music.
It is very probable that those schools in which the reading of the
Bible has been abandoned will return to the fine old custom. Just
now these schools have as a kind of substitute “devotional exercises”
and what is called “ethical culture.” The children are encouraged
to memorize fine thoughts, such as the following from Cervantes:
“By the street of ‘by and by’ one arrives at. the house of never
or the following from Goldsmith: “Our greatest glory is not in
never falling, but in rising every time we fallor the following
from Pope: “An honest man’s the noblest work of God.” The
change has also emphasized the necessity for music as a means
of inculcating a love for the beautiful and the harmonious. Similar
to this has been the well-defined improvement in the decorative
surroundings of the child while in school. Thus a movement which
many thought retrogressive may produce most commendable results.
although these results may come through retroactive forces.

Another Kind of Education

^5^ j

Too little stress is laid upon the education which comes to us
unconsciously.
We are inclined to class as education only that
knowledge which we acquire as a result of deliberate educational
effort.
But there is another kind of education which might be
called “unconscious” education. It is made up of those facts which
we have observed without really knowing that they form a part of
our educational wealth. Take the case of the child of five who'
has never gone to any school or kindergarten. It has a little stc re
of knowledge which is really quite astonishing when it is carefully
considered. It has a vocabulary which would take an adult for¬
eigner-months to acquire. Its observations relating to its surround¬
ings are in themselves the result of a kind of education which could
not be secured in any school.,
We have entirely too little of this “unconscious” education in
music. Our pupils should hear more good music: thevshould go to
more fine concerts: they should, when possible, hear^jfcjjc of all
kinds, played upon all kinds of instruments and cotnfK^|^ of
instruments. If it is impossible for your pupils to att^B^era
oratorio and fine concerts, see to it that they have frequent
opportunities to hear you play, and, if convenient, let them hear
some of die world’s greatest singers, violinists and pianists through
the medium of the sound-reproducing- machine.
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WAGNER’S AUTOBIOGRAPHY.
Wagner’s autobiography is proving a blessing to the
space writers, and nearly every magazine has some¬
thing to say about it. The material was dictated to
Cosima Wagner at the villa of Triebschen, near Lu¬
cerne. Because the master’s earlier life had been re¬
flected in contemporary letters, which often differed
in tone from the passages covering the same events
in the autobiography, Dr. Julius Kapp argues that the
book is the work of an embittered man. Writing in
Die Musik, he cites from the book these lines about
Wagner’s sister, Cecilia, and her husband, Avenarius:
“When I had brought home the 500 francs in solid
five-franc pieces, and heaped them upon the table for
our edification, my sister Cecilia visited us accidentally.
The sight of our property had a cheering effect on
the anxiety she had hitherto shown in regard to her
intercourse with us (i. e., Wagner and his first wife
Minna); after that we saw each other often.” Or
again, “This lack of all means of help was felt by us
with especial bitterness when my sister and her husband
had taken a summer place close by us. In comfortable
circumstances, if not brilliant ones, these relatives
dwelt by us in neighborly fashion, and came from house
to house without our thinking it wise to make them
acquainted with our endless embarrassments.”
We may read, however, in the “Familienbriefe” that
Wagner did borrow from his brother-in-law in Paris.
In the eighteenth of these letters the composer writes:
“Live happily, and remember us. As long as we miss
you, our eyes are moist; so often do we think of you!”
From this and similar comparisons, Dr. Kapp con¬
cludes that “The autobiography gives us Wagner’s life
not as it was, but as he saw it later, or wished to
see it.” Yet this seems to be rather a rash conclusion,
for who in the world would fail to be cordial in a
letter to his creditors? The reader may safely trust
the book even differs from the letters.
Yet the work does seem unfair in one respect—its
treatment of Minna Planer, afterwards Wagner’s first
wife. This is the more noticeable because Wagner
himself estimated her more fairly in later years, and
stood back of Tappert in an article defending her
honor. But in the autobiography her entire career is
set forth and her mistakes dwelt upon with merciless
detail. If Wagner himself were to be judged by the
same thorough analysis he would not appear nearly so
white as he is sometimes painted. But perhaps the
reader must make allowance for the fact that the book
was dictated to the second wife.
BRITISH OPERA COMPOSERS.
The Revue Mensuelle of the Societe Internationale
has a symposium by British composers on the future
of opera in England, and many of the answers deal
with the question of opera in English. Cyril Scott,
with either modesty or brusqueness, said that if he
had an opinion on the subject he would have been
glad to give it, but, as things are, he couldn’t settle
such a problem; but Scott writes mostly for piano.
Stanfprd, with Shamus O’Brien and The Canterbury
Pilgrims to his credit, upholds the cause of opera in
English, and many of the others agree with him.
Coleridge-Taylor says that London is sufficiently cul¬
tivated for opera in any language, but that the provinces
need opera in the native tongue. A few hold that
opera in a language that is not understood will always
win popularity with the masses in England and Amer¬
ica. One of these, Vivian Carter, says in The By¬
stander, “In my opinion, not to understand what is
sung is the secret of success for opera in England.
Save it from Anglicisation, which means its ruin!”
The reader can pay his money for the Revue and
take his choice of opinions. Opera statistics show that
the three great producing countries (Italy, France and
Germany) hear a large percentage of opera in the
native tongue. If they can stand it, why can’t we,
as well as our Anglo-Saxon coiisins? The Sacrifice
and Natoma have marked a forward step in American
opera, and if they fall short of the highest success it
is not because their librettos are in English. Some
mention is made of the fact that foreign singers are
very successful in their somewhat homicidal on-

slaughts on the English language; but time and study
will easily solve this difficulty, and the day may be
pear when English will form a prescribed part of
the foreign singer’s education. Then the parrot-like
enunciation and the lack of expression that we now
meet will disappear. Such phrases as “Can it be my
daughter” or “She has not come” may' easily be made
ludicrous by excess of intensity; but a knowledge of
the language will bring with it a knowledge of proper
emphasis. Decidedly the present writer favors opera
in English—if the English is good; and the two operas
named above show that it may easily be made good,
even if we cannot always have a Tennyson for a li¬
brettist. The understanding of every word is a tre¬
mendous help to the appreciation of operatic music
and understanding the singer will produce much better
results than burying one’s nose in a translated libretto.
MUSICAL NOVELTIES.
Meanwhile the operatic grind goes on. Sinding’s
Sacred Mountain, in a prologue and two acts, will
be heard first in Germany. Der Schwarse Doktor by
Sepp Rosegger, won high praise at Graz. It deals
with a village doctor who is feared as a sorcerer, a
girl whom he tries to win, and a jealous lover. The
music is direct in style and very effective. Other new
German operas include Der Liebspfad, a comedy, with
music by Wenzel; Der Teufelsweg, a fantastic affair
set by Ignaz Waghalter; Die Heimkehr, a verismo
product by Hatze, and Maler Rainer, by Franz Picker.
Zepler’s Monsieur Bonaparte, dealing with a comic epi¬
sode of the Egyptian campaign, proved a pleasing
mixture of French marches and Oriental melodies.
Bersa’s Im Eisenhammer was held somewhat heavy in
style, though effective enough. Pfitzner’s early work,
Der Arme Heinrich, coming after Der Rosenkavalier
at Karlsruhe was called a real art work, and not, like
the Strauss affair, a matter of a few good scenes.
In France the amphitheatre at Bezieres is to be kept
in commission through August for the production of
Les Esclaves, with music by Aime Kune, and a subject
taken from a poem by Louis Payen. Laparra’s La
Jota wins praise for its strength, while Debussy’s operapantomime on the martyrdom of St. Sebastian is still
heralded as a great work. Among Italian works
Myrtilla, Grecian scenes, with music by Nino Alberti,
proved quite successful. Other new operas are Obre,
by Balladori, and Giuditta, from Hebbel’s Judith, by
Don Giovanni Pagella.
In the orchestral field Strauss is said to be construct¬
ing another symphonic poem, on a subj ect drawn from
Nature. Query:—If it includes a thunderstorm, will
the Berlin premiere be audible in America? Switzer¬
land has had its annual Tonkiinstlerfest, with its usual
crop of native talent. Huber the Great was not espe¬
cially represented, but the programs included symphonic
and other works by Fritz Brun, Othmar Schoeck, Paul
Benner and Charles Chaix. On the orchestral lists
at Budapest were a suite by Bela Bartok;. Akos von
Buttikay’s Salammbo symphony, a rhythmic and charm¬
ing Burleske by Ladislaus Toldy, and a pleasing Humoreske by the blind composer, Attila Horoata. Berlin
enjoyed Selim Palmgren’s four Symphonic Pictures,
Aus Finland. Antwerp heard the overture to an operalegend, L’Enfance de Roland, and a lofty Cantique des
Cantiques, with orchestra by Joseph Ryelandt. Madrid
is always devoted to the Zarzuela, the Spanish form
of light opera ,and has heard works by Saco del Valle,
Callejas, Barrera, Torregrosa and Padilla.
Among choral works, Das Licht, by Adolf Lorenz,
scored a brilliant success at Dortmund. Heidelberg
applauded Hausegger’s two songs for chorus and or¬
chestra, Die Weihe der Nacht and Sonnenaufgang.
Hausegger’s rich melodic genius deserves a wider appre¬
ciation than it has had hitherto. English choral novel¬
ties include The Sayings of Jesus, by Walford Davies,
a Coronation Te Deum, by Parry, and Five Mystic
Songs, by Vaughan Williams. Elgar’s new symphony
is given frequently, while Bantock’s new prelude to
Oedipus at Colonnus is a worthy addition to the
repertoire.
In Paris, Gaubert’s Cortege dlAmphitrite was consid¬
ered very pleasing at a Chatelet concert. The national
music society brought out a string quartet by Samazeville, variations by Dukas, on a Rameau theme, and a
violin sonata by De Castera. Novelties for wind instru¬
ments are Jean Vadou’s suite En Montagne and Florent
Schmitt’s exquisite Reflets d’Allemagne. From the
Guide Musical comes a Rossini anecdote. The com¬
poser was listening to the tenor Duprez, who had come
to his house to rehearse the part of “Arnold” in William
Tell. Suddenly the singer took a high C. Rossini

rushed to a cabinet of delicate Venetian glasses and
said, “Nothing' broken!” Then he added the remark,
“How wonderful!” The tenor, flattere.d at first, was
soon undeceived; but when he spoke of the public
plaudits aroused by his high note, Rossini made amends
by telling him to sing it twice if it succeeded.
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BRIGHT, IDEAS IN A NUTSHELL.

By

the Most Renowned of French

Piano Virtuosos

RAOUL PUGNO
(Translated Expressly lor THE ETUDE by V. J Hill)
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FOR THE PUPIL V 0 LACKS INTEREST,
I have such a pupil aLt (awau.
xjlc lost
just H
present. He
interesl
in the regular lesson and nothing seemed to arouse'
him, until one day I changed the routine and gave "!
him an easy duet and let him look it over mentally
a few minutes, and then had him play it at sight
with me. In that way he had to think for himself,
and it aroused his interest and curiosity as to what
was coming and how it would sound. Since then
the lessons have been a pleasure.
I. W. R.
Your “Bright Ideas in a Nutshell” column sug¬
gested a fine ide.a to me. This was to conduct a
pupils’ recital which I termed a “Nutshell Recital.”
I procured several large English walnuts of the kind
frequently used for favors at dinners; and instead
of containing mottos, as the dinner favors do, I
inserted a slip of paper with the name of a piece
upon it. My pupils were for the most part well
through the fourth grade of the Standard Graded
Course. They selected the nutshells from a dish, not J
knowing what piece would be written upon th©
paper kernel. They were expected to plav the piece
or study written upon the slip. This is an admirable*
test of proficiency and readiness.
O. W. P.
For my closing recital in June I requested eachi
of my pupils to bring an acorn. In the meantime
had prepared a design resembling a family treeL
The r-w)ts of this tree were labeled Palestrina, Bach*
and Handel. The lower part of the trunk was)
labeled Haydn and Mozart. Further up it
labeled Beethoven. After Beethoven the tree c
menced to branch out. One was an Italian branch,
one was a German branch', one was a French
branch. There were also English. Scandinavian,
Russian, Hungarian, Bohemian, Polish and Amer¬
ican branches. Then I told the old story of the
fhr°W‘h °f, th® aco™ .to the eighty oak, and with
this parable showed the growth of modern musical
0ry'

II
CHOPIN, THE PRE-EMINENT GENIUS
OF THE PIANOFORTE

I have found the organisation of a concert club”
of great value in my work as a teacher. The mem¬
bers arrange to go to concerts in a body, and by
securing the seats well in advance, and buying a
large block of seats at a time, we are enabled to
secure excellent positions and ofttimes better rates.
Before visiting the concert we secure as much of
the music as possible and study it at the meetings
of the concert club. Oftentimes the artists play
numbers which some of the club members have
studied, and this is particularly helpful to them. In
addition to this the “concert club” has found it
necessary to secure a musical library in order to
extend its means of securing information regarding
the works heard. This has come book by book, and
quite a “respectable” collection has been gathered.
By all means form a concert club.
Mrs. H. R.
Somehow my pupils’ recitals failed to have the
drawing effect that I wanted them to have. I determined that they were not being conducted with
the proper dignity. Consequently I inserted the
following line on my next program: “The same
attention is expected at these pupils’ recitals as you
would give at Carnegie Hall at the recital of the
greatest living pianist. Hereafter no one will be
permitted to enter during the performance of a
number. Pupils should avoid anything suggesting
whispering.” The plan worked admirably.
J. J.
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L. W. J|

I wonder how many of The Etude teachers have
the
«t in the teacher’s place "
for part of a lesson. When I see the slightest indiandTake mv
1 St°P the pUpil at once
J" t, ke my Sfat at the Plano keyboard. Then I
tell the pupil: Now you are the teacher- I am the
pupil. I am going to play and I want you to “a
the music closely, and if I make any mistakes W
track of them.” I always make se”ral''t
purposely. The pupils are delighted to catcT them <
and their powers of perception and comprehension
are increased many fold.
ERL

1

(The following article, which first appeared iu Europe in
Le Courrler Musical, Is one of the most sympathetic and
illuminating appreciations of the genius of Chopin we have
Coming as it does from a master of the kovo has devoted a large part of his life to the study
There is a period of production in every artist’s life
which is in no way governed by his actual age. Cor¬
neille did not produce brilliantly until thirty years of
age; Mozart was famous at ten, and d’Annunzio at fif¬
teen. Frederic Chopin was one of those ardent souls
whom a precocity of genius exhausts before their time,
and who only seem to hasten to produce
because they are mysteriously warned of
the shortness of their career. With
Chopin, however, this precocity was not
accompanied by the kind of feverish ex¬
citement so often found in persons of his
temperament. On the contrary, his humor
was exuberant, lively, jocular, and childWf; like in its simplicity. He was never ob¬
served to be melancholy, but had rather
% an unusual ardor for loving as well as apP predating the everyday things.
His love of the country was as pro¬
found as filial piety. The nobility of his
nature shone forth on every occasion; in
the unequalled tenderness—almost a wor¬
ship—that he bore his mother; in the way
iu which he loved his friends; in his ex¬
alted patriotism; in the sublime ideal he
held before him as a musician; in the
; delicacy and self-respect which always
governed his sentimental fervor; and even
in the never-failing elegance which so
well gave expression to his deep-rooted
moral impeccability.
Born amid romanticism, he had little
taste for any revolutionary artistic ten clencies which savored of bombast and vt li garity. In the sadder moments of his
passionate life, in hours when sickness
[ made of him an extremely sensitive being,
, he never lost a certain chivalric courtesy and aristocratic
j rgentleness. His work never expressed his bitterness,
’■ which was intense, except in transforming it, with due
h, reverence for art, into his own language. When alone in
Khis lodgings he improvised freely amid a solitude which
, enveloped him either as a storm, or as a tender friendf - ship, free to sing, to extol, or to bewail with his awak¬
ened voice, his happiness or distress in life. But when
he wrote his art was sustained by a firm reticence of
style which sternly expressed any inappropriate utter¬
ance. Whatever the transports of his lyricism, even the
frenzy of certain pages of his bursts of inspiration, he
always remains—I do not say master of himself, for he
HB often gives the contrary impression of being carried
away by a wind which sweeps him along—but faithful
mo the superior limitations of the conscience of a great
THE INTIMACY OF CHOPIN’S MUSIC.
■ For Chopin was a great artist! and if we do not find
in him the robustness of Bach, the commanding breadth
$of Beethoven, or the uniform fertility of invention of
Mozart, he seems, at least, to have had the privilege
of expressing himself by means of his art with incom¬
parable emotion and sincerity His charm is of the
most striking kind because it is that of grief—of his
grief and ours. There is nothing of the aloofness and
architectural spirit of the great symphonists; but on
the other hand he is much more “intimate.” His music
is a melancholy yet sweet collection of love letters,
| of secret memories, of short poems and confidences,
BEIs well able to charm us as to help us look into our

own hearts. In listening to Chopin we feel intimately
understood, interpreted or judged by the clear-sighted¬
ness of an observer accustomed to the landscapes of
the heart. When we consider this, we cannot help but
feel grateful for this innovator, bold in his simplicity,
who was able to reach the noble attainment of open¬
ing a new era in music.
For we cannot deny that
he has opened wide before us the age of subjective
and significant music in which to-day we find ourselves.
We must remember that before him the only classic
forms known were the sonata, the concerto, variations,

. RAOUL PUGNO AT THE PIANO.
and, of course, those light compositions of the seven¬
teenth and eighteenth centuries, joyous or restrained,
noble or alluring, tender or sprightly, whose appella¬
tions, such as Chacone, Musette. Tambourin, Passepied,
Rigaudon, Courante, Gavotte^ Minuet, etc., explain that
they constituted nothing but elegant pretexts for danc¬
ing. Chopin deliberately broke asunder from the lastnamed charming but superficial forms of production. He
was too independent to submit to fixed forms, and if in
his Sonata in B flat minor the first part is of decidedly
classic form, immediately afterward he relaxes his hold
and gives free sway to his genius, providing us in the
finale with four sublime pages of poetic fervor wherein
he liberates the whirl-wind of the great lyricism by
which Chopin at this period lifted himself to Beethovenian heights.
CHOPIN THE INNOVATOR.
Nevertheless, whenever he attempted to use the
classic forms he succeeded fairly well. His sonata for
piano and violoncello and the trio (for strings and
piano) are, however, much less representative of his
temperament than the rest of his work. He was more
at home in compositions of a nature less distinctly
limited, such as Etudes, Preludes, etc.
Until his time. Etudes were but irksome means of
acquiring technic. Chopin preserved their incontest¬
able technical utility, but communicated to them such
a musical quality that they have become magnificent
tone poems of enormous variety, traversing the entire

scale of human passions, from the peace ineffab,
pressed in the Etude in E major to the heroic c,n
iasm of that in C minor.
As to the Preludes, bet--re
his time there were only those of Bach.
The
Tempered Clavichord is a casket which encloses per
haps the only jewels of musical literature capable containing and summing up in themselves all the dnm
art of music. They are therefore worthy ancestors
Chopin’s Preludes. And what worthy descendants arc
his.
What tender charm emanates from the Prelude m
D flat major! With what sombre, dramatic mystery
the G sharp persists throughout a part of the Pre¬
lude! And in that in G minor, how shall we describe
the delicious morbidezza of that phrase in the left
hand which unfolds itself in such a seductive way.
The admirable prelude in E minor is not inferior in
lamentation and hidden sorrow to that of Bach in B
flat minor. It was while listening to the melancholy
theme of the Prelude in A flat, so the story goes, that
a great artist, suffering from illness, wished to die,
as if that phrase alone would have been, in his failing
eyes, worthy of accompanying his last breath. As to
the Prelude in C minor it echoes like a sepulchral
crypt! But need we cite more? All that music can
give of grace, passion, lyricism, dramatic force, beauty,
freshness, is found in these pages, which at the sametime demand extremely facile, flexible, pianistic technic.
Chopin seemed destined to enlarge the boundaries of
the secondary forms of music. Attracted by the charm
of certain discoveries, in the realm of folk-song, ma¬
zurkas, polonaise, etc. Chopin takes
them, animates them, and pours his soul
into them; and from these more or less
simple dance themes, by remoulding them
in the melting-pot of his idealism, he has
made veritable masterpieces of grace,
style, and exquisite elusiveness.
THE NOCTURNES AND BALLADES.
But it is elsewhere that Chopin proves
himself more of an innovator, and still
more original. This time he not only re¬
news, he creates. He created the Noc¬
turne and the Ballade. These two forms
belong solely to him and may be regarded
as the immortal products of his mind. It
is in the nocturnes, in fact, that Chopin
has most exquisitely expressed the deli¬
cacy of his nature, enamored of mystery,
sentiment, night, and all-fragrant of that
Polish zal which is neither vapid ennui.
sulky ill-humor, nor undisguised melan¬
choly, but which retains in its dreamy
sentiment a certain quality of hope.
Moreover, nearly all the nocturnes are
born of the inspiration of love, and of a
noble spirit of intimate comradeship.
Some, as in the nocturne in F sharp
minor, seem to be the outcome of a ten¬
der dream, wherein the deep silence is
disturbed by a thrill, as of the pressure
of a hand, others, such as the 17th, in B major, bring
before us soft love-vows breathed in the sweetness of
moonlight walks; or yet again, the suave but heart¬
rending meditation of the nocturne in A minor is inter¬
rupted by the austere memory of a liturgic chant, heard
in some wayside chapel; and in the splendid, majestic
nocturne in C minor he seems to find expression for
the limit of poignant human suffering. He is therefore
the creator of that form of art which has been so fre¬
quently imitated since his time, but in which he who
had no precursor has had no rival.
No one has since surpassed or even equalled him in
the Ballade, of which he was also the creator, and to
which he instantly gave his definitive style. The four
ballades certainly comprise one of the most important
groups of Chopin's works. Each, in its own different
way, portrays a distinct episode; the exalted over¬
whelming passion of the first Ballade in G minor is
admirably sustained by the insistence of the first five
notes, which are reiterated in all their aspect of pride
mystery and resignation; the rich fantasy of the one
in F has the fragrance of a springtime flower - the vel¬
vet quality of the third, in A flat, is admirably adapted
to suit the chosen theme of all devouring tendernesswhile the last, in its epic grandeur, is the most touchl
ing, the most beautiful, and by far the most persona! in
its appeal.
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHOPIN'S MUSIC.
Chopin has also given us an entire series of charm¬
ing or dramatic compositions, such as the Scherzos,
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the Impromptus, the Concertos, and his adorable Barcarolle. Important as are his contributions to piano
literature, however, his output in the field of orches¬
tral music, vocal music, etc., was somewhat restricted.
But it would be difficult to discriminate against him on
this account. We need fear in him no mediocrity.
Chopin never wrote except when under the influence
of an imperative need to give expression to his inspiration, and he has given us only the best of his
thoughts. He is an artist who never sought to dazzle
by the display of a facile talent; he rather forced his
ability to serve his knowledge—somewhat limited as
regards the science of music—to externalise his mental state. But whatever be the setting of his compositions, the title by which he designates them, or
the character of which they bear the imprint, his
music always possesses a uniformity of inspiration
which renders it recognisable among any. We feel
that all this radiance comes from one same center, the
warmth from the same hearth, which is his soul—the
soul of a lover, patriot and poet.
Although his music is sometimes subtle, even a little
morbid, it nevertheless remains admirable music,
whether it is enriched by characteristic harmonies or
allowed to die away in elusive cadences; whether it
allures us with its charm, saddens us with its pro¬
found sorrow, or stirs us with the spirit of a most
ravishing csardas; whether we are swept on by the
strong rhythms of its wildest caprices, or are uplifted
by its dignity and exhortation. Nevertheless, that
which is uppermost is the individual, the personal ele¬
ment, which always conveys the intention of uttering,
of revealing something, and confiding it to us as to a
friend. The consequence of this intimacy has been a
vital development of the art of composing piano music.
Before Chopin the piano seemed to have attained the
height of its power and means of expression. That
prodigious artist and colossal performer, Liszt, had
established a fulgurant technic, the immense scope of
which had, in a way, compelled the piano to lay aside
its usual idiom, and lend itself to a luxuriance of new
tone combinations, and to passages of dizzy velocity.
Chopin, like Schumann, went further; lie profited by
this new idiom, but adapted it to the needs of his in¬
spiration. By it he made the piano a multi-colored
instrument, the resources of which, it now appeared,
had not by any means been exhausted. It was a reve¬
lation of new and unsuspected powers.
We cannot truly claim that Chopin’s music contains
variety of orchestral timbre. Quite the reverse; his
music is always, and solely, piano music, inspired by
the piano, and written for the piano. But how much
more varied in style 1 How much richer the colors from
his palette than anything offered hitherto (if we ex¬
cept the sonatas of Beethoven)!
THE TECHNICAL DEMANDS OF CHOPIN'S MUSIC.
When playing Chopin, differences of sonority become
essential; the tonal effects must be weighed, their treatment studied and modulated like the inflections of the
voice. We are led to require of the piano a great
many effects not heretofore contemplated; that never
before would we have thought of demanding, and
which respond to the exigencies of this new musi¬
cal matter. The originality of his passage-work, the
grace, and somewhat odd preciosity of his groups of
small notes and appogiaturas, call for a different touch.
In a word, it is an entirely new piano school that was
initiated by Chopin, which by its sweetness, adaptabil¬
ity, variety, rhythmic combinations, and the indepen¬
dence necessary to the fingers, clearly distinguishes it
from Liszts school, more encumbered with superflu¬
ous notes and often obscured by useless polyphony
hor a long time Chopin was the victim of an uniustifiable reputation as a decadent, effeminate composer,
ana in the eyes of many generations he passed only as
a singer of sickly imaginings and morbid romanticism
He was monopolized by a certain public of cult-faddists from which ,t is fitting that he should be rescued.
Chopm was neither neurotic nor sickly: he was tender.
™ " „We;k:,refined’ but "ot affected-’ complex, but
mourn^Veni q,Uent' but "^.rhetorical; and his most
them fromPi8eSi laVC ? dlstlnctlon which preserves
ffiem l La
enCe- In the backgr°"«d of his music
there
always a more or less clear trace of his early
high spirits, which is really much
than meHncholy. there is more rhythm than abandon^
aWttainri"-erpretati0nS have mutilated, disfigured and
mo. t eliminated the clearness of his works
That
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certain, and he preferred to play to women. But this
because he disliked notoriety, and the frequent
clamor of men irritated him. Nevertheless, his playing
was sane, fervent and passionate. Berlioz reproached
him for his too great rhythmic independence. This does
necessarily imply that he was effeminate; and it
rather in response to an exalted sense of accent and
phrasing that he varied rhythm, which in consequence
became more sensitive, less metronomic, more pro¬
foundly musical. We must therefore guard against
considering Chopin as an artist imbued with mannerisms and affectation, but rather admire in him the
musician of a proud race, who interpreted with rare
nobility, delicacy and robust vigor the sweetest setttiments and the most profound passions of the human
soul.
-YOUR “STOCK-IN-TRADE.”

Each person in this work-a-day world, unless indeed
he be one of the now somewhat rare class of abso¬
lute idlers, has something to sell, a “stock-in-trade,’’
to be exact. It may be.labor, it may be education in
one of a thousand branches; it may be some actual
commodity, such as drygoods, groceries or what
not, but it is something to be exchanged for money,
and if the holder would get the money in return for
it he must, in some way, let the public know what he
has for sale.
True, there are some things in this world so fine
and so rare that the public will hunt for them and
will, when found, urge the holder to sell. A few pro¬
ducts °.f the natural world are almost invaluable and
will bring great prices whenever found; a few
works are “priceless,” and are diligently sought by
connoisseurs. A few, just a very few, artists (musi¬
cians included) have attained a unique development
which makes their work sought eagerly by the whole
world, and which makes it absolutely unnecessary
for them to make any public offer of wares, knowing
full well that the public will be only too eager to
offer to buy.
But the musicians who reach this enviable position
are very few, a Patti now and again, a Paderewski
once in a decade, a Strauss just often enough to
keep us alive to the possibility of such genius, and
while the actual recurrence of these rare ones is so
infrequent, there has grown up in the music world
far too much of a feeling that the ethics by which
these geniuses may live should apply to all the lesser
lights. In short, there is a widespread thought that
advertising is belittling to art.
This is just the reason why so many composers of
the past have starved and so many music workers of
to-day eke out a scant livelihood instead of existing in
at least comfortable circumstances. They simply do
not deign to advertise. They stay where circum¬
stances put them. They hide their light under any
convenient covering and “wait” everlastingly for the
world to come and uncover them.
Meantime there is lots of room in the world for
them if they would hut bestir themselves sufficiently
to find the proper environment. Hundreds of locali¬
ties need more musical instruction. Thousands of
people ought to hear more good music. If you are
ready either to give public demonstration of the
beauty and meaning of music or fitted to teach its
form and execution to others you. should advertise
your possibilities.
Find a favorable place, and, once there, let every¬
body within earshot or within reach of the local
printers ink know that you are there. Let them
know, too, what you can do and what you want them
to do. If necessary, put your hand to missionary work
of whatever kind seems best, but don’t expect any
longer that this will make you famous or rich
Worship your art in your own heart all you likecultivate a taste for purity in the art wherever you gohave ideals a-p enty, but remember, too, that von
must live, and that if you would live at all well you
verflse iS aHhfreeIy' Th«efore ad"
the posslbld ways- and let this include

not only
to good ideals, but
comm
* according
”,ucalsout ah
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BY ELLIOT H. PAUL.
The practice of five-finger exercises and scales is
called th-e drudgery of music study, and it is one of
the most trying problems that a music teacher has
to contend with to get pupils to practice them and
to realize their value. The following suggestions,
which are practical for the moderately advanced
pupil, tend to make this practice more interesting,
and enhances its value by demanding more concen¬
tration than the ordinary mechanical practice.
Set the metronome at a moderately slow tempo
and practice in strict rhythm from the time you
begin until the exercises are finished. That is, rest
just one measure between exercises, and if you have
to get another book or find a new place, stop an even
number of measures. In this way the entire prac¬
tice is in mind and strict attention must be paid
all of the time. This also helps very much to de¬
velop the necessary sense of rhythm for ensemble
or orchestra work.
Another good plan is to practice all exercises in
contrary motion and with the hands crossed. This
breaks the monotony,' requires more concentration,
and helps to make the hands absolutely independent
of one another.
Strike as quickly in playing slowly as you do in the
more rapid tempi. Place the finger carefully over
the middle of the note and strike firmly and deci¬
sively, then get ready for the nxt note. The value
of slow practice is that you have time to think about
every note, and consequently it impresses the mind
more^ strongly. A perfect understanding between
the mind and fingers is the secret of piano technic.
Five-finger exercises should be practiced in all
keys, using the fingering indicated for the key of C.
Modern music demands the use of the thumb of the
right hand and the little finger of the left hand on
the black keys. This also helps in learning to
transpose.
Do not practice scales with the conventional fin¬
gering entirely. Scale playing is not perfect until
you can play in any key, starting with any finger.
Pay especial attention to the weak side of your
hand. Play, a few minutes each day, exercises which
require the separation of the 3rd, 4th and Sth fingers.
The following have been found very helpful in gain¬
ing strength and independence of these fing-ers.

MODERN PIONEERS IN THE ART
OF PIANO-PLAYING
By JAROSLAW DE ZIELINSKI

[Editor's Noth—Mr. <lc Zielinski's extremely instructive article “Great Innovators in the Art of Pianoforte Playinii"
Vhuh appeared^in tile July issye may be read as an inttro duel dm to this discussion of the more recent composers for
CHOPIN, THE INCOMPARABLE.
Chopin, who taught the staccato before the legato
in order to1 give his pupils an independence of fingers,
was a different type, yet his three sonatas are seldom
heard. The first one, in C minor, Op. 4, has been de¬
fined as dull; the second, Op. 35, in ■ the sullen and
moody key of B flat minor, is a work of exceeding
originality and strangely fantastic structure; it offers
four beautiful movements, though of little, if any.
affinity. Speaking of this work, Schumann remarked
that Chopin had here “bound together four of his
maddest children.” The third sonata is most attractive
on account of its finale, which is decidedly of a
bravura character. James Huneker is absolutely cor¬
rect when he says that Chopin’s style was formed
when he arrived in Paris, and that he was the creator
of a new piano technic. It was a technic free from
conventionalities, unfettered by pedantry, something
emphatically different from anything heretofore prac¬
ticed ; much of it is made evident in the famous etude,
Op. 10, No. 3, after playing which Liszt once said,
rather sadly, “I would give four years of my life to
have written those four pages.” Schumann and Men¬
delssohn (1809-1847) copied some of Chopin’s fas¬
cinating effects, the former in his F sharp major ro¬
mance, the latter in one of his songs without words.
Later Wagner made good use of similar procedure,
viz., the evolution out of the harmony of an ordinary
chord of the seventh of a melody based on the sixfour chord.
THE CHANGES LISZT WROUGHT.

PURPOSE IN PRACTICE.
BY MRS. JAMES F. EVANS.
No student should practice without having a well
defined objective point. He should know ever}
minute of the time he is at the keyboard just exactly what he is working for. He should have ar
Meal con "many before him-a real purpose to gain
to tr.ii3 e
sbedl tbe sb*H Of conventionality, anti
to fohow a fixed idea; to go to rest with it, rise
Men’ b” W°rk UP t0’t’. 'S ''ke d'£Sin£ f°r treasure
Men bear exposure, sickness-all the horrors ol
W
V;C.,SSm,df ? of We-for « glimpse of shintration vi V i!ri'Ct t11S wonderfu' power of concencartment t L 1S
Part °f tbe infinite upon one dekrgL den, , n0W
ge’ and from th5s effort other
AH STwi" 0pen tbeir d°°r* to us.
I
.. “ 7s no‘ dlrect«l from that which is best in
wel d,V,
Perish’ while one t"ue motive or
hseff nT? d6Sire 3dds new a"d higher ideals to
itself and lives, spreading light to all about.
the tbilT
,natUre and the law of Practi« is: “Do
who do r,JV°Vha11 llaV<? tbe P°wer: hut they
real mirnn • 6 * 1lr!g' bfVe not the power.” With
tain hiirb
practice difficulties which seem moun¬
tain high, will crumble and fall. ;

One of the great innovators in the art of piano-play¬
ing was Franz Liszt (1811-1886), whose style both as
player and composer grew and changed enormously
with time. Brought up on Mozart, a little Bach, con¬
siderable of Hummel, and sti]l more so of his teacher,
Czerny, he came forth, as Edward Dannreuther (18441905) expressed it, “the mature master—a curious con¬
glomerate—who, both as player and composer, chose
to wear motley garments to the end of his days.”
The invention of alternating sixteenths between the
two hands has been accredited to Liszt, but this trick
was really made use of by Johann Sebastian Bach, as,
for example, in his Aria mit 30 veranderungen (var.
29), where he thus produces triple shakes. Liszt makes
also frequent use of a rapid reiteration of identical
notes covering three octaves by throwing the fifth
finger over the first. Mendelssohn made use of some¬
thing similar within two octaves in the Rondo Capriecioso, while Brahms (1833-1897), in his second
(.Concerto, tries to distance Liszt by covering three oc¬
taves with notes of different pitch. A pianist trained
* 1 the Liszt school, which keeps the wrist a bit
igher than the knuckles, so that a coin placed on the
. 5p of the hand would have a tendency to slide down
to the keys; a pianist thus trained would haye no
trouble in playing Hummel’s music with the greatest
^Smoothness and fluency; per contra, Hummel would
have cried out against Liszt’s etudes as unfit for the
Instrument, unclaviermassig.
^ This takes me back to one Francesco Pollini (1763i), a pupil of Mozart, who asserts in his once
method that other Italian and German contmporaries of Cramer and dementi did not hold the
hand in a horizontal position, but rounded, i. e., the
knuckles high and the fingers low, though according
to the teaching of these two masters the hand should
he held horizontally. Evidently Pollini knew some¬
thing of modern requirements which deal with the
position of hands and fingers in regard to the key¬
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getting the most out of five-finger
exercises.

board, and reduce considerably all physical exertion if
the entire weight of wrist and forearm are brought
into play. Liszt knew this maxim; he adopted it and
taught it, and to-day every pianist knows that what¬
ever muscular power the fingers may or may not exert
can be augmented by the full or partial weight of
wrist and forearm, while for purposes of relief or
further increase of power any desirable exertion from
the elbow or the shoulder can be superadded. Ex¬
amples of combinations offered by Pollini in one of
his Thirty-two Exercises in form of a Toccata can
be found in one of dementi’s pieces, also in a Bee¬
thoven sonata; but they are mere happenings. Pollini’s
work presents an elucidation of the idea which served
Thalberg as basis for the unfolding and development
of a style peculiarly his own, that of singing on the
piano, which instrument by this time was capable of
considerable sonority. Thalberg’s works are remark¬
able for melodious phrases, delicate sentiment and
passages of great beauty, grace and brilliancy. ParishAlvars (1810-1849), a brilliant and exceedingly clever
harp player, was really the first to introduce the pedal
for the support of certain notes, whilst the hands were
thus made free to play other notes, accompaniments,
or even a melody. Thalberg (1812-1871) made good
use of this invention (vide his fantasia “Moise”). but
Liszt did it incomparably better (Rhapsody No. 1,
“Mazeppa,” etc.). Beethoven anticipated such a possi¬
bility (Largo in Op. 2, No. 2), likewise Weber (open¬
ing of Cancer tstiick), and years later Mendelssohn
in the introduction to his capriccio, Op. 22.
The highest point of absolute independence as re¬
gards consideration of any or all adopted rules is
the B minor sonata by Franz Liszt, dedicated to
Robert Schumann, and his only work of that kind.
Some hypercritical writers have tried to prove that it
is not a sonata because it is only of one three-part
movement, and that Liszt does not stick to the estab¬
lished form of the so-called classical period, but sub¬
stitutes a style of bis own, namely, a further develop¬
ment after the exposition and development, in place
of the conventional recapitulation.
Nevertheless, it
is, as C. A. Barry wrote some years ago, a work in
which “all the leading characteristics of a sonata in
three movements are fully maintained within the scope
of a single movement,” and I am glad to add the
estimate of one so versed in didactic analysis as Henry
G. Hanchett, who calls it a gigantic, wholly admirable
and original work. Indeed, its very complex organ¬
ism appeals to a musician of liberal mind and shows
the art of uninterrupted succession which was thought
of already by Beethoven.
BRAHMS NOT AN INNOVATOR.
Brahms, for whom Schumann stood practically as
sponsor when he declared him a “giant,” has also left
some sonatas, of which three (Op. 1, 2 and 5) are for
the piano, and to Schumann they were “unverscheierte
Symphonien.” That they are not “claviermassig” goes
without saying. Brahms was not an innovator in pianism, but he strove to build on Schumann and Chopin,
developing _ the beauty of the triplet and progres¬
sions of sixths, which make most insinuating music.
We may seek in vain for new subtleties of form or new
rhythms, yet there is a newness, a sensuous element
that appeals to the intellect, particularly so in his
smaller pieces, the intermezzi, rhapsodies, etc., of his
later life, although, according to Nitzche, Brahms has
the “Mclancholie des Unvermogens” (the sadness of
impotence).
One more.post-Beethoven writer of sonatas: Anton

Rubinstein, who left among some stupendous things
four sonatas for the piano (Op. 12, 20, 41 and 100).
His facility in writing was as great as his virtuosity,
and while diffuseness mars in some respects the abso¬
lute perfection of many of his works, they bear the
embodiment of individuality in art, the impress of his
magnificent nature. Particularly original was his use
of arpeggio figures and chords, and while he belonged
to no school, and founded no school, his conquest of
all possible technical difficulties placed him apart from
all others, both as pianist and teacher. Rubinstein
loved the works of Mendelssohn and Schumann, and
positively adored Chopin, whom he always proclaimed
as the very “Claviergeist;” as technic with him was
the means to an end, and never the end itself, he
played but little of Liszt’s music, which for him was
not music at all, while Brahms is conspicuous by his
absence from the programs of the famous historical
recitals.
DEPPE'S IDEAS.
A tone and touch theorist of importance at one time
was Ludwig Deppe (1828-1890). whose pupil. Elizabeth
Caland, tried to make clear his method in her book,
Die Deppe’sche Lehre des Klaviers piets. published in
1897, while Amy Fay made this erstwhile orchestral and
choral director widely known in this country. Some
years before publishing her book, Elizabeth Caland and
Tony Bandmann studied with Frederick Horace Clark,
an -American of varied experiences in Germany, and
whose theories hese two women assimilated, but with¬
out credit to their teacher. • If there is one in the last
fifty years whe strove earnestly to present a rational
theory for teaching the art of piano-playing, it is
unquestionably F. H. Clark. In 1892 he made an
expose, in his philosophical romance Iphigenia von
Stein, of Deppe’s apparent errors. For more than
twenty years Clark had worked over his anatomical
studies in order to establish, according to Liszt’s own
views, the transcendental art of that master, and he
makes a strong point of this: that the spirit of har¬
mony lies in.the art-evolution itself, as a supplementary
means of development toward fecundity. Wonderful
varieties of tone are attributed to these different meth¬
ods, and the arguments put forth remind one of Swift's
absurd but incisive epigram on the well-known HandclBononcini operatic controversy:
lie-dura and Twoedle-dee !"

energy of emotional language and the requirements of
a most modern technic. The first ones to break away
from established rules were Balakireff and RimskyKorsakoff; their musical perception led them to realize
the color of every note, and they burst the bonds that
held Chopin, Schumann, I&rlioz, Liszt and Wagner.
And the principle? It is simply this, that every given
note attracts other notes without regard to any scale,
consequently chords attract other chords without re¬
course to the well-worn cadences. In brief, it is not
music of precepts but of sensations, based on melodies
and not on scales, consequently all dissonant chords
become consonant by the very reason of their existence,
and I refer my readers to some splendid examples of
this new school in the works—particularly sonatas—of
Campbell-Tipton, Szymanowski, Balakireff. Scriabine
Debussy, Dukas, Ravel, etc. Like the poetry of to-day,
it is music for the musically educated, complex to a'
degree, embodying most up-to-date ideas of pianism,
hacked up with a finger, wrist and arm abilitv that
would have jarred even Clementi and his erratic pupil
John Field (1782-1837).
P P '
Summing up: Haydn worked on the solid basts of
Bach; Mozart understood the instrument better than
Haydn, consequently infused more grace and sweet¬
ness in his music. Clementi, to whom thp piano was
everything, invented effects which were like a new
world to his instrument; they were innovations of the
greatest importance. Liszt and Rubinstein extended
these problems far beyond the limits of tile Viennese
schoo1, while the modernists, the men of to-dav, have
added to the already existing educational attainments
knowledge of complex combinations
of sounds blending with other combinations as colors
demand remaining independent of any or all scales.
“Grove's Dictionary of Musicians!*’
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All honor to him who searches out the mysteries of
the art himself and by his own gifts and by apply¬
ing the experiences of others succeeds.
Let our
teachers hold some credentials which show by comsnthnritv that they have been taught right.

“Shall Music Teachers be Required to Pass an Examination
Before They Are Permitted to Teach?”

Replies from Etude readers lo the arguments of
Dr. J. Humphrey Anger.Affirmative
Mr. E. M. Bowman.Affirmative
Mr. J. Lawrence Err.Affirmative
Dr. H. C. Clarke.Negative
Mr. Louts C. Elson.Negative
Mr. W. S. B. Mathews.Negative
In the June issue The Etude introduced a new idea
in journalism. It took the form of a printed debate
in which three distinguished educators pleaded for
the affirmative and three pleaded for the negative.
We decided to let the judges be our readers, agree¬
ing to publish the best letters received. The large
number of extremely intelligent opinions which have
come to us in letter form makes it difficult to dis¬
card some and print others. Consequently we have
decided to select for publication a paragraph from
each of the first letters received at our office. In
order that the district in which the writers live may
be known we have added the name of the State
from which the letter has come to the name of the
The Etude does not attempt to take any positive
position in this contest either pro or con. We feel
that the verdict belongs to our readers. We can
see the merits in both sides of the question as it
has been adjudicated by those who have written to
us. In olden-time England a peer was supposed by
law to have the ability to write. It made no differ¬
ence whether he could write or not, the law gave
him the credit for having the accomplishment merely
because he was a, peer. We can see how the fact
of having passed an examination might be employed
by some people as a measure of ability whereas it
in many cases might be no more than a measure of
memory. At the same time we can see how it is
the easiest thing in the world for an absolute char¬
latan to impose upon the public in the most scan-'
dalous manner simply because our laws do not or
cannot, as the case may fce, throw the same protec¬
tion around the music teacher as it throws around
the doctor and the lawyer.
If number is any indication, this question has
been decided in the negative by our readers, as far
more “No” letters have been received than “Yes”
letters. We regret that the limitations of The Etude
space prevent our giving more extended attention to
this in future issues. The discussion will close with the
presentation of the following letters:
NO.
Educate the parents so that they may know what
their children are doing. Let the mother be present
during some of the lessons and see if the teacher is
demonstrating and explaining the difficulties in a
satisfactory manner. Let her listen to the work of
ether teachers with their pupils. It will not take
long for her to determine which is the better for
her child. By examination we might lose many fine
teachers who would not be willing to present them¬
selves for examination. Teachers are, in a sense,
people with special talents for teaching. There are
many line performers who would have difficulty in
passing a special examination, and yet are excellent
teachers. Shall we be compelled to close the doors
of our musical realm to them?
Florence Pelton (Oregon).
YES.
The greater majority of parents are no more
qualified by personal knowledge to select a com¬
petent teacher of music than they would he to select
a competent teacher of mathematics or the dead
languages. Our school systems for the most part
compel the teacher of science and languages to have
a certificate before he can teach in public schools.

State examinations would put nine-tenths of the
present music teachers out of business. That is
exactly what ought to happen—but they would not
stay out of business very long. The nine-tenths
would prepare themselves to pass the State exam¬
inations and become self-respecting and accredited
teachers. If they have not the industry, capacity
nor ambition to worjc for the State certificate it
would be well for them to stay out of music.
Susan Lloyd B. Ireland (New Jersey).
YES.
Many parents are entirely ignorant as far as music
is concerned, and they trust implicitly in the teacher.
As a safeguard to the public, music teachers should
be compelled to take examinations in musical peda¬
gogy and let the best workers win, just as the best
■doctors and lawyers win. As it is now, anyone with
the ability to play a few rag-time selections can get
pupils. An examination would put these “artists”
and “professors” out of business. Another impor¬
tant advantage would be that the teacher who had
worked hard and acquired a creditable sum of
knowledge could, by means of passing a State exam¬
ination, rank with the Conservatory graduate.
Nellie L. Witter (Colorado).
NO.
If a person were required to pass an examination
before being permitted to teach music, it would not
necessarily follow that that person, after having
been granted a certificate, would make an excep¬
tionally .fine teacher. I have met many musicians
with English degrees who were anything but musi¬
cians in the artistic sense of the term, and I have
also met some exceptionally fine musicians and
teachers who had neither the money to spend nor
the time to devote to obtaining a degree. Teaching
is just as much a gift as music to some people;
therefore it is impossible to measure the capabili¬
ties of a person as a music teacher by enforcing
additional education that is in no way required by
the every-day teacher. Popular education in music
is advancing so rapidly that the unqualified teacher
will very soon be a thing of the past, as his bettertrained brother will by his very excellence compel
the greater share of the patronage to come his way.
C. H. Halstead (British Columbia).
NO.
There are now hundreds <jf unpretentious music
teachers doing a valuable missionary work in small
communities. Many are self-taught and would not
be able to pass difficult examinations in higher
musical subjects. Nevertheless, these teachers sup¬
ply a need. Often they secure the means to permit
further study and some become very accomplished
and proficient. Let us not blight the rapidly de¬
veloping but tender plant of music culture in. small
communities by suppressing those teachers who are
doing their best under existing circumstances.
Oscar E. Frey (Michigan).

By introducing examinations in music study the
musical world would place a 'restraining hand upon
one of the growing evils of this country, f. <>., the
process of education which permits us to be content
with merely a superficial knowledge of things.
Americans are too often satisfied with the most
meagre understanding of music, hence the wide¬
spread disaster of faulty musical intelligence
To
one conversant with the country districts especially
the matter o’f teaching music by those utterly unfit
for the undertaking is appalling. This is in no way
meant to disparage the so-called self-taught teacher
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NO.
Youthful teachers whose intuitive teaching ability
is strong but who lack the necessary funds to. finish
their own education would be deprived of ever
reaching their goal if they were to be thus crushed.
The young teacher can at least teach as much as
he himself knows. His pupils are under no con¬
tract and as soon as they feel that they are able to
advance they arc at liberty to select a more com¬
petent teacher. Give the struggling young teacher
a chance. Don’t question his ability or his rights.
Shall we be slaves to arbitrary laws which can never
become a measure of real art? Stop to measure
intuitive artistic ability and the wheels of musical
progress will run down.
Mrs. Laura A. Gissler (California).

Fifty per cent, of my work is in straightening out
mistakes and in correcting errors which have liter¬
ally been drilled into the minds of my pupils by
previous incompetent teachers. It is most discour¬
aging both for the pupils and for their parents to
find that after the expenditure of considerable time,
money and energy the work the pupil has done is
really a texture of failures. I had one pupil who had
had seven teachers and was nevertheless ignorant
of some of the greatest essentials in elementary
musical training. If the music teachers do not take
some means to suppress these “fake” teachers the
laymen will be forced to demand some diploma or
some credentials for his own protection.
Emulous Smith (Michigan).

The cost of “standardizing” music teachers would
be so great that it would become necessary to raise
the rates for musical, instruction generally. Of
course, in the case of the very rich this would not
be of much importance, but the poor would surely
be affected by the raise in rates of instruction.
With the middle class the increased rate would
cause great concern. Struggling professionals or
people “on a salary” who either by inheritance or
education have refined tastes find the increasing cost
for necessities a serious problem.
Consequently
music study becomes a luxury, and luxuries arc for¬
bidden when the income is small.
Barrett Hardie.

i have been teaching in a town of fifteen hundre
for five years. Of my thirty pupils, several are we
advanced in the Mathews’ Graded Course and will gh
indiyidual recitals soon. These recitals show tl
public the pupil’s abilities, which, after all, is a betti
proof than a certificate or diploma. Many of the:
pupils will make excellent teachers. Of the oi
hundred and fifty music pupils in this town, vei
few could spare the money or time to prepare fi
an elaborate State examination; nevertheless, ths
provide the very best possible material for extern
mg musical culture in our district. For this reasc
atn opposed to government examinations whit
workers?0mPe

" ”
Mrs. A. L. Johnston (Nebraska).

yes.
We talk of the advancement of music in Americ
that 7k ere’ pray. can we do more than by seeir
sha o e\,nSrCt,07of the Inusicians of to-morro
ouaFfi
f b,056- Wh° by Preparation and fitness a
know W0 Hd° f • The indent has the right 1
he i?
‘W- en. le ls spending- his money and tin
Put hL 7e,V,nga ,nstn,ction from a teacher who In
put his own education and abilities to some reco,
msed and legalised test.

V

John H. Bronson (Massachusetts).
no.
LawhsC ttndffi
b?gms where the science stop
Laws tending to hinder the progress of music h
a reputation according to his worth

-iml his r

TrnCis 2" rrernd ^b ’ris repnutio
g
an art, and the teaching of the art i

music is beyond the limitations of any statute.
Laws pertaining to musical instruction should be
equally applicable to painting and literature. Imagine
any just law prescribing how an artist should use
his brush! Music is a shading of tones—no two
teachers shade alike. What State law can prescribe
what shading a teacher shall do or shall not do, or
how much or how little? Inconsistency is the wail
of the unfortunates crying for a State law, and
really for what purpose they know not.
James W, Pierce (California).
NO.
The examinations themselves would doubtless be
of technical rather than a musical nature. A good
technic is necessary for a teacher, but not nearly
so necessary as the innate ability to impart knowl¬
edge. Every teacher in the course of his own work
is an examiner of his own ideas and methods. If
he has success with his pupils what more is neces¬
sary?
William Jarboe (Massachusetts).
NO.
The majority of the parents of our pupils are in¬
telligent enough to know when their children are
progressing. If the pupil does not progress it is
the duty of the parents to seek another and better
teacher. This is more likely to raise the standard
of music teaching than a thousand boards of ex¬
aminers.
Amy L. Stanfield (Oklahoma).
NO.
State' examination and supervision of music teach¬
ers is not feasible on account of the general indiffer¬
ence off the public, which does not realise the ethical
value of music nor the importance of competent
musical instruction. The time is not ripe for dele¬
gating to the government the power of regulating
the music teacher’s profession, and it is doubtful if
even under the most favorable conditions, such leg¬
islation would ever accomplish the desired results.
The organisation of the teaching profession into an
o’ganisation to be affiliated with the American
Federation of Lqbor would accomplish more than
fftate examinations.
F. Adalbert Redfield (Washington).
NO.
No, a thousand times no! The idea of a license
to teach, issued by the State, is plausible and at¬
tractive at first glance, but in practice this would
give the open door to a lot of mischievous wicked¬
ness. The art of music would become materialised,
debased. Much more than musical knowledge and
playing ability is needed to make the good teacher,
and this “much more” no State Board can possibly
pass upon. It is true that much poor work is being
done by persons unfitted to teach, but the number
of unprepared lay teachers is gradually diminishing,
thanks to the diffusion of information about music,
the work of eminent teachers and writers, and an
ever-widening musical atmosphere. Time, with its
; strenuous musical activities, will bring the needed
remedy. When truly good musical people far and
wide set a standard for teaching, backed up by public
demand, then will the misfits in the profession little
by little disappear. To my mind the art of teach¬
ing music must develop from within, and not be
, regulated from without.
Carl Hoffman (Virginia).
YES.
Some of the most important attributes of a real
teacher are not revealed by the usual examination
of his knowledge of technic, harmony, theory or
teaching repertoire. Many a successful candidate
in the examinations might have the technic of a
Rubinstein and be equally learned in the science
and theory of music and yet be an inferior teacher.
Other candidates might know only half the technic,
science and theory, and might even fail in the ex¬
aminations, and yet be excellent teachers.
Why could not a staff of competent examiners be
created which should examine, say, a class of six
to ten pupils from any teacher who might be a
candidate for examination, and, by a judicious stand¬
ard of examining, base their granting or refusal of
a license on the work of the pupils?
This plan would not prevent the masses from
teaching, but it would put the stamp of recognition
on those teachers holding such licenses. I would
suggest licenses of various classes (first, second and

third) to be determined, also, by the pupils of the
teacher.
If only one general license were offered, many
teachers would, upon securing this, suspend all fur¬
ther study, while with licenses of varying degrees of
excellence there would always be something to spur
the teacher on to higher place.
LeRoy B. Campbell (Pennsylvania).
YES.
1. Legal license would doubtless thin the ranks of
music teachers, but this could not last long, as open
fields of labor must necessarily open up opportunity
for the ambitious, and therefore will soon be filled
again with workers.
2. And opposed to this temporary loss will stand
the far more important gain of having competent
workers only, in whom students and parents will
have confidence.
3. It will furthermore raise the standard of music
as an ‘educational value in the non-musician’s eye
(who now very often ignores the importance of
music), and therefore music must become a more
established and vital branch of education.
Henry Jansen (Manitoba).
NO.
The study of music is not a necessity, but an ac¬
complishment, an art, a medium through which is
taught rhythm, concentration, refinement and self¬
culture. You cannot wear it, eat it nor drink it.
There is no law, of the United States or of nature,
that compels the public to patronize any amateur
or professional musician. Patrons earn their own
money and have a perfect right to spend it as they
see fit.
In almost every community there are a
number of reputable teachers whose terms are in
reach of all. The very act of standardising itself is
“prohibitive” and “unjust,” and a stumbling block
in the way of future progress.
John Proctor Mills (Alabama).
YES.
The condition of common school education was
in the same place fifty or more years ago that music
teaching is now. The arguments that are offered
against examinations for teachers were doubtless
used then against such methods. Early educators
had a hard fight to establish our present system of
schools, which, though it may not be perfect, few
will deny is superior to the old haphazard methods.
Then anybody “kept school’’ who could persuade
people to subscribe and send their children. The
music teacher has the same methods now, and it
often takes no more knowledge of music to do this
than it took in the old days of the “three R’s ”
Because we cannot have at once a perfect system
of examinations is no reason for discouragement.
Reforms must come slowly and apparent failures
are but steps to success.
Every music teacher can make a beginning at
home by grading up the work of his own pupils and
by teaching a love for exact knowledge and a hatred
ot shams and musical “fakirs.”,
Fannie Gilbert (Kansas).

THE PENTATONIC SCALE IN FAMOUS SONG.
Nowadays when there is so much talk about scales,
whole-tone or otherwise, and people are constantly
turning to the Orient to find “new” scale ' forms
among the relics of an ancient past, it may be well
to remind ourselves that the principal scale of the
Orient is precisely the same as that which forms the
basis of many of the simplest of the old folk songs
of Scotland, Ireland, etc.
The scale on which the Gaelic folk songs are
tounded is known as the Pentatonic Scale. The word
pentatonic” simply means “five tones,” and the
name is used to account for the fact that only five
tones are used instead of the seven to which we are
accustomed—the fourth and seventh being omitted
In other words the Pentatonic Scale can be found by
simply playing on the black keys of the piano from
G flat up.
A very familiar instance of a melody
founded on this scale is'Auld Lang Syne.

CAN YOUR PUPILS LISTEN?
LA VERNE H. BROWN.
It is a comparatively easy matter for a pupil to
listen to the resolution of a chord while he is play¬
ing, but still some do not do it. By way of illustra¬
tion, let us refer to Mendelssohn’s Songs Without
Words No'. 22, measure 20, first group.
The C
should be heard through the group and should also
give out its correct amount of tone in the first chord
of the second group. This tone must stand sentinel
in its place, rich, round and full, without being harsh
or offensive. The C can best be taken by a short,
quick stroke of the fourth finger with a drop of the
wrist. The tone will then “sing” as desired. One
step more must be taken with the pupil. He must
play this passage in such a slow tempo that he can
hedr the tone singly for quite an instant before the
other notes of the group are taken, and he must
also hear it as it rides supreme over these other
notes. He can hear this in the first practice of this
measure only in a very slow tempo.
Can your pupil hear the legato effect of a melody
passage? To illustrate what real legato means it is
a good plan to overdo the idea in a five-finger exer¬
cise. Take C, D, E, F, G with the fingers of the
right hand. With each finger possessing its re¬
spective piano-key, but not resting on it, count
slowly “one and” to each key, putting the finger
down quickly on “one” and raising it quickly to its
original position on “and” after the second piano-key
is played, etc. It will be noticed that no piano-key
is released on the first “and,” and also that there is
an overlapping of tone. This is legato exaggerated.
Now take a melody, for instance Schumann’s
About Strange Lands and People, Op. IS, and treat it
in the same manner during the first week of practice,
and the legato effect will be realized; it can be
heard.
Can your pupils of the early grades hear the
chord changes of an irregular progression and enjoy
them? I find that it works well to have c.ertain
measures copied, perhaps six times, asking that the
passage be played, each time from the copy. The
music tablet is in evidence at the lesson and the
pupil can take pride in playing for ine from his own
copy. I truly endorse the use of the music tablet as
an aid to listening. Very often you will notice the
pupil humming the tune as he copies it. Wise guid¬
ance in this art of listening will be repaid ten-fold.

WHEN THE MOTHER INTERFERES.
BY LULU M. YOST.
Sometimes a fond mother will enter, the room very
cautiously, while the lesson is in progress, and say
a word or two of encouragement to the youthful
aspirant for pianoforte fame. Instead of having the
desired effect, it has usually the reverse. Anything
that takes the mind from the lesson is detrimental
to the progress of the pupil, even if it is only a small
fly innocently walking down the page, must be more
or less annoying to the ever-patient teacher.
The troubles are not all confined to the piano
teacher. Oh no! . The voice teacher may have her
share also. She is confronted with something like
tb,s
“Oh, Mrs. -, Marian has such an awful
throat! She went skating yesterday and took a hor¬
rid cold, so that her voice was scarcely audible this
morning. You will excuse her from the lesson to
day-she cannot even practice.” Perhaps the young
lady in question is obliged to miss two or more
lessons on account of a cold, which, by exercising
a little bit of common sense, might, perhaps have
been avoided.
Then, there is the parent who has "excuses” readv
the minute the teacher gets inside. Little Georgie
has had such a sore finger he could not practice”
until just the day previous to the lesson. Th-e voung
gentleman stands listening with a very injured air
bordering a little on sullenness. This air of indif'
ference is carried on all through the lesson
Why
don t parents place their children entirely in charge
of the teacher, at least during the lesson hour?
School teachers are not often interfered with but
the music teacher suffers all kinds of interruptions
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Laying the Foundation for^locity
How Great Speed May Be Attained if the Right Beginjjj^g is Made
By E. M? .BOWMAN

$

From ‘A Musician's Letters to His Nephew’

lay discussion a] the foundation work „/ thy «<>mn ytL/y.,l
has to do tilth an open
teachers. The student, I_, ___ ___■_
huur in reading and rereading this article. The matter is
taken from Mr. Bowman's forthcoming hook, "A Musician’s
Letters to His Nephew.” In this the well-known educator
writes to an imaginary nephew, the nephew really being the
kind of a boy Mr. Bowman himself was at one time. This
boy lives in small town in Vermont, and is not in position
to take up his musical work in a large city. His local teacher
is Miss Proctor, who is guided in a measure by the boyk
In my last letter I tried to show you the itnjT
portance of forming a good legato touch in the very
beginning. The legato touch once mastered, it 'is
always easy to learn the different forms of stacctdo
—the correct forms, too. The chief difficulty, in the
beginning of piano study, is to avoid acquiring faulty
forms of staccato. The reason why so many young
pupils form bad habits in touch is that they are
anxious to begin playing music pieces too soon. It
is easy to understand this. The family are music
lovers; they wish to hear “something,” by which
expression they mean a piece; the child loves music,
too, and very naturally longs to “play something.”
That is the very thing that you have wanted to do,
and doubtless your father and mother have the same
idea as yourself and are impatient to hear your first
piece. For that purpose you are now away from
home. It is unlikely that either your parents or you
have thought, prior to my letters to you, that to
play like an artist by and by, or to play even pass¬
ably well, it would be positively necessary for you
to have such fundamental training or preparation
work as I am requiring of you before attempting to
really play pieces.
DOING ONE THING AT A TIME.
In laying a foundation, we should study and prac¬
tice one kind of touch or one kind of passage at a
time. We should s.trive to do that one thing as well
as possible and to establish the habit of .so doing.
When the single things can be done right and freely,
then two kinds of touch or two kinds of passage
should be put together. This, of course, is much
more difficult, but if the single forms have been
mastered the double or complex forms can be also.
Little by little the mind and the playing machine
may be trained to do wonderful things. The com¬
plex things will become just as easy as the simple
things. Indeed, there seems to be no limit to the
varieties in touch, or degrees in power and delicacy,
speed and endurance, possible to the pianist’s hand.
But the training must be done in the right way.
If Miss Proctor has had the experience of begin¬
ning in the wrong way; if she was allowed to play
pieces having complex things to do before-she was
able to accomplish simple things, for example, if the
piece required a staccato touch in one hand and
legato in the other, or one hand had a melody to
play while the other had soft repeated chords, and
she found herself utterly unable to make it sound
as her teacher played it, she will understand what
I have been saying to you, and will tell you that it
ts all true and worth your heeding.
training should begin young.
Your father has, I am fold, some of the finest
Morgan horses in Vermont. There are racers
among them. In training them for their career as
racers or roadsters, he knows that great care and
skill are required to establish, while they are yet
coIts,_ the very best gait and style of which they
promise to be capable when fully grown. Almost
any person would know that about horses. But
when people begin to talk about musical art: this
and that piece of music which such and such an

artist has played or sung; this or that concert by
some great orchestra; or such and such an opera
that they may have heard, one would imagine from
the conversation that those talking were well edu¬
cated in music and well informed as to general prin¬
ciples in music Study; whereas there is probably no
subject about which the people think they know so
much and which, they talk’so boldly and glibly as
■ music, and, after all, no subject on which they speak
so superficially and often ignorantly.
Living, as do your -parents, at a distance from
musical centers and Jheir advantages, it would be
surprising if they were well informed as to the best
methods of musical instruction. It is surprising,
indeed, that they have discovered your musical
talent and have brought themselves to the sacrifice
of sending you away from home, in order that you
may begin to study before it is too late to train
your hands for a, musical career. What an example
to other parents, living in the country, who have
musical children! Happily,‘musical conditions are
growing better every year. Musical papers, books,
good and cheap editions -of the best music, good
concerts and discussions about music and methods
of teaching, not forgetting the-advantages afforded
by the telephone and rapid transit, are doing great
things for the cultivation of the people in almost
every city, town and farming community in our
country.
great velocity.
But, as I said at the beginning of this letter, to¬
day I wish to talk to you about one of the most
important points in the development of your skill
in technic. Some day you will need to play scale
passages or arpeggios, or mixed forms of scales or
arpeggios, etc.—Miss Proctor can tell •you what I
mean—at the rate of ofie thousand or twelve hun¬
dred tones a minute. I have pupils who exceed that
speed. This means that their muscles and nerves
have been trained just right; that right conditions
have become a habit, and that they have practiced
for five years or more. I have talked to you about
the best position of the arm, hand and fingers, and
have given you exact directions how to get the best
quality of tone from the piano. From this time
forward I wish you to train your fingers to make
quick movements—movements- that can be made just
muscles

y

**

p0ssible> without

stiffening

any

Be very careful not to stiffen the wrist. You will
be more likely to do that than almost any other
wrong thing. The muscles which move the fingers
very easily get “mixed up.” so to speak, with the
muscles which control the movement at the wrist
IhT*
e" th,6 wrist-j°int ^ apt to become stiff
the fingers no longer work freely, the tone is hard
and the entire act of playing is mw and unmusical
While playing with one or the other hand, you must
frequently test the wrist of the playing hand^bv
pressing it with the other hand, or by hiving your
teacher or some one else do it for you. *f it bends
springily like the tip of that fish-pole of yours las
summer when you and I went fishing dow^ Davis’

v e You are I know, the merest beginner in
piano Playing, bui you cannot begin too early to
min your fingers to make these as-qmck-as-possible
motions. Every time you make any sort of a motion
quickly, you are ttraining the nerves and
act more and more quickly. After some years of
this kind of practice you will discover that your
skill and speed are far greater than the skill and
speed of others who have not received this sugges¬
tion or heeded it.
Only a small proportion of all the boys and girls
who start out well in learning to play the piano
ever get beyond a certain degree of^peed or power.
The reason for this is, I am quite>sure, that they
are not taught from the beginning to make quick
motions. If seems- to be natural &Sfr teachers and
pupils to think of
fc**(a) Trying to strike the right k«B/;
lb) Trying to strike the keys for-gffiud tone; but,
(c) Trying to strike the keys wiiB&itiik~as-possible
motions, and to lift the fingers fi^pi the keys the
same way, is an idea that does n£t suggest itself.
Possibly this is because the diffe»nce in values.be¬
tween a quick and .a slow motio^iis not notid» as
easily as it is between right and wrong
or
between loud and soft tones. But I have'studied ‘
this matter very carefully and for years, and my
experience makes me quite certain that this view as
to the value of quick motions is correct, ^ there¬
fore very earnestly ask you and Miss Prifttof to
pay the best of attention to my advice andjip keep
it up until you know by your own experieifee that
it was good advice. Then you will nut iffcd my
advice to pause you to continue the practi^?'
BEGIN SLOWLY.
Every form of exercise—trill, five-key, scale, ar¬
peggio, etc.—should invariably be begun with long
tones—56 to 92 tones to the minute, according to
skill—never faster than 92, in the sieve form, no
matter how skillful the player may be. With the
metronome at 56 to 60, one has time to raise the
finger to playing position, poise it in correct shape,
store up nervous energy, and then deliver the fingerstroke with the utmost speed. By an equally quickmotion, the finger that is to strike iJ.xt should be
lifted to its position and poised for JA stroke. Let
each finger move up and down, n/ponlv with all
possible quickness, but with perfertc-ase and inde¬
pendence from all the other fingers—remember the
paper-test under the fingers in the table exercises.
Test the wrist also, for pliancy. When the exer¬
cise goes well, in this slow tempo (rate of move¬
ment), it may be played twice as fast; that is. two
tones to one tick. Then three, four, and, later on,
eight. This should be called playing the exercise in
ones, “twos,” “threes,” “fours” and • eights.” The
most valuable of them all will always be the “ones.”
In the ones” you will be making just as quick
motions as you possibly can; therefore, you will be
working for finger-speed just as truly and perhaps
more surely than in the “eights.” In the “eights”
the fingers follow each other faster, but the motion
of each separate finger is not a bit quicker than in
aulek I,65'
T^?, fi^er-motion
both cases is “as
L
J, Possible;
therefore, between the slow
Z ZJr

} aml,the fast (“ei8hts”) *here can be
“

Zn^ m the quickneSS ih the
SLOW EXERCISES NOT DULL.

dnnUPiTS f"magine tbat slow exercises are stupid and
-J” °
Practice, in playing long tones, put/
smdvdlf L°faULCk mot,ons- as well as the careful
and it- ° ;t, tnd:shapm? and Umber-wrist conditions,
ing faster nl ^ aS 1”terestinff as exercises requirwlrk a, 1 Play'”Fv Persevere in this foundation
Than cn, l/T Wlll.find ,hat- in a much shorter time
lire
a* gained in any other way, you will
'of the fin~ed' P°rr a"d quality- The 9«ick motion
also has mnr ”akeS f°r Speed- The 9uick motion
has more momentum; therefore more nower

big trout at the miii-s
I-ike your ears and your nose, your wrists will
now and then have their own share of work\o7o
The balance of the time they are to take a back
sea their work then being to hold the hands in

Th,orce r * ™47odr^,. 4$;
Power has less6 qu’ck'movmS finger, having more
sive flexion
a "fed for muscular effort or exfcesquality The=d\the'ef°re’.produces a tone of better
The quick-as lth? *** impo.rtant Points.
|
the finger hand
?tta?k °f the key fvvith
vantage Do not I armL ls the source of this ad-

quick movements.
1 wish now to make you understand the value J
the quick movements” about which I have been

Prouder'of knowing° this fha S°me ^ yT vilJ 1>S
that bis trout in the
^ °f
Your affectionate uncle,
-)
,
Edward.

I

(The first part of this article appeared in The Etdde for
July. The infonmation in this series is compiled from many
different sources/■ and provides our readers with reference
matter difficult tfo obtain in any other way.)

■

Landler (Laindt-ler). Another German name for this
is Landerer. This dance originated in Styria (Austria) and |s a peasants' dance, resembling a waltz
or Tyrolienne.
WEBER-"Der Freiscl

r r r
f
LbfRE (Loor). A.French dance of slow time and dig. .',nified character, which derives its name from an
•, ofd instrument of the bagpipe species. It is in
6;/4 or 3/4 time. In later times it was taken at a
ifiore rapid tempo.
SCHUBERT
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is much more dignified andt^ofty. It is capable of Saraband (Sarra-band) (It., Sarabanda; Fr., Sarabande; Ger., Saraban'de.) A Spanish dance of
the greatest possible \®|i5ky of expression. Some¬
4.Moorish origin. It is of a slow and stately chartimes fiery in charactS,‘-s&metimes more languorOicter in 3/4 or 3/2 time, and has a strong accent
Chopin has used his form to convey some
on the second beat of the measure, which is often
of the. deepest sentimA |t,of which his profound
syncopated over to the second half of the last beat.
genius was capable. TJfjs rifythm of the bolero pre¬
It is danced by a single performer. The Saraband
dominates, but is freqtjil ttied and syncopation in
occurs in the Suite after the Courante (q. v.).
both melody and accqnit ®fn£nt is common. The
Castanets are often employed in this dance.
melody often ends ol#$! e£t.hfrd beat of the meas’usually the case with
ure instead of the 8frst,
Andante sostenuto
most music. This-' results iff a strong accent com¬
ing upon second beat of the last measure. The ^
Polonaise teir^o resembles the March played aWt
rate of speediest described by moderato. PiSno
soloisjC ofteiY make>Jthe mistake of playing the Seguidilla (Say-gwee-deel-ya). A Spanish dance in
Polonaise too fast. 'This contradicts the stately
3/4 time. It is peculiar in that the performers
origin of the dance. It was saicf to have been used
sing while dancing. A guitar and castanets are
' for court processions of noblemen and noblewomen
employed in the accompaniment. It is in rather
before the court of the king. The Italian form of
slow tempo.
the word is Pollaca. Although the Polonaise rises
BIZET-"Carmen”
tp its greatest heights in the compositions of
^Chopin, it was by no means neglected by the older
masters. Bach wrote three, and flandel, Beethoven,
Mozart and Schubert were also fond of the form.

3PP

yCHOPIN, Op. 40, No. I
Strathspey. A lively Scotch dance in 4/4 time in
which the famous “Scdtch snap” is prominent. This
is produced by a sixteenth note followed by a
dotted eighth note. It is slower than a Reel (q. v.).

hj
Malaguf.na. See Fandango.
Marchfc(Ger., Marsch; Fr., Marsch; It., Marcia).
Tljfc slow march is played at the rate of about 75
steps a minute, and the quick march at about 108.
The march is common to all nations and is either
in common or 6/8 time.
Mazurka (Ma-tsoor'-ka). This work is found in all
kinds of forms in German, Masure, Masureck,
Masurek, Masurka, Mazourk, Mazourka, Mazur,
Mazurca and Mazurke. All refer to the same
dance. It is Polish in origin and derives its name
from the province of Masovia. It was known as
early as the sixteenth century. It is usually lively
in character although some Mazurkas intended as
I
solo numbers are played at a slow tempo. The
Mazurka i? usually played quicker than the Pol¬
onaise but slower than the quick Waltz, The best
known Mazurka rhythm is a dotted eighth followed
(by a sixteenth and two quarter notes. A strong
accent usually comes on the third beat of each
measure. In most Mazurkas the melody ends upon
the second beat of the last measure. Chopin was
very fond of this form and in his Mazurkas he
introduces many Polish national airs. These give
each mazurka in his fourteen sets a markedly na¬
tional character.
CHOPIN, Op 33, No. 4

Minuet (Ger., Minuett; Fr., Menuet; It., Menuetto,
Minuetto). A slow, stately dance in triple time,
generally 3/4, invented about the middle of the
seventeenth century. Haydn introduced it into
the sonata and Beethoven has glorified it into the
scherzo. The Minuet is typical of the form in
which most dances are constructed. It consists of
two main parts. The first part is in two divisions,
(a) a strain, or tune, of eight or more measures,
which is repeated, (b) a longer strain than the first
also repeated. The second division, or “Trio” is
■ constructed the same way. The Trio is followed
1 by the first division without repeats, leading to a
“Coda,” or “tail-piece,” to finish off the work.
Allegretto

MOZART-'-Don Jua:

Passacaglia (pas-sa-kahl'-ee-yah). (Fr„ Passacaille,
Passe-rue; Sp., Passacallf.; It., Passagallo, Pa-s> sacaglio.) A stately dance in triple time, generally
constructed on a ground bass. It is related to the
Chaconne (q. v.), and is thought by some to be the
rural predecessor of the Minuet.
HANDEL

p Polacca. (It., Poli-lak'-ah.) See Polonaise.
' Polonaise (Pol-oh-naise'). Also spelled Polonese and
I
Polo noise.)
A Polish dance in 3/4 time. Its
I
rhythm is not unlike that of the Bolero, though it

i^P

Tullochsoru
Polka (Pol-ka). A lively national dance originating
in Bohemia. The time and place of its origin are
uncertain, but the dance is comparatively modern.
A writer in a Bohemian magazine in 1860 claimed
that the dance was devised by a servant girl in
1830 and that the music was first written down by
a local musician. The popularity of the dance be¬
came most extraordinary in the forties. In fact,
it was termed a “Polka mania;” hits, clothes and
streets were named'after the polka. The music
is written in 2/4 time. The tempo is about that of
a military march. The metronomic mark may be
placed about 108.
Moderato

RUBINSTEIN,Op 82

Quadrille (Ka-dreel') (It., Quadriclia.) A French
dance of five figures, namely, (1) Le Pantalon (2)
VEte (Spring), (3) La Poule (The Fowl,) (4) La
Pastoitfelle, (5) Le Finale.
Redowa (Reh-do-wah). Also spelled Redowak and
Redowazka. A_ lively Bohemian dance and nowa¬
days in 3/4 time, but formerly alternating 2/4 and
3/4 time. It i| similar to the Polka (q. v.).
Moderato

Reel. A Scottish dance of a lively character in 4/4
or 6/8 time. It may have been derived from Scan¬
dinavian sources or possibly from the old English
dance called “The Hay,” which was originally
called the Rhay or Reel. It is still popular in the
British Isles.

Rigaudon (Rig-oh-donh'). (Eng., Rigadoon.) An old
French dance of the nature of a jig. It is in quad¬
ruple time. It is said to have been introduced at
the court of Louis XIII by a dancing master named
Rigaud.
'

GRIEG

Salterella (sahl-tah-rell-ah). Also spelled Saltarelle and Saltrello. A light skipping dance in 6/8
rhythm. The name, is derived from saltare, the
Italian word.; “to leap.”
Allegro vivace
—
-—

-

.
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Tarantella (Ta-ran-tel'-lo). (Fr., Tarantelle.) This
lively dance derives its name from a town in Italy
called Taranto, in the old province of Apulia. The
dance has great interest because of the peculiar
tradition connecting it with the Tarantula, a huge
spider of Southern Italy, the bite of which was
supposed to produce insanity or even to be fatal.
What it really did produce was a kind of hysteria,
since many experiments have proven that the bite
of the Tarantula, while poisonous, is not fatal, nor
does it cause insanity. However, there were liter¬
ally thousands of victims of hysteria resulting from
fear of the results of the Tarantula bite. Some¬
how, the dance with the accompanying exercise
was given the credit of being the only cure for the
Tarantula bite. The performers continued until
they dropped with fatigue. The dance is in 6/8
time and the speed increases gradually. It has an
invigorating rhythm, which is indicated in the
notation below.

Waltz. (Ger., Walzer; Fr., Valse. It., Valzer.) A
popular dance in 3/4 time thought by some to have
originated in Suabia. There are three kinds of
waltz: the slow German waltz (see Landler), the
ordinary Vienna or Trots Temps, and the Quick¬
step or Deux Temps. It is too familiar to need an
example.
Optimism and faith are the things which bring
success. When Wagner was fifty years old, he was
caricatured in the press, gazed at as a madman wher¬
ever he went, and made a target for the criticism of
many whom he knew were too unintelligent to grasp
the importance of his ideas. Very often he was even
without the bare necessities of life, and almost always
in debt Yet it was precisely at this time he chose to
write a comic opera. He composed his Die Meistersinger during his residence in Paris in the winter
of 1861-62, and no work ever written has been more
genuinely expressive of optimism and human kind¬
liness.

It is curious how the great composers of opera
have turned their attention to religion at the end ol
their careers. The last work of Wagner Parsifal
though a “music drama.” is a work of decidedly
religious import. Mozart’s last, and perhaps great¬
est work was a Requiem. Verdi also completed hi<
career as a composer by writing a Requiem of mar
velous beauty. Even the frivolous Rossini turned
his attention to religious matters, and his last work
was the Stabat Mater.
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gave him the advice <in regard to the well-known
opening measures of the overture), “Never use two
flutes alone, because they never accord.”
A GREAT REVIVAL.

By Caroline V. Kerr.
(Last month the writer of this article presented some
interesting aspects of Mendelssohn’s Ideal Musical Train¬
ing. This month the fortunate home influences which
surrounded the composer’s life are described in a way which
indicates how prophetic was the selection of his surname.
Felix, meaning "happy” or "prosperous.”—Editor’s Note.)
Following are some lines written by Felix for his
mother’s birthday, when he was still smarting under
the treatment which his youthful opera, Don Quixote,
received at the hands of the Berlin critics:
“Is the composition grave,
They are put to sleep;
Is the composition gay,
‘Why, it can’t be deep !’
“Is the composition long,
‘Mercy!‘ they do cry ;
Is the composition short
‘Have another try!’
“Is the composition light,
‘What a dunce!’ you hear:
Is it full of mystery,
‘Growing daft!’ they fear.

WAGNER’S OPERA “TANNHAUSER”
GREAT SINGERS IN “TANNHAUSER”

THE STORY OF “TANNHAUSER”

The principal roles in
Tannhduser are Land¬
grave (Bass), Tann¬
hduser (Tenor), Wolf¬
ram von Eschenbach
(Baritone), Walt her
von der V ogelweide
(Tenor),
Biterolf
(Bass), Heinrich der
Schreiber (Tenor),
Reinmar von Zweter
(Bass), Elizabeth (So¬
prano), Venus (So¬
prano), A Young Shep¬
herd (Soprano). At the
first performance the
principal singers
Tichatschek
( It,,,.
Bertha Morena.
.hduser), Mme. Schroe
der-Devrient
( V enus)
Johanna Wagner, Richari} Wagner’s niece (Eliza
beth). Lehmann, Ternina, Eames, Gadski, Morena
Alvary, Burgestaller and others have become espe¬
cially famous in this opera. The newest Elizabeth
to achieve European fame is Gertrude Renneyson; an
American singer, who sang for years with the Sav¬
age Grand Opera Company, but who is now one of
the leading Wagner sopranos of Germany. Tannliduser was one of the first Wagner operas to pre¬
sent the difficulties for the singer which later made
'”s works a bugbear. Mme. Schroeder-Devrient,
—*e of the greatest singers of her time, said after
the first performance: “You are a man of genius,
but you write such eccentric stuff that it is hardly
possible to sing it.’’ The best known musical num¬
bers from Tannhiiuser are, of course, the March,
the Pilgrim’s Chorus and the Evening Star ( Liszt arrangement). There is also a good arrangement of
hlizabeths Prayer for organ.

Act I. Near Eisenach, Germany, beginning of the
thirteenth century. Tannhiiuser, a minstrel knight,
is a surfeited victim of Venus. His appeal to the
Virgin Mary causes the Venus Grotto to sink into
the earth. Tannhiiuser finds himself in a woodland
valley. He hears the chant of pilgrims and realizes
his guilt. He meets the Landgrave, Wolfram and
Waliher. Wolfram tells Tannhiiuser that the Land¬
grave’s daughter, Elizabeth, has been longing for
Tannhduser’s return to the Castle of the Wartburg.
Act II. Hall of Song in the Castle. Elisabeth
enters singing a greeting to the hall. Tannhiiuser
enters and kneels at her feet. The knights and
ladies enter to participate in the tournament of song.
The subject is “The Power of Love”—the prize be¬
ing the hand of Elisabeth. Wolfram sings of love
as the most sacred human feeling. Walther praises
love as the fount of virtue. Tannhduser praises the
love of Venuf. The knights d'raw their swords to
kill him. Elizabeth prays that he may be spared.
The Landgrave orders Tannhiiuser to seek the
Pope’s pardon. The chant of the pilgrims is again
heard. Tannhduser staggers from the hall.
Act III. The Valley of Act I (Autumn). Eliza¬
beth, kneeling before a rustic shrine, prays for the
return of her lover. The returning pilgrims file
slowly by. Tannhduser is not among them
The
shock prostrates her. Tannhduser returns from
Rome broken-hearted. The Pope has refused to
grant him pardon until the papal staff shall break
out in blossoms. Tannhduser longs to return to
Venus. A vision of the goddess appears, but Wolfuim begs him not to yield. • Venus disappears and a
funeral train bearing the body of Elizabeth enters
Tannhauser dies while the pilgrims enter with the
Pope s staff, which has put forth blossoms-the sym¬
bol of heavenly pardon.

HOW WAGNER WROTE “TANN¬
HAUSER”
A complete novel
might easily have been
written about Richard
Wagner and the condi¬
tions which prevailed
during the time when
he was fighting to sec u r e recognition by
means of Tannhduser.
Wagner had been pre¬
paring an opera to be
called The Saracens, but
the popular version of
the Tannhduser story
fell in his hands by
chance. It was through
this that he was also led
to study the stories of
Lohengrin and Parsifal.
Tannhauser was comWagner.
pUted in April, 1844. It was first produced in DresSe^tt s°many *« £
nefUs6 Z*
years later hfp

"If!*6 many revisions.

Wag!
Sixteen

the h^T’erformS’
**“at a cost and
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“Let him write howe'er he may,
Pleased will be no man;
Therefore, say I, let him write
As he will and can!”
SOME DELIGHTFUL HOME MUSICALES.
These Sunday Musicales were supplemented by
the so-called “Friday Evenings” of the old master,
Zelter, at which time a small select number of mem¬
bers from the Singakadamie Chorus came together
for the study of difficult choral works. In a letter
to Goethe, Zelter writes: “Our chief worship is
dedicated to Johann Sebastian Bach, the purest, the
noblest, the most daring of all musicians.” Here it
was that Felix first made the acquaintance of the
glorious music to the St. Matthevfs Passion. His
most ardent wish was to possess the complete score,
and this wish his grandmother attempted to carry
into fulfillment. It was not without difficulty, how¬
ever, that the crabbed old Zelter was persuaded 'to
give his permission for a copy to be made, which
was finished just in time to form the piece de resist¬
ance which Mendelssohn found upon his “Christmas
Table” in 1823. It must be remembered that this
highly treasured Christmas present was intended for
a boy of fourteen!
When Mendelssohn was about to reach the age of
fifteen his old master, Zelter, determined to cele¬
brate the day by proclaiming the artistic majority
of his beloved pupil. Proposing a toast to the bifthday child, old Zelter took the lad by the hand, and
in the language of the Master Guilds said: “My
dear son, from to-day you are no longer an appren¬
tice, but a journeyman: I advance you to the dignity
of a journeyman (gesell) in the name of Haydn, and
in the name of Mozart, and in the name of the old
master, Johann Sebastian Bach!”
THE GREATEST MASTER-PIECE OF YOUTH.
In 1826, when not quite eighteen years old, Men¬
delssohn gave to the musical world the overture to
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, a work which was to
crown his young brow with the laurels of immor¬
tality. Wilhelm Hensel was perhaps right when he
-found in this tone-poem an echo of the happy
summer days, filled to the brim with music and
poetry, which had been spent in the beautiful garden
adjoining the Mendelssohn home. In the overture
Mendelssohn’s artistic personality found ideal ex¬
pression; it is a work full of delicate fancy, over¬
flowing richness of invention, golden humor and
brilliant instrumental coloring. Rubinstein calls it
“a musical revelation.” With it Mendelssohn created
the new form of the “Concert Overture,” for in the
beginning he had no thought of writing the entire
incidental music to the Shakespeare play. It was
not until seventeen years later that, at the sugges¬
tion of the King of Prussia, he was persuaded to
write a sequel to his youthful work.
It is not difficult to imagine the enthusiasm with
which the work was received in the Mendelssohn
household. After Felix and Fanny had given the
Sunday visitors a foretaste of its beauties in a piano
arrangement for four hands, it was given in its full
orchestral scoring, the only listener to qualify his
praise being the conservative old Zelter.
Later
Mendelssohn used to relate laughingly that Zelter

Quite as significant as the creation of the overture
was another great musical deed, which marked an
epoch not alone in Mendelssohn's own life and
artistic' development, but which created a new chap¬
ter of musical history. This was the resurrection of
the noble music which Bach had written to The
Passion of St. Matthew.
After its first hearing in Leipsic, in April, 1729,
this mighty work*vanished completely from the
memory of the aifisical world, until, by a lucky
coincidence, one of the few copies fell into the
hand# of the young Mendelssohn.
Only a comparatively small part of the Bach
compsfcitions were ever printed during the lifetime
of tfl| composer; the rest were perpetuated by
meaiil of isolated copies, but the Bach art, in its
universal greatness, seemed to have been buried in
the grave of the old Thomas cantor in Leipsic.
Zelter was one of the most zealous collectors of the
Bach manuscripts, but it was the polyphonic con¬
struction and intricacy of counterpoint which inter¬
ested him, rather than the profound depths of the
music.
Mendelssohn luckily found a warm coadjutor in
his friend, Edward Devrient, the actor, and the
latter has given an amusing account in his memoirs
of the visit he and Mende'.ssohn paid to the “old
bear,” Zelter, in order to gain his permission. After
attempting in vain to dissdUde the two enthusiasts
by fatherly exhortation, Zelter grew violent and
thundered out his indignation in the words: “And
I am asked to listen in patience to such rubbish.

FRAGMENT OF MENDELSSOHN’S MANUSCRIPT WRITTEN AT
THE ACE OF TWENTY.
How many other people, far wiser and much older,
have hesitated about undertaking such a task, and
now comes a pair of little brats who look upon it
as child’s play!” The sensitive Felix was about to
turn away, offended and discouraged, but the diplo¬
matic Devrient pleaded his cause so skillfully (his
chief card being that, after all, it would be two of
Zelter’s own pupils who were doing the highest and
greatest thing he had taught them) that Zelter
promised neutrality.
A GREAT SUCCESS.
Once outside the door, Felix threw his arm about
his friend’s shoulders with the appreciative words:
“You are a devilishly'clever fellow and a genuine
Arch-jesuit!” Another visit had to be paid to secure
the cooperation of the singers from the opera. This
was a more forma! affair, and it was Mendelssohn's
idea that they should dress themselves exactly alike.
This “Bach uniform”—as he called it—consisted of
blue coats, white waistcoats, black trousers, black
cravats and yellow chamois gloves. At last, after
many preliminaries and much practice, the' noble
work received a second “first performance,” in
March, 1829, and aroused the most unprecedented
enthusiasm.
Devrient himself delivered the words of Jesus; in
fact, his share of the work throughout was so con¬
spicuous that Mendelssohn, referring for the first
time to his own Hebrew origin, said: "To think
that it should be an actor and a Jew who give back
to the people the greatest of all Christian works!”
Mendelssohn had made the music so thoroughly
his own that the rehearsals, from beginning to end,
were directed without a score.
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More than a thousand applications for tickets
could not be granted, so that a second performance
was given on Bach’s birthday, March 21. So great
was the interest in the Passion Music that even the
marvelous Paganini, who was concertizing in Berlin
at the time, was quite relegated to the background.
Still a third performance was demanded, but, leaving
this in the hands of the old Zelter, who by this time
had become a thorough convert to the wisdom of
the undertaking, Mendelssohn prepared to make his
first independent flight into the world, his Wanderjahre beginning with a memorable visit to England.

SOME DELICATE (?) CONTEMPORARY
CRITICISMS OF WAGNER’S EARLY
WORKS.
It is comforting for the young and struggling musi¬
cian to note how most of the great masters have been
obliged to fight adverse criticism.
Wagner’s early
works were received with uproar in most cases. This
very uproar was the best possible advertisement for
the young composer. After hearing Tannhduser foi
the first time, Schumann gently hinted, “Were he but
as melodious as he is clever, he would be the man of
the day.” Prosper Merimee. the critic, and author of
the novel Carmen, said of Tannhduser, “I could write
something as good after hearing my cat walk up and
down over the keys of the piano.” This is the way in
which Berlioz gloated over the first performances ot
Tannhduser: “What bursts of laughter! The Parisian
showed himself yesterday in quite a new light; he
laughed at the wretched musical style. He laughed at
the tricks of the fantastic orchestration, he laughed at
the hautboy. At last he comprehends that there is a
style in music. As for the horrors, he hissed them
splendidly. The second representation was worse than
the first. People no longer laughed—they were furi¬
ous ; they hissed persistently, notwithstanding the pres¬
ence of the emperor and the empress, who were in
their box. When leaving the theatre, on the stairs
people treat this unfortunate Wagner as a scamp, an
impostor, an idiot. The press is unanimous against
it!” Alas, poor mistaken Berlioz—poor Paris! These
seem insignificant in comparison with a criticism
apropos Wagner’s works. Here are some of the in¬
genious descriptive epithets which crawled from the
venomous pen of the reviewer: ‘‘Musical slime, sea¬
sick harmonies, rancid music, murderous harmonies,
delirium tremens in music, hell noise, pestiferous
ranting in tone, dog music, tonal bleatings, and epi¬
demic of harmonic insanity.’’ Where reposes the pennya-liner who invented these amusing slanders? What
ever may be said of the compositions of the young
composer, he may remember that Wagner was prob¬
ably the most abused and incidentally the best adver¬
tised composer of all times. The only time the com¬
poser need worry is when his compositions go unno¬
ticed.

MUSIC THAT WAS MUSIC.
Some people have an idea that the ^reat public
is not discriminating in the matter of* music. No
greater mistake could possibly be made. The pub¬
lic is usually the first to identify really great music
when it has an opportunity to hear it. In fact,
some writers consider the test of really great music
or the really great performer to be continued public
approbation.
C. L. Cullen, in the Sunday Magazine, relates an
incident which occurred in a far Western town. A
train-load of passengers from the East were stalled
in this town on the night which had been selected
for a local ball to be given by the workmen. The
fiddler of the town was disabled and one of the
passengers volunteered to play. The dancing pro¬
ceeded in good earnest, when another violinist en¬
tered the hall bearing his violin under his arm.
He offered to assist with the music. The moment
his bow touched the violin the dancing stopped and
the rest of the evening was turned into a concert.
The dancers had no idea who the player was All
they knew was, that it was music which was so dif¬
ferent from anything that they had ever heard,
that even the fascination of dancing was at cr.ce
lost. At the end of the impromptu concert a collec¬
tion was taken and a five-dollar gold piece was pre¬
sented to the violinist. The player was the great
Ysaye. He accepted his fee with good grace and
kept the money as a pocket-piece for many ycars
thereafter.
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The F or Bass Clef.

The Clefs are evolutions of Latin letters. The let¬
ter G was converted into the Treble Clef sign in the

r (3
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The letter F was converted into the Bass Clef sign
in the following manner:
(One of the most encouraging signs of the times, musically speaking, Is the fact that people are beginning to
realise more and more that It Is of the utmost importance
that a child should he taught In a correct style from the
very start The old Idea that “anything would do“ for a
beginner has probably done more harm than anything else.
1 here is probably no competent teacher living who has not
had pupils come to him who have spent years of their lives
in almost useless study of the piano owing to the fact that
they never had a solid foundation at the start It Is pre¬
cisely to meet modern requirements for a right beginning
that we are presenting to our readers portions of Rudolfe
Palmes work, Der Klavieruntcricht im Eretcn Monat (The
First Lessons in Pianoforte Playing). It presents in a com¬
plete form the methods adopted at many of the leading
German music schools. In making the translation, how¬
ever, it was found that the work as It stood was not en¬
tirely suited to American conditions. Accordingly, the work
has been revised and enlarged by American educational ex¬
perts so as to make it available for the needs of this
country. Last month we presented the first of the lessons
given in Palme s book. Not all of the work is available for
journalistic purposes, but enough can be presented in The
Etude to enable our readers to realise the value of the work
In its complete form, and to assist those who are starting
out on their careers as music teachers. In the German
original the lessons given are longer than is suitable for
American children. Thcv
fhf.iv.fnm

PRACTICAL DRILL.
After the teacher has explained the above so clearly
that the pupil cannot possibly fail in comprehending
it, the following drill may be taken up and extended
in ways suggested by the teacher’s ingenuity.
Show me the small octave—the three-line octave—
the great octave—the one-lined octave—the contraoctave, etc., etc.
Show me Great G—show me Small c—show me Onelined c—show me Contra D—show me Three-lined d.
In order Vo offer a certain variety, let the pupil take
the following exercises. Play each note softly six¬
teen times, counting one, two, three, four. It is im¬
portant in counting that he should speak sharply an«J
distinctly, since his sense of time and rhythm will be
benefited by this decision of speech.
RIGHT HAND.

LESSON II.

Play ~e

third finger.

Play?

thumb:;

FIRST PART.

Play f

fourth finger.

DIVISION OF THE INSTRUMENT INTO
DISTINCTIVE OCTAVES.
In our previous lesson the pupil has been given a
clear understanding of the position of the piano keys
on the keyboard. He has also been drilled i the mat¬
ter so thoroughly that he can locate any given piano
key at once.
• As there are but seven alphabetical names, the pupil
must be shown that these names may apply to no less
than eight different groups of piano keys in different
parts of the piano keyboard. Thus the pupil must have
some means of distinguishing between these different
groups. If tile pupil is not'given this distinguishing
means, his first lessons will be subject to all sorts of
annoying delays ant! misunderstandings.
for purposes of convenience wc shall employ a means
of dividing the keyboard into distinctive octaves. The
pupil should be taught that the word octave comes
from the Latin word oclo meaning “eight.” The key¬
board is then divided into eight sections of seven
piano keys, each section -reaching from a given C to
the next B above.
: T,) early times, before the. invention of musical nota¬
tion, tones were designated by letters. The compass
of all music was much less. That is, the range of the
notes used in playing and singing was shorter than at
present. The lowest octave was called the Great Oc¬
tave. because its tones were designated by capital lett/ers: C £>, /:, B. G. ./. B. The next octave above was
called the Small Octave, since its tones were re-redented by small letters: r. d. c. f. g.
b. To find dis¬
tinguishing names for the remaining octaves recourse
was- had to the expedient of small lines above the let-

Play g

fifth finger.

Play 2

second finger.

Play
Play
Plav
Play
Play

LEFT HAND,
fifth finger,
third finger,
second finger,
fourth finger,
fifth finger.

^rf’ ,c- £;• ce- f- !>■ a b. This was known as the
One-lmed Octave. This, is the middle octave of the
keyboard—the one lying almost directly under the
name of the maker of the piano. For each higher
octave another line is added. Thus we have the TtvoliUd Octave: 7. d.

c, 7, V, l

f; the Three-lined Oc-

lave: c, d, c. f. g. a. b; the Four-lined Octave, c, cl,e,
1. <7. a.~b. etc., etc. These terms are still in use as
well as those for lower octaves. The octave below the
great octave is known as the Contra-octave, and is
marked by one line below the letter, C, D, E E G
A. B. The small section of an octave below this’ re¬
ceives the name of Sub-contra Octave, and is marked
with two l.nes below the letter, thus; G, A, B.

c
e
/
d
g

EAR TRAINING EXERCISES.
The teacher strikes a number of notes high, low and
medium, and calls upon the pupil to distinguish their
character. Of course, this is done without looking at
the keyboard. Older pupils may attempt to determine
the approximate octave in which the notes are located.
STUDYING THE STAFF, THE TREBLE CLEF AND
THE ONE-LINE NOTES.

14

.
js the, cuslom o[ most teachers at this time to
introduce the study of the bass clef just a very little
after the study of the treble clef is taken up. In the
fol owing, however, only the treble clef is discussed
ami the introduction of the bass clef will be left for
the teacher’s discretion,
Vari,0US l,°nes an<1 the f'iani>kcys Which when
struck produce them, are represented on pape by char¬
acters called notes. These notes are known by the
same names as the piano-keys we have already learned.
1 he five lines used m writing them are known as the
InL T C.uaCV,lat P-rCcisely fi''e lines have been
chosen for the staff assists, materially in reading the.
notes, since the middle line forms an easily recogniz¬
able point from which the eye can readily measure
dis anccs both above and below it. The lowest line
etc 'if
,S the first~tl,c <>"« above it is the second,
The staff has not always consisted of five lines In
ear'y fmes as many lines were used as were necessary
tor the time bemg-sometimes more than five, some'%Z fetwe,r’ according to the requirements of the
melody to be written.

-THE TREBLE CLEF.
It will be noticed that the character denoting the
treble clef encircles the second line of the staff, the
effect of which is to give this line the name of G. This
G is the one-lined g, or the G above the C known as
one-lined or middle c. If the clef had encircled the
third line that would have been known as G. This
clef, however, is used only on one line. It is also
sometimes called the violin clef, as it is used in music
intended for the violin.
Not only the five lines but the spaces as well are
used in writing notes. How many spaces are there?
Like the lines the spaces are counted from below up¬
ward; the first space is found between the first and
second lines, the second space between the second and
third lines, etc. The staff, therefore, consists of five
lines and four spaces. Since they occur in regular
order it is not so difficult to learn the names of the
notes. It is only necessary to know the name of any
one note to determine the names of any other note.
Now let the teacher write the following staff, but at
first without clef or notes:

Then writing the clef, lie asks:

34

stiff?31 'S the ”anle °f thC Sig"
the bepnning o{ th
- What is the name of the note on the second lit
(after writing the note) ?
What G is meant?
Where is it on the instrument?
What follows G in the musical alphabet? That
the name of the next note in the musical alphabet i
e second space Strike A-G. In what octave a.
they both found? Where is G on the staff?
bay he musical alphabet backward from A. Wh;
^es backward after G? F is the name of the not
that follows G backward; where is F written on th
int if 6
Jher Wntes !t' a* be docs all the folio*
Strike FS’Aa'ldw reJqmI',es the pupil t0 name’ them)
fto' Read 311 four notcsteacher T Ty' tbrougb constant questioning, th
on the toff
T' dfCipl,lcr ,hc entire series of note
are

3
SECOND PART.

an errors may be immediately corrected.
EXIlSCINGSAN°rf
THE T°UCH
‘CONTINUED).
RISING AND FALLING
of 1FINGERS
AT
COMMAND,

,THE CLEF.
To determine the names of the notes as well as their
positions we have recourse to the clefs. Of these there
are two in general use.
- The G or Treble Clef.

on "„XtathdiffEXEfISE F°R THE Touch (I) is carri.
is as follows^”
°rder °f the finge
pupil nresses
r
, ’ each °ne separately. T!

pCTf,s

<>"

t**"— >•" *** .£»fsyx-J
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a few notes the mental image would fade away and
HOW I OVERCAME STAGE FRIGHT.
finger to repeat the stroke as before, and similarly
1 would find myself again becoming tense and nu
with counts three and four. In this way, by count¬
natural. When this occurred I would stop and rest,
ing four, each finger should repeat the action from
then attack it again, always establishing the mental
four to eight times in succession. The movement of
attitude first. With persistent practice I eventually
the finger in making the stroke must be very quick,
became able to sing an entire song to myself with¬
There is an old fairy story which narrates the
but there should be a considerable pause between each
out once losing the image of perfect repose.
experience of a youth who did not know fear. Had
stroke. The tone itself is short, a mere point, but com¬
Of course, during all this time I was going oh
I been the author of that tale I should have made
paratively strong.
with my public work; but with a thousand critical
the young man stand up and sing a solo. I’ll wager
The learner is inclined to let the tones follw in rapid
persons gazing into one’s face it required a tre¬
that this would have “gotten his nerve.” What
succession; partly because he imagines that he is really
mendous
effort of the imagination to form the men¬
musician
has
not
felt
the
torments
of
stage
fright—
playing when he hears them recur frequently; partly
tal picture of a calm, self-possessed demeanor, and a
that deadly fear that stiffens our fingers and throats
because it is an effort to hold the finger up for any
still greater effort of the will to make that picture
length of time. This fault, however, undoes all the
and quenches the divine spark as effectually as if we
real in my actual performance. However, the strug¬
good of the exercise. The pause of the raised finger
had been immersed in ice water?
gle gradually became less severe, and in time, to my
is particularly important, and should receive the great¬
It is scarcely worth while to discuss the causes of
great delight, the success mood and the feeling of
est attention from both teacher and pupil, since it is by
this malady. One writer says it is lack of prepara¬
confidence
became practically permanent.
strict observance of this moment of rest that the meta¬
tion. I have studied, a solo part until I could sing
I sang for the love of it, revelled in it, with joyful
carpal joint is strengthened and made flexible. Carry
it perfectly, and yet have failed miserably- at the
disregard of the old haunting doubts that used to
these exercises through until a certain dexterity has
performance. Another says fright is due to physical
lurk in every corner of my brain. In consequence,
been acquired.
fatigue or mental depression. I have gone to church
the quality of my work quite naturally improved.
Aside from the stroke of the single finger, the task
or to a concert in splendid spirits and in the very 1 My voice became rounder and freer, taking on a
of holding of four keys at the same time is more or
finest physical condition, only to go to pieces just
greater depth of expression than it formerly had
less difficult for the pupil to accomplish. To draw his
before rendering my number. Still others maintain
possessed, while my interpretations became truer
attention to this essential point, let the teacher test
that stage fright is the outcome of lack of concen¬
and more artistic.
him by striking these keys while they are supposed to
tration, of a lack of interest in the work; in short, a
And so to every student of music, instrumental
be held. Owing to a loose and negligent grasp this
lack of genuine desire to sing or play. This is true
and vocal, who, suffering from this malady, sin¬
will often be possible, and the pupil’s efforts to pre- ' in part, but not wholly. I have known persons who
cerely desires to master it, I heartily commend the
vent it will help him to achieve success.
sang or played as though inspired when alone, but
method described above. The result which I my¬
who, when in public, gave the flattest and most in¬
self achieved required an entire winter's work but
ORDER OF PRACTICE.
artistic performances conceivable.
the fruits are mine to enjoy as long as my voice
1. Exercise for Touch I eight times with each
So then, it is not the causes of stage fright that
endures.
finger, and counting-aloud, one, two, three, four.
concern you or me so much, but the question, “How
2. Repeat the musical alphabet, forward and back¬
shall we overcome this, soul-killer?’ Having been
ENCORES AT PUPILS’ RECITALS.
ward. beginning with every letter in succession.
obsessed with this disease of the imagination myself
3. Learn to read the foregoing example in notes
and having discovered a secret which is slowly but
with fluency.
BY ROBERT MORRIS TREADWELL.
surely giving me the mastery of it, possibly some
4. Repeat the classification of the octaves.
account of my experience will prove helpful to other
5. Ear training, high, low, medium.
sufferers.
There is enough of the Oliver Twist in most of us
Stage fright, in my own case, takes the form of a
to “want more” of anything that pleases us. This
fear that I will not be able to express my ideal as I
spirit is doubtless at the base of the “encore” abuse,
see it. My conception of a song is always so much'
which is so gratifying to the novice and so irritating
THE MAN BEHIND THE ARTIST.
bigger than my facilities for interpreting it that 1 am
to the artist. Applause is always desirable except
invariably overcome by a feeling that I shall not do
in cases ivhere the applause is excited by reasons
BY D. A. CLIPPINGER.
it justice. Possibly I take myself too seriously or
of friendship rather than artistic admiration.
ascribe too much importance to my work, but, what¬
At pupils recitals applause often becomes danger¬
To what extent is physique responsible in the mak¬
ever the cause, the very dread paralyses what ability
ous for the teacher, since the pupil with the most
ing of an artist? Very little, if the verdict of history
I had to start with and takes away from my ren¬
friends present is often applauded more than the
be reliable.
dition whatever of value I might have given it under
one who is most deserving. It not infrequently hap¬
normal conditions.
In matters involving taste genius is usually reliable,
pens that some pupil who has made a very poor
but in selecting an earthly habitation its judgment is
The discouragement and despair that grip one
showing may, “like Cato, sit attentive to his own
Oftentimes questionable. In most cases the genius
who suffers from ex'cessive nervousness need no de¬
applause,” since the enthusiastic approval of inter¬
would hardly be proud of what he sees in the mir¬
scription here. Suffice it to say that I was about to
ested friends can be but little else. For this reason
ror. Such self-contemplation could hardly fail to
give tip the ghost” and quit when my eyes fell upon
many teachers announce that no encores will be
offend his sense of beauty. All of which is by way
permitted at their recitals.
these Words of a well-known psychologist, “When
of proof that the body one carries about with him
we resolutely assume right, agreeable, ideal feel¬
The different numbers performed.at a recital arc
offers little evidence of the man himself. In the
ings, resolutely assume right, true, ideal thoughts,
likely to be greeted in the following manner: Num¬
making of an artist we shall have to deal primarily
we instruct the deeper self to form corresponding
ber one has finished his solo, and is mighty glad to
with the man himself and secondarily with the house
habits and in time we actually feel and think as thus
have it “over with.” The audience' has listened
he inhabits.
assumed. Then we become what we have assumed,
patiently, noticed an unduly lengthy pause and sevWe recognize degrees in artistic expression because
felt, thought. And so, finally, we develop the per¬
eral false notes, so consequently the applause is
some have a higher consciousness of truth than
sonal atmospheres indicated by such feelings and
rather faint. Number one is so happy to he finished,
others. All do not play, paint or sing equally well.
thoughts. The inner attitude, at first assumed and
however, that he doesn’t notice any lack of appreWe speak of certain painters and musicians as having
continually asserted, then become real or at last
skillful fingers. Such a statement refers to the effect
actually realized, has transformed us. This is the
Number two has played once before at a recital
law. It is infallible."
hot the cause. Tt is a skillful mind that guides the
and feels confident of living through her performbrush of the painter and the fingers of the pianist.
ACQUIRING SELF-CONFIDENCE.
We speak of the fingers of the pianist as if nothing
rii’m numhcPrlaonc"'C" 3,1,1 rCwSve* «rc;,tcr applause
else were involved, or as if they were different from
Pinning my faith in this assertion, I set to work
Number three is a litilc boy who looks ten years
the fingers of other people. In the same way we
with renewed hope. My first step was to picture in
o age and plays like a boy of fourteen. At the
speak of the law of the earth as its path around the
my mind just what my actions and sensations would
, ? ol hls P,ecc >'1> pops a person in the from row
sun, as if the earth alone were responsible: but the ’ he if r could sing without fear.
I tried to think
"f the audience and asks to have number three re
earth in itself has no such intelligence or guiding
how my voice would sound under this ideal condi¬
Peat Ins piece.
He is more or le-s feebly backed ,
power, and when wc understand this and begin to
tion, how my breath would act, what my face, jaw
up in Ins request by the rest of the audience. If
contemplate that silent, irresistible mental force
and shoulders would do. 1 summoned images of
y°u are foolish you let the hoy plav again
Tin*
which started the earth on its path through the uni¬
ease, freedom and confidence--a placid, receptive
pupil thus noticed is apt to become conceited
A,
verse and will keep it there until its mission is ful¬
mind, a firm, flexible body. I kept -these ideas in
the same time the neglected performers become
filled the prospect is sublime.
mind constantly, until the images became sharp and
envious and discouraged. For these reasons I i, lv .
_Every physical manifestation has a mental cause.
distinct and would appear instantly at my call.
occasionally found it necessary to request the and
The painter, the pianist, the singer must express
This much gained. I then tried to feel them; that
riom ‘of bC S°me,Whit. i,,lpar,ial
their expres¬
themselves through a physical medium, but what
is, having drawn as nearly perfect an ideal as I
sions of approval. This is particularly the case in
they express is idea. It is the idea which originates,
could conceive, I next tried to make it real. I would
recitals where several grades are represented.
directs and controls all action.
banish doubts and thoughts of failure and for a few
All beauty is an expression of the law of harmony.
brief moments would enjoy the exhilarating sensa¬
We become conscious of beauty as we come under
tion of self-sttreness.” of absolute certainty that my
It is strange how much improvisation i,,
the government of this law. The purest forms of art
voice would do exactly what I wanted it to. After
out of fashion in recent years. There are of cour”e
are the most perfect expressions of this law. The
a time the habit of assuming the feeling of a suc¬
many who will sit at the piano and “ramble" " ' ;
painter reveals it to the eye, the musician to the ear.
cessful singer became quite easy.
!he keyboard but the number of people who can
Of all forms of musical art that of singing makes
Up to this point my little drill was performed
the most instant appeal. The medium by which the
improvise a fugue on a.given theme, as could ill
without attempting to vocalize. I now began to try to
singer communicates, the vocal instrument, is more
late Alexandre Guilmant. is limited.
Perhaps ti c
sing while holding in mind my image of perfect
closely associated with the soul of the performer
abit of rambling” is not common only to this
poise, perfect breath control and perfect tone. T sang
than is any other instrument, consequently it re¬
*Of dtscurstveness. Beethoven once serious,'. *f
to myself, very softly, observing carefully and com¬
sponds more promptly to his will.
fended Himmel by asking, in the middle of -,n
paring every detail of the real with my ideal. After
provisation, when he was going to begin in earnest
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[Editor's Note—The tailoring article'from the pen of a
representative Enullsh writer appeared first In the London
Musical Opinion.]
Rossini was the prince of humorists among com¬
posers. The good stories told of him would fill a
small volume and I wonder that no writer has
thought of bringing them together under one cover.
First let us describe Rossini as he appeared to some
of his friends. Madame Arditi, the wife of the wellknown conductor, whom I first encountered at Co¬
vent Garden Promenade Concerts many years ago,
says that he was “the queerest looking old thing’’
that she ever saw; “such a quaint ungainly figure;
such sharp piercing eyes; such a vivacious quick
manner with it all.” Usually lie was clad in a very
shabby loose shooting jacket and wore a conspic¬
uously ill-fitting and ugly colored wig. The wig
was a great feature. Signor Arditi had once ren¬
dered him a slight service and, calling on him one
afternoon, Rossini was profuse, in his thanks. He
was anxious to prove his gratitude in a tangible
way and glancing-round the room he caught sight of
his wigs. “I am sorry, Arditi,” he said, “that I
cannot give you an actual proof of my gratitude; but,
if you would like to have one of my wigs, you
can take any color that you fancy would suit you ”
Arditi never wore a wig—that was the joke!
Rossini was an epicure and several of the stories
connected with his name bear on the pleasures of
the table. He had a fastidious palate and declared
that he could cook rice and macaroni better than
anyone he knew. “Maestro,” said someone to him,
“d_o you remember that famous dinner given you in
Milan, when they served a gigantic macaroni pie?
Well, I was seated next you.” “Indeed!” replied
Rossini; “I remember the macaroni perfectly, but
I fail to recognize you.” On another occasion at a
dinner in Paris at which he was observed to remain
silent and absorbed, a banker who was on anything
but friendly terms with him, passed savouries to the
lady on his right, saying; “I have already eaten as
many of these as Samson slew Philistines.” "Yes,
arid with the same weapon,” retorted Rossini.
ROSSINI THE EPICURE.

ETU DE

sini, who was as fat as Falstaff, used to tell this story
when admiring ladies asked him to breakfast and he
ate nothing. “I am like the trumpet,”- he would say;
"I look well at your table.”
Rossini was often given to characteristic remarks
and criticisms concerning other composers. He
spoke his mind freely about everybody and never cared
whether he gave offence or not. Still, what he said
was mostly taken as a good joke, especially by inti¬
mates. . He seldom went to the opera but he could
not resist the temptation of hearing one of Wagner’s
works.
It was Tannhauser.” Afterwards, when

ROSSINI’S WIT.
'Rossini’s witticisms indeed bubbled forth at all
times and under all circumstances. On one occasion
a gentleman called upon him to enlist his aid in pro¬
curing for him an engagement at the opera. He was
a drummer and had taken the precaution to bring his
instrument. Rossini said he would hear him “play,”
anl it was agreed that he should show off in the
overture to “Semiramide.” Now, the very first bar
of the overture contains a iremolo lor the drum;
and when this had been performed the player re¬
marked, “Now I have a rest of seventy-eight barsthese, of course, I will skip.” This was too good a
chance to be lost. “Oh, no,” said the composer; “by
all means count the seventv-eight bars: I particu¬
larly want to hear those” Rossini’s whimsicality ex¬
tended even to his birthday. Having been born on
February 29th, in leap year, he had of course a
birthday only once in four years, and when he was
seventy-two he facetiously invited his friends to celebrate hls eighteenth birthday! The late Sir Arthur
-ulhvan made: his acquaintance in Pari,
One mornng, when Sullivan called to see him, he found him

ROSSINI IN THE COSTUME HE WORE WHEN CONDUCTING.

Of course, Rossini was not-always in what he
" <C.d 0 g.Ive his opinion of the opera, he saidcalled epicurean form. Adolphe Cremieux gave a
It is too important and too elaborate a work to
sumptuous breakfast partly in honor of Meyerbeer
be judged after a single hearing, but I shall not
to which he invit.ed Rossini. The latter occupied a
place of honor next to the wife of his host, but re¬
S°7ebfy °“6 ha"ded hL a
fused one after another all the dainties offered to
nres!nMv 7L ,,^agrerS, latest music dramas and
presently remarked that he was holding it upside
him. Madame noticed this with surprise and regret
down “Well,” said Rossini, “I have already gdIt
and presently asked him whether he was unwell
the other way and am trying this as I really can
“I rarely eat breakfast,” he explained, “nor can I
make nothing of it.”
y can
depart from that rule to-day; although, should any¬
I have mentioned Meyerbeer. It was one of Ros
thing go wrong with to-morrow night’s representation of 'Lcs Huguenots,’ Meyerbeer will believe to
could t!!a"tritS ‘ Vay tha! he and this composer
could
never
agree,
because
Meyerbeer
liked
sauer
the day of his death that my refusal to partake of
this feast brought him bad luck. The position that
ber
ertd?seiikeedthimmMar?ni'
m imagined
that
Meyer‘
Deer
disliked him. Meeting Meyerbeer
one
day
Ros1 now occupy at your table reminds me of an odd
experience that befell me some years ago in a nrothat hT 7d’
anSwer to an enquiry on the subject
vmcial town of Italy.” He then told the st’ory It
cimb o!nySlWere numb?red- as he must soon sucTc Cmnf,C^d Wlth a Perf°mance of “The Barber glibW unfoWedrtm7tf Catalogue of maladies which he
^r"eu,r:n Rossini’s special honor in a local
fhe
Utrnr asf
V
ready
of his
tne utter
astonishment
of a ear
friend
th^i-hstener • and
• i to,
theatre While the overture was in full swing, Ros¬
sini noticed a big trumpet in the orchestra, mani¬
festly blown with remarkable force and continuity
and mendacousness. “Well,” replied Rossini “b H
by a member of the band. But not a note in the
every good man’s duty to contribute to tl,J
S
least like the trumpet could Rossini hear. So at the
and comfort of his fellow-men and
,the Peace
°f
Iieri°r,?1an«. he interviewed the con¬
nothing would delight Meyerbeer moreo” afford ?at
ductor and asked him about the noiseless trumpet.
His reply was: Maestro, in this town there is not a
hvmg soul who can play the trumpet, therefore I
bind niyhengat8 3n ar',iSt t0 h°ld °"e U» to his HPS.
W * 7 bJ a" °ath not t0 bIow ^to it; for i
looks well to have a trumpet in an orchestra ” R0S-

honor of his dead idol.
which he had written ...i “Well,” said Rossini, after hearing the composition
played, “if you really want my honest opinion,' I
think that it would have been better if you had died
and Meyerbeer had written the eulogy.” Rossini
had scant patience with amateur composers. One
such once accompanied the manuscript of his latest com¬
position with a Stilton cheese, of which he knew
Rossini to be fond. He hoped, of course, to have a
letter praising his work. A letter came, but all it
said was “Thanks!
I like the cheese very much.”
Prince Poniatowski, the composer of the popular
“Yeoman’s Wedding Song,” had written two operas
and wanted very much to have Rossini’s opinion as to
which of the two he should choose for production in
public. Rossini fought shy of the matter for a long
time, but Poniatowski’s importunity at last prevailed.
Highly elated, he accompanied Rossini home. Ros¬
sini settled himself in his easy chair with his feet on
another and placed a huge bandana handkerchief over
his eyes. Poniatowski sat down to the piano and
worked away lustily for an hour. When, almost ex¬
hausted and bathed in perspiration, he was about to
begin on the second opera, Rossini awoke from a
doze into which he had fallen and touched him
lightly on the shoulder so as to arrest his progress.
“Now, my good friend, I can advise you,” he said
sleepily; “have the other opera performed.” A kin¬
dred joke was tried on Liszt, who had just played
one of his so-called “symphonic poems” to Rossini.
“I prefer the other,” said Rossini enigmatically.
Liszt naturally asked which “other.” “The Chaos in
Haydn’s ‘Creation,’” was the withering reply.

Ipssass
A few days after’Meyerbeer's deatl, „
mirer of his called upon Rossini with aTeulogy

‘77!? s°Vn-r 3 Sma!‘ ,P’eCe of music- "What is that?"
asked Sullivan.
It s my dog’s birthday,” he replied
very seriously, and I write a little piece for him
ber"thirteen
A"well
^ as
Mfcofjle'lad
3 dread
of thewould
num. . thirteen, as
Fridays.
Ho never
had lourte6 tHhan tWfe 10 dinner> a"d
when he
would a
mad" SUre °f an “^derstudy” who
come ’shouM ffl°ment S notice- have been ready to
th” was a
gl’eSt llSVe missed- And-though
November 13
^Perstition-he died on Friday,
be?f WhCenlaRne0US-anecd0tes there

quite a num-

S

hon^was

So right home.”

It was hU ’ “ 7 7?U’ ,ls It?

We"’

adopt a means of
3 i-ow that he would never
art and so entirelv at
" S° ’itt,e suggeative of
connection a good sto^T?
NatUre’ In this
veteran Brighton tm.s; ? IS 7 d by Mr- Kuhe, the
sixties Mr. Kuhe took hH V AM°Ut It® middle of the
day, to the surprise of !?! f3mdy t0 Kissingen. One
ebnS carriage was seen prome"aders> a huge travwith luggage This m
aPPr°aching, heavily laden
very s£t*d^£^fI«"^ contained a
head by whose side was a^eM
r<!m,arkab,y fine
coachman’s seat was shared\ Wer 7 ady- wh51e the
In those days road trav r ^7a. va,et de chambr.e.
fed an eccentric mode of ”§ ^ 3,ready consid'
lation was aroused as to tb7uiOS7sslon’ much specuThe old gentleman provedV'dentity of the occupants,
•in*.-—Musical Opinion
be none otber than Ros-
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LEFT HAND MUSIC.

THE STORY OF THE GALLERY

^

BY HARRIETTS BROWER.

In February, 1909, THE ETUDE commenced the first of this series of portrait-biographies. The idea.^‘C
araphies have been written by Mr. A. S.
' ■ project created■ in
' THE
~ ~ ETUDE
— - office, and is entirely unlike any previous journalistic
teachers. One hundred and
was an original
followed by
d cj
I fl
obtamed in
,n ev
even so
Garbett, and the plan of cutting out the pictures and mounting them in books has been tollowea
uy tj*®*
uiuup™.
Gd
_y°rmat;on
which cannot be obtained
eighty-six portrait-biographies have now been published. In several cases these have provided readers wi
.. ,
tjnue<j as long as practical,
voluminous a work as the Grove Dictionary. The first series of seventy-two »*•« obtainable in book form. 1
J-

CHARLES MARIE WIDOR.
(Vee-dor.)
WinoR was horn at Lyons, France, Feb-Diary 22, 1845, where his father was organ.st. After study at home he went to
Belgium and studied with Clemmens
(organ) and Fetis (composition). In
1860 he succeeded his father as organist
at the church of St. Francois. His suecess here and as an organ recitalist won
him the position of organist at St. Sulpice, Paris, in 1869, and he quickly took
; a leading place among Parisian musicians.
He succeeded Cesar Franck as professor
of the organ at the Paris Conservatoire.
and ill 1896 took the place of Dubois as
professor of composition there. For many
years he acted as critic to a paper called
I'P.stafettc writing under the pen-names
of “Auletes” and “Tibicen.” As a composer he has written a great deal of niusic
, ‘of all kinds, and ranks as one of the
./'foremost composers for, the organ in
.' /recent times. The two collections of
"Symphonies” for the organ have attained
wide popularity among concert organists,
..... • as these works show great mastery of
the resources of the modern organ. In
addition to the organ music, however, he
has written a number of orchestral pieces.
including two symphonies and three con. certos for piano and orchestra, and a num¬
ber of songs, piano pieces, etc., besides
church music, a ballet and two operas.
lie has twice visited England, where his
organ music is naturally much appreciated.
On the latter occasion, 1909, he conducted
a concert 'at the Queen’s Hall, London,
entirely composed of his own works.

PAUL VINCENT D’INDY.
(Dan-de.)
Vincent ii’Inoy was bom in Paris,
March 27, 1851. He studied for a while
with Diemar and Lavignac, but eventually
became a faithful disciple of Cesar
Franck, entering his organ class at the
Conservatoire in 1873. In 1875 he became
a chorus-master under Colonne, and, in
order to gain a knowledge of orchestrat,
tion, played as second drummer in the
orchestra. The same year his overture.
Piccolimini, Was given a hearing, and es¬
tablished his reputation as a composer. He
- , became chorus-master for Lamoureux,
and had charge of the chorus at the first
Paris performance of Lohengrin. With
Franck and others he founded the Societe
Rationale de Musique. He was one of
the founders of the Schola Cantorum in
1896, and is still its director and pro¬
fessor of composition. In 1905 d’lndy
first visited America and conducted a few
Boston Symphony concerts. He has com¬
posed several symphonies and symphonic
poems, the best known of the latter being
■Wallenstein, Istar and La Foret euchantce. In addition are several operas.
(Songs, piano pieces and much chamber
music and a set of variations for the saxaphone and orchestra. He has contributed
to current literature, his study of the life
- of Franck being especially noticeable.
, . d’lndy has never attempted to pander to
popular taste, anfl has, of course, been
charged with “dryness” in consequence.
Nevertheless, his supreme mastery of the
. resources of modern music fully justify
;
the high'esteem in which he is held.
(The Etude Gallery.!
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ANTONIN DVORAK.
(Dvor-shahk.)
Dvorak was born at Miihlhausen, Bo¬
hemia,* September 8, 1841, and d.ed in ;
Prague, May 1, 1904. His father, an innkeeper, destined him to be a butcher, but
music called him into other paths. He ; !
studied with his schoolmaster and others.
i
When sixteen he went to Prague and Ikstudied organ under Pitzsch, earning his > j
way as best he could by playing the violin V \
in cafes, etc. He got into the orchestra •
of the National Theatre, and in 1873 be- '!
came organist at St. Adalbert’s. A pa¬
triotic cantata was produced at this time,
and the spontaneous,national character of
Dvorak’s music ensured its success. A C
government pension was provided from
Vienna, and both Liszt and Brahms did
much to help him. His Slavische Tanze
next attracted wide attention, and other
larger works began to obtain a hearing-' v i
England welcomed him, and he wrote ft;
two or three cantatas, notably The SpecIre’s Bride for' British festivals. From
1892 to 1895 he was head of the National
Conservatory, iff,New York, and at this
time produced jhe New World symphony.
His works included several operas, sym¬
phonies, choral and chamber music, be¬
sides songs and piano pieces, etc., such
as his Humoreske, False Gracieuse and
the 'Songs My Mother Taught Me. He
was appointed head of the Prague Con¬
servatory after leaving New York.
• Dvorak was much influenced in composi¬
tion by the national Bohemian folk-music,
greatly loving rich harmonies, unexpected
rhythms and brilliant orchestral effects.

HEINRICH WILHELM ERNST.
(Airnst.)
Ernst was born at Briinn, Moravia,
May 6, 1814, and died at Nice, October 14,
1865. He studied at the Vienna Conserva¬
tory under Seyfried (composition) arid
Bohm, and later with Mayseder (violin).
He first went on tour at the age of sixteen, at a time when Paganini was touring Germany. Ernst was much fascinated
by the wizard-virtuoso, and followed him
from town to town to get better ac
quainted with his technic. In 1832 Ernst
went to Paris and studied for six years,
also appearing in public. From 1838 to
1844 he traveled all over Europe with
brilliant success, especially in London, "
■ where eventually he settled. As a com' X
poser he wrote many salon pieces of a
very attractive kind, in which lie dis¬
played remarkable grasp of the possibili¬
ties of his instrument. The Concerto in
P sharp minor however, is a work con¬
taining many beautiful ideas, and written ’
with great skill, though it bristles with
difficulties. Ernst’s most popular com- 1
position is undoubtedly the Elcgie, which
offers many opportunities to the expert o
violinist. Ernst was a man of warm, im- %
pulsive disposition, and played with great f
brilliance and fire, though he possessed a A
beautiful singing tone which was verv ;
attractive. He was a musician of solid ;
attainments, and had he lived longer
would probably have made many even
more valuable additions to violin music "
than those he has left.
(The Etude Gallery.)
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CARL AUGUST PETER CORNE¬
LIUS.
(Kor-nay'-le-oos.)
Cornelius was born at Mayence, Ger¬
many, December 24, 1824, wlutre he died,
October 26, 1874. His failure as an actor
causecHlim to turn his attention to music,
and though his training was incomplete,
he soon acquired a wide general knowl¬
edge. After' the death of his father, in
1844, he went to Dehn, of Berlin (1845),
and studied music thoroughly until 1850.
In 1852 he became attached to Liszt’s
party at Weimar, and aided in champion¬
ing the cause of- Wagner by his contribu¬
tions fo the Neue Zeitschrift fiir Musik.
In order to elucidate Wagner’s ideas
more fully, Cornelius wrote a comic opera.
The Barber of Bagdad, which was pro¬
duced in Weimar, 1858. The failure of
this work was the cause of Liszt leaving
Weimar. Cornelius also left and went
to Vienna, where he met Wagner, with
whom he soon ' became closely allied.
When Wagner went to Munich under the
patronage of Ludwig 11, Cornelius went
with him, and was appointed reader to
the king. After von Btilow took charge
of the conservatory, on its being trans¬
formed to the Konigliche Musikschule,
Cornelius was appointed professor of har¬
mony and rhetoric. His opera the Cid
was produced ati Weimar in 1865, and he
was working on another, Guttlod. at the
time of his death. It was afterwards or¬
chestrated by Hoffbauer and Lassen, and
produced at Weimar and Strasburg, 1892.
All the works of Cornelius were strongly
influenced by Wagner. (The Etude G.-iiiery t

ALFRED REISENAUER.
' (Ry'-sen-ow-er.)
Reisenauer was born at Konigsberg,
November 1, 1863, and died at Libau,
October 31, 1907. He first studied the
piano with his mother, who was an ex¬
ceptionally gifted musician. Later he
went to Kohler at the advice of Franz'
Liszt, who was much impressed by his
ability. Subsequently he became a pupil
of Liszt, with whom he made his debut
, irV/1881. For a time he left the concert
stage to study law at Leipsic, but in i88C
he re-appeared with brilliant ■ success,
hour years later he became professor of
the pianoforte at Leipsic Conservatory.
Reisenauer visited the United States for
the first time in 1904. He was a great
wanderer. It may be said that he was
something of a musical pioneer, for he
was one of the first great pianists to give
recitals in such out-of-the-way places as
China, Siberia and central Asia. He had
many interesting stories' to relate of h's
appearances at the courts of various
Oriental potentates, to whom the visit of
a virtuoso was a decided novelty. As a
pianist he possessed .a great faculty for
entering sympathetically into the ideas of
the composer whose ,music he was inter- ..
pretmg. He never sought to astonish his
audiences with the brilliance of. his technic,
but aimed rather to express the meaning
of the music. He was at bis best, howe\er, when playing the works of Liszt
and Schumann.
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Robert Schumann had little sympathy with music
written for one hand alone; he deemed it puerile
and unwqrthy, saying that if a child saw a pianist
playing with one hand only he might innocently ask
why the player could not use two hands.
Though music written for one hand alone may so
impress a child, as Schumann suggests, it is possible
to compose very creditably for a single hand. The
reason that the left hand is thus chosen is obviojis.
While there is generally plenty of work for the right
hand in most piano compositions, there is often not
so much for the left hand to. do. Composers have
concluded, therefore, that The left hand must liaye
some extra practice. Or is it that they wish to ctbate something unique, unusual or extraordinary—to
see what They, can do with one hand, whether tlje
work of a single-hand can be made to sound like the
playing qf two hands. The violinist does all of his
wonderful work with only -four, fingers oi the left
hand, and the pianist, using five, can also perform
some agile feats.
Left hand compositions have their'value and are
at timesUextrernely useful and necessary. In the
strenuousi. pursuit after digital perfection, players
sometimes disable the right hand find,wrist with idjudicious and excessive practice. It is then that the
left hand'.piece comes in for its share of attention.
If one cannot present one’s self to the exacting
"Professor,” owing to a lame right hand, one need jiift
lose the lesson on that account; hence the necessity
of the left hand piece.
The question may be asked, Do we need the left
hand piece as a technical study? I answer, We do
not, if correct and adequate technical training is
being pursued.
By adequate I mean the equal
training of hands, wrists and arms in the same exer¬
cises, the left hand doing exactly the same things as
the right. Both hands should be able to play trills,
scales, chords and octaves with equal facility and
power. Such training is logical and reasonable and
appeals to the common sense of every student. With
such a well-balanced technical equipment, the left
hand piece is in no way a technical necessity.
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SOME LARGER WORKS.
Of the larger works for left hand solo the player
will find the Rheinberger Suite. Op. 113, of sterling
excellence. This composer can always be depended
on to write sane and healthy music, and this Suite
is one- of the best things we have for this especial
purpose. Three numbers from the Suite, a Capriccio,
Menuet and Fugue. They will be found, most use¬
ful to study and at the same time are interesting
and melodious as -music. The Capriccio is longest
of the three, and is ,an animated and vigorous piece of
writing, containing interesting themes in single notes
and chords. There is no laziness nor sluggishness
fiere; all must be delivered with active alertness,
with exact phrasing and strong contrasts of light
and shade. There is a bracing air of candor and
honesty about it, which acts beneficially on the left
hand technic. The piece affects one like a brisk
walk on a fresh morning in Autumn. The boule¬
vards are crowded, the brilliant sunshine makes
sharp lines and patches of shadow here and there;
all is gay activity. The Alternative section, in F
major, set in the middle, is smooth and suave, and
forms a good contrast to the first part of the com¬
position, which returns after a page of this calmer
mood,
The Menuetto, which follows, is more familiar; it
is;issued separately and is more frequently played,
It starts pianissimo, with a dainty little theme; there
are a few measures qf strong contrasted chords scat¬
tered through the piece, but for the most part the
tonal coloring is kept in the lighter and more deli¬
cate tints. The Fughctta, which closes the suite, is a
short, vigorous bit of writing, well constructed. The
listener would not imagine one hand only was being
used.
Theodore Leschetizky has tried his hand at this
style of writing by turning the sextette from Lucia,
ino a digital exercise for the left hand. It contains
•more than the usual quantity of broken chords—
which must occur in music
this class—and there
is considerable arpeggio and some octave work m it.
SOME MODERN COMPOSITIONS.

Of the more recent left hand numbers several qf
value may be cited. A Salon Etude, Op. 10, No. 5,
by E. Pirkhert, is an interesting little piece two pages
in length. A nocturne-like theme, capable of warmth
SOME SUITABLE PIECES.
and variety of shading and expression, is the basis of
its structure. A big climax is worked up on the
If the player has had no such foundational training,
second page, which subsides into a quiet and peace¬
there may be a wide difference between the facility of
ful close. The piece is well edited, with very exact
the two hands. He may have played much salon music,
directions
for its performance.
which usually requires far less activity in the left than
Scriabine, the Russian composer, has made several
in the right hand. In this event, the mastery of a few
left-hand pieces will be of real benefit. There is quite , additions to the left hand literature. One is a Pre¬
a list of compositions of this character, and it will lude, Op. 9, No. 1, an unpretentious but useful little
piece. The second number in this opus is more
prove an interesting study to examine some of the
ambitious. It is a ‘Nocturne and has a distinctive
best of them.
Russian atmosphere. Starting with a theme in sin¬
And, first of all, there are the studies which may
be used as stepping stones to the pieces. Czerny
gle nptes, it soon works into chords and octaves,
has left us some of these, made in his fluent manner,
with several effective cadenzas; It often appears on
and there are the Four Short Studies, Op. 243, by
recital programmes, and opens the eyes of the
Bernhard Wolff, and the Easy Studies, by Biel, Op.
groundlings as to what can be done with the left,
153; also the Four Melodious Studies, by A. D, Tur¬
hand.
ner, Isidor Philipp, the Parisian pianist and teacher,
If one is seeking some healthy velocity exercise
has recently published a set of left hand studies,
for the left hand, Weber’s Perpetual Motion rondo,
which are a valuable addition to the modern litera¬
arranged for left hand solo by Brahms, will furnish
ture on this subject. Of single studies we have one
it - in plenty.
by Lynes, Op. 21, No. 2, and the Melodic Etude, by
Max Reger, too, has written a group of four
Mehul, which is but a page in length. For young
“special pieces” for left hand. No. 1, a Scherzo, is
players .there are three little pieces by P. Schnecker,
but a page in length; No. 2, Humoresque, contains
and an Impromptu, Op. 185, No. 4, by Gurlitt. Hol¬
two pages written in thirds; the third number is a
lander’s six Intermezzi will be found very interest¬
Romance somewhat longer, and the last number, a
ing. Some of them need considerable technic to
Prelude and Fugue, is written on one staff, is four
play with sufficient velocity. They consist of a
pages in length and much more difficult than the
pretty Etude in arpeggio figures, an Abendlied, a
others.
False. Melodic, Perpetual Motion and a Hunting
Other pieces for the left hand which may prove
Song. Most of these are but two pages in length,
useful will be found in the following short list:
though the Perpetual Motion is longer and more ambiSpindler—Three pieces. Op. 350—handler, Traucr.
Marsch Serenade.
Arthur Foote has made several contributions to
Spindler—Three Romances, Op. 156.
the list of left' hand music with his Little False,
H. Lichner—Three Romances, Op. 267.
Op. 6, No. 4, and his set of three pieces, Op. 37. con¬
..Ferd. Hummel—Five pieces, Op. 43, Etude, False,
taining the Prelude, Polka and Romance. Among
Spring Greeting, March.
the pieces composed by Count Geza Zichy-, the one, C, I-fain, Op. 41, In der Ddmmerung.
armed pianist, may be mentioned the Allegretto
Wilhelm Fink, Op. 200, No. 1. Romanza.
Grazioso, of two pages in length, and the brilliant
Th. Doltler, Op. 30, No. 7, Etude in D flat.
False d’Xdcle.
-W. Taubert, Op. 40, No. 2, Ca nsonetta.
The Solfeggietto of Emanuel Bach has been ar¬
ranged for the left hand alone and is a useful study
in this form, although it is advisable to master it first
I The perfected performer always gives the impres¬
with two hands.
sion that he plays without pains.—E. Naumann.

FOUR EPISODES IN A STUDIO.
BY T. L. R1CKABY.

The pupil was unpromising. He was a young man
—a farmer—of about nineteen or twenty, and this
was his third or fourth lesson. Lines and spaces,
clefs and notes were a puzzling proposition, and it
was much easier for him to sit on a plow or planter
than a piano stool. Harnessing a horse was much
more in keeping with his inclinations and artistic
limitations than playing exercises.
The teacher was conscientious, and tried hard to
make the way as easy as possible, but this, even with
the pupil’s ambition and good will, had not resulted
very successfully. Suddenly the pupil’s face light¬
ened up. The puzzled expression was replaced by
one of a decidedly more agreeable character, and
the teacher, thinking that some light had broken in
upon the pupil’s consciousness, and that after all
his work was not to be lost, waited for the gratify¬
ing expression that he felt was coming.
“Say, puffessor,” said the young man, “I killed the
biggest bullfrog this morning you ever saw."
The teacher is still alive, and is doing as well as
could be expected.
,
II.
A severely determined looking woman called at
the studio, stated that she was about to have her
daughter begin the study of music, but was unde¬
cided which teacher to select.
“How many lines and spaces do you teach?” was
her astonishing question.
On being told live of the one and four of the other
she paralyzed the poor teacher by saying that as
Miss X- taught five lines and six spaces she
would “patronize” her, because naturally She wanted
as much as possible for her money!
III.
The teacher was once asked by a lady to suggest
some classical music for her daughter, who had
studied music at some “Conservatory.”
The mother said that her daughter did not want
to take lessons, because she did not need them, but
merely wished to know of some music to practice,
but it must be classical—very classical indeed. The
teacher suggested that Beethoven might come up to
the standard of “classicality” required.
“Beethoven!” exclaimed the lady in a surprised
and rather injured tone. “Why, Maudie passed Bee¬
thoven more than a year ago!”
“Indeed!” the teacher rejoined, “then what you
need now is the music of the composers whose
names I will write down for you.” The lady looked
at the slip of paper given her and departed evidently
quite satisfied. The teacher had given the follow¬
ing names:
SOKALSKY, KabGANOFF, BALAKIREW, YoCFEROFF, TSCHAISkowski, KgrestchenkoW, and Rimsky Korsakoff.

age. He began by saying that she had gotten be¬
yond the resources of the teachers of his own neigh¬
borhood, and so he “ ’lowed” it was time to bring
her to town for further development.
He further
volunteered the information that she could play any
thing she ever heard and was altogether quite a musi¬
cal phenomenon. The teacher was interested and in
due course asked the little lady to play. She com¬
plied readily enough, and of what do‘you suppose
her performance consisted? Beginning with the Kev
of C she played tonic, subdominant, dominant and
tonic chords, in every key and with every variation
of rhythm that the musician had ever heard before—
or since. After twenty minutes of this the father
asked the teacher what he thought of it. The teacher
replied that it was “the most Stupendous thing he
had ever heard’—and the teacher told the truth
The development of a taste for what is good i
mus!c is a matter which should begin early in lif
Goethe, the great German poet and philosonhe
recommended that “Taste is to be educated by cm
templation, not of the tolerably good, but of tl
truly excellent. I therefore show you only the be
works, and when you are grounded in these you w
have a standard for the rest, which you will kno
how to value without over-rating them.”
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when worked up to time. The term tarantella origi¬
nally applied to the familiar Neapolitan folk-dance, is
now used in connection with almost any rapid 6/8
movement.

Educational Notes on Etude
Music
By P. W. OREM

ARIETTE—E. SCHOTT.
In The Etude for July. 1910. appeared a Petite
Scene de Ballet by this celebrated Russian composer.
He has recently composed two additional numbers of
similar length and degree of difficulty'to form a sn of
three pieces One of these pieces, the Arictte, we take
pleasure in presenting in this issue. An aria is an
"air" or melody, literally translated, but the term is
usually applied to a vocal solo in threefold form with
instrumental accompaniment. An ariette is a Itttie
ana. Either term may be applied to an instrumental
piece of lyric character just as we frequently apply
the title “song without words.” As may be expected
from Edward Schiitt, his new piece, Ariette. is a
p anist c gem. The melody is piquant and taking and
the harmonic treatment is original yet refined
Note
the key contrasts and the s'rikitig modulatory effects
gained by comparatively simple means. This piece
should be played in rather free time and treated in the
manner of a vocal composition, the melody brought
out but the harmonic background well sustained. It is
not at all difficult technically but requires a finished
interpretation.
MOMENT MUSICAL—M. MOSZKOWSKT.
This is the fourth of a series of Moments Musicales,
Op. 84, the first number of which appeared in The
Etude of May, 1910. His pieces all have a rare artistic
charm, betokening the work of the matured master.
No. 4 will make a splendid recital number for an ad¬
vanced player. It will require rare finish and attention
to detail. Note the delicate syncopated accompaniment
and the various inner voices, each of melodic and har¬
monic significance.
HUNTING SONG-F. L. EYER.
Th.s is a rollicking and characteristic number by a
successful American writer and teacher
Hunting
pieces of various kinds seem to have appealed to com¬
posers of all schools and periods. The familiar “hornpassages.” upon which most of them are founded,
afford a pleasing and popular vehicle for thematic
treatment and varied harmonization.
Mr. Eyer’s
Hunting Song is a very cleverly constructed specimen
by a contemporary composer. It should be played in a
jovial and bo:sterous manner, in keeping with the char¬
acter of the piece, but it must not be taken too rapidly
lest the passage work be blurred. It will make a suc¬
cessful recital number for a fourth-grade pupil.
SERENADE GIOCOSA-J. L. BROWNE.
This is a very good and well-constructed example
of the “serenade” type of piece. The themes are dis¬
tinctive and appealing and the characteristic accompani¬
ment is neatly handled. It should be played in graceful
song-like style, in free time, and without hurrying.
DULCINEA-T. LIEURANCE.
This is a very clever and taking, Spanish dance in
characteristic rhythm by a young American composer,
a portrait and sketch of whom will be found in another
column. Play this piece with fire and dash and with
sturdy accentuation. It will make a good third-grade
recital number.
CAREZZA—LUIS JORDA.
Several pieces by this celebrated Mexican composer
have appeared in our music pages and have elicited
favorable comment. We now present a short and
rather easy number by Mr. Jorda. It is an airy and
graceful dance movement of fanciful character with
two well-contrasted themes. The first theme has a
tinkling bell-like effect while the second is broad
cantilena in the style of a ’cello or baritone melody.
Give this piece plenty of color, in the orchestral man¬
ner. A good third-grade pupil should do well with it.
JUST IN TIME-N. L. CALAMARA.
This is a lively tarantella movement. The passages
are all comfortably under the hands but they will
require nimble fingers in order to develop the requisite
speed and distinct enunciation. Pieces of this type
afford excellent practice and invariably sound well
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JUST IN TIME

MILITARY ESCORT-CHAS. LINDSAY.
This is a very useful march movement either fpr
teaching, for recital use, or for actual marching pur¬
poses. Although easy to play, well within the range
of any good second-grade pupil, it has an effect more
brilliant and stirring than that of matiy larger works.
The trumpet passage in the Trio is particularly effect¬
ive. This march should be played in the regulation
military time, 120 steps to the minute, counting two in
a measure.
SWEET DREAMS OF THEE-E. S. PHELPS.
This is a melodious drawing-rpom piece, with three
well-defined themes, by a contemporary American com¬
poser. It will prove an agreeable number for summer
study or recreation. It should be played tenderly and
expressively.
MARCH OF THE FAIRIES-C. D. ROSE.
This is a pleasant little characteristic piece by an
American composer of promise. It will prove useful
for early third-grade or advanced second-grade study
and recreation Play this piece lightly, but with the
regular martial swing
IN CLOUD LAND-C. KLING.
A good, easy waltz in the German style, to be played
in slow, steady tempo. The themes are all melodious
and tasteful, demanding an expressive, finished style.
This number might be used for dancing.
NEW WEDDING WALTZ-B. LANDMANN.
This is a new and revised version of an old. popular
favorite. As an easy teaching piece its usefulness will
be greatly increased in its present garb. It still holds '
its own as a recital number.
THE FOUR-HAND NUMBERS.
Two duets will be found in this issue, both by
modern writers, original four-hand pieces.
Calvini s Spring Breezes is a graceful dance move¬
ment of the modern gavotte type. It bids fair to be¬
come as popular as the same composer’s Chasse aux
Gazelles, which appeared in The Etude some time
ago. In Spring Breezes interesting parts for both
players will be found
Gilis’ Historical Pageant is an easy but sonorous
march movement of the classic type, in the style of
some of the marches of Handel, Mozart and Gluck
dignified and stately
In this piece, in playing the
heavy chords, care must be taken that the four hands
of the players fall exactly together at each attack
FESTIVAL PROCESSIONAL (Pipe Organ)-H
HACKETT.
This is a good solid march movement which will
serve as an effective postlude. It should also make a
good opening number for a recital. The registration
may be adapted readily to suit a two-manual organ
With the exception of the Trio, where contrasting s'on
combinations are called for, nearly the full organ is
to be employed throughout. In playing marches of
this type organists should not fall into th- habit of
Playing too legato In order to give the proper acUched CffeC,S (he heaVy Ch°rdS Sh0U'd be sliffht]y deEVENING STAR (Violin and Piano)—R. WAGNER
Wagner’s Tannhauser will be found in another de¬
partment of this issue, treated at length. One of the
most popular melodies from this music drama is the
song of Wolfram, To the Evening Star This num
ber has been arranged for all sorts of vocal and ins rumental combinations but it makes a decidedly ef¬
fective violin number, not difficult to play but fitting
he instrument nicely and affording opportunity fof
the production of the singing tone and cultivating the
expressive style of delivery.

THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
Mr J E. Roberts’ "Come Unto Me” is a tender and
appealing setting of a favorite Scriptural text. It will
M? FieU- tq CuUrC.h 50,0 for medl™ voice.
Mr. Field s Smiles and Frowns” is a naive and
pleasing setting of some very clever and taking verses
m rendering songs of this character the performed
must be an elocutionist as well as a singer in orT^
that not a word of the text may be lost.
d

Among those composers who have become known
through their contribution to the musical section of
The Etude, none have won a greater popularity than
Mr. Lieurance. He was born at Oskaloosa, Iowa, 1881,
and moved with his father to Western Kansas some
years later. His musical ability soon made itself ;■ p
parent, and at an early age he was able to perform
with some considerable ability. His first song was
composed when he was eleven years old. Before hwas of age he became bandmaster of the 22d Kansas
Regiment, and served through the Spanish-Ameri
can war. After the war he went to the College of
Music in Cincinnati, and also studied with many
of the best teachers in the West. He was with the
Castle Square Grand Opera Company in St. Louis
during 1900 and 1901, and has had wide experience
in many branches of musical endeavor. Mr. Lieurance
as since returned to Kansas, and is devoting himself
very largely to composition. He has a remarkable gift
of melody, and generally manages to invest his work
with warm harmonic coloring. Among the best
known of h,s compositions may be mentioned his songs.
Felice, A Garden Coronation and A Prayer. The piano
TenL ,nMUde Swtea,ms’ From «• Old Love Letter,
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TAKE a REAL INTEREST IN YOUR PUPILS.
BY EDNA E. DE LEON.
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A FREQUENT TROUBLE.
“I have a pupil who is very hard to deal with.
She seems to enjoy her lessons, but will not piattiee enough to learn them. She has taken about
two-thirds of the first book of
Course, but cannot make 1-

THE NATURE OF TALENT.
_
. - -it’ implie
In music. 1 am a girl of eighteen and wish t„
determine whether or not I have sufficient talent
to make music my life work.”—V. M.
To define “all” that talent implies would require
more than the entire issue of this magazine. In the
present instance it probably need include nothing more
than the double question, Have I sufficient natural apti>
tude on one side and business understanding on the
other, to make a success of the musical profession?
Granting that all you mention in your rather long
letter has been done well, that you can play the list
of pieces brilliantly and with finish of technic and in|
terpretation, I should say that you are well endowed
1 ‘ from a musical standpoint to enter the professsion.
'
The fact that you have positive pitch, and can play
s. wci'i 1 y ear, indicates that you have natural aptitude for
music. The most advanced compositions you mention
in your repertoire are the Bach Fugues and Chopin
Etudes. As to whether you should have done more
than this during the years from twelve to eighteen it
would be impossible to say without knowing how many
hours a day you practiced, and the nature of the
advantages for study that you had, and how faithfully
and with what amount of concentrated attention you
applied yourself.
Certainly, others have done more
in the same length of time, but in spite of that you
have also done well. So far as can be judged from
your letter, I would say that you can enter the profes¬
sion without hesitation.
So far as the business side of the profession.is con¬
cerned, you will have to work out your own salvation.
It will be well for you to be giving constant considera¬
tion to this during your student years, however. This
is an important part of the art life, and I almost won¬
der that it has not been made a part of the study of
those who plan to enter the profession. The conduct
of one’s business is of the utmost importance, and yet
the majority of teachers enter life without having given
ii an advance consideration. So far as I know, there
has been only one systematic statement of the problems
that confront the business life of music teachers, a book
that will be invaluable for music students to make their
own before entering upon their careers. It is entitled,
“Business Manual for Music Teachers,” by George C.
Bender, $
HARMONY, SCAI ES AND NOTATION.
“1. How can I makj keyboard harmony more
interesting?
“2. How can I make students who dislike scales
understand their necessity?
“3. Some of my pupils insist on calling the
names of the notes do, re, mi, etc., as they learn
them at school. How can 1 remedy this?"—B. K.
1. I can hardly tell you how to make keyboard har¬
mony “more interesting,” as I do not know how you
are presenting it now. If you are simply teaching it
as an accessory to piano study,' as I infer is the case
from your letter, I would say that you can only make
it interesting by presenting the various steps one at
a time. Each step should be dwelt upon and practiced
for weeks. Teachers discourage their students in this
kind of work by advancing from one thing to another
with too great rapidity. Teachers find it hard to real¬
ise how exceedingly abstruse the subject of harmony is
to the majority of young pupils. Therefore, make their
tasks very elementary, and let them master each one
before progressing to another.
2. Try and- make them understand two things: First,
that the development of the hand mechanism is an ab¬
solute necessity, and that no one has ever succeeded in
accomplishing this except by repetitions of certain
formulse that must be carried on year in and year out.
Try and make them realise that there can be no attain¬
ment without work. You will find that in order for this
to make any impression on their minds there will be
no end to your talking it to them. Second, make them
understand that all music is simply a re-arrangement of
certain formulse.
Putting them together in certain
ways forms new musical ideas, just as ideas are ex¬
pressed by different arrangments of words. You would
be surprised to learn how few words are used in the
ordinary conduct of life. The person that masters
certain given formulse will be quickly able to learn new
musical compositions. In the classical repertoire scales

predominate; in modern music, arpeggios. The music
of the classical era is more diatonic in formation, and
that of the present time more harmonic. Therefore,
make them realise that' in the mastery of scales and ar¬
peggios of every sort they are ready to play any and all
music.
3. Personally I have never been able to understand
the necessity for the use of the words do, re, etc.
Their use compels students to learn three separate
names for every tone of the scale, which results in a
confusion of ideas. The pitch names. A, B, C, etc.,
and the scale inter-relationship names one, two, three,
etc., are all that are necessary. With your pupils, sim¬
ply insist that they give you the pitch names by declin¬
ing t'o know what they mean by do, re, etc.
FINGERS TOO SHORT.
“I have a prospective pupil who Is very anxious
to study, but who has a deformed left hand. All
the lingers are too short by at least the length of
the first joint. It may be possible for the left
hand to play easy parts, but this has not been
determined. My idea is to make of her a right
hand pianist, provided I can find the material.
She is anxious to become a teacher, and 1 wish to
do what is best for her. What would you ad¬
vise ?"—E. A.
The foregoing reminds me of a story Mark Twain
tells in one of his books. A visitor was making his
way through an army hospital during the Civil War,
and noticing one of the patients in convulsions of
laughter over a booklet he was looking at, asked him
what afforded him so much amusement. “Look,” he
said, “I have had both of my legs shot off, and the
colporteur has given me a tract on the ‘Sin of Danc¬
ing.1 ”
In answer to your question, I should say that it would
be as easy for a man without legs to dance as for a
person with a deformed hand to become a pianist. To
become a good teacher one needs to know how to play.
There is practically nothing written for right hand
alone, although quite a respectable list for left hand.
Although my inclination would be to discourage your
prospective pupil, yet I should not presume to say what
she might not accomplish. Sauveur.' who was one of
the greatest investigators in the field of acoustics of the
first half of the 18th century, who first used the word
acoustics to indicate the science of sound, and who de¬
tected tones that cultivated musical ears had not yet
discovered, was almost totally deaf during his whole
life. Plateau, who made wonderful discoveries in op¬
tics, was blind. Hence you have distinguished precedent
for attempting something that seems outside the range
of possibility.
PIECES WITHOUT OCTAVES.
“I liave a talented pupil ten years old for
whom I have difficulty in selecting pieces advanced
enough without octaves or large chords. She does
fourth grade work well, and I would like to know
of some bright and attractive pieces ns well as
sonatas that will he suitable for her. She is very
anxious for Mendelssohn's Spring Song. Do you
think it advisable ?"- S. L.
It is often difficult to select suitable music for tal¬
ented pupils whose hands are small. In many pieces,
however, you can omit one of the octave tones tem¬
porarily in the case of 'children whose hands will
later grow sufficiently to overcome the difficulty. For
example, when octaves are struck in the bass for the
first beat in the measure, or oftener, the thumb note
may be omitted. Isolated octaves and chords in the
right hand may be treated in same manner, that is, omit
the thumb note, if .they are not too frequent in occur¬
rence. It will be well to omit pieces in which octaves
and chords are featured. You can find a number of
Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words that you can
use, the. Spring Song among them. The following
pieces will serve your purpose. Sonatas by Mozart,
Cotta Edition, B flat major, No. 10, and A minor, No.
16; Haydn, Sonata it. E *ninor. Variations in A, Quanto
e piu bello, Beethoven, Six Variations on an Original
Theme, Beethoven; Variations on Nel cor pin,
Beethoven; Rondo in C, Beethoven; Sonata, Op. \\,
Nc. 2, Beethoven; Renouveau, Godard; Spinning
Wheel, Bendel; Arabesque, Schumann; Blumenstiicke,
Schumann; Angelus, Godard; Song of the Brook, Lack;
Morning Serenade, Henselt; Shadow Dance, MacDowel 1 ; The Two Larks, Leschetizsky.

This is not an unusual difficulty with children. It
is not natural for children to want to do anything that
seems like work, in which they do not differ so much
from people who have grown up. As a general thing,
too much is expected of children. The majority of
parents are not themselves educated enough to know
that children’s faculties are only in a process of de¬
velopment. At first they do not even exist; they are
only possibilities. Most children have to be made to
.perform their tasks or they would never accomplish
them. How much would they learn in their school
studies if they were not placed under the supervision
of teachers who make them learn their lessons? If
they could be given a similar supervision in their
piano practice they would make far greater progress.
But no; they are expected to give their minds to this
monotonous routine without any assistance.
Every
moment of a small child's practice time ought to be
watched. It is impossible for them to know whether
they are making motions or learning their music cor¬
rectly. But as this cannot be brought about in any
but isolated cases, teachers will have to meet condi¬
tions as best they may. Try giving the child you
mention some easy little pieces, devoting but litile
of the practice time to exercises. In this way you
may arouse her interest. Let her do most of her
finger and scale work at the lesson with you. Try
Musical Picture Book, and Musical Poems, by Octavia
Hudson. Also Standard Compositions, Grade I, selected
by W. S. B. Mathews.
THIRDS AND MINORS.
In answer to questions of “E. B.,” I would say that
in playing the scale of C in thirds the left hand should
begin on C and the right hand on E, a third higher
The place of the steps and half-steps will be the
same for both hands. If you began with the right
hand on C and the left on A. a third lower, you would
be beginning in the key of A minor, and to carry out
the key correctly the order of steps and half-steps
would have to conform to the minor key.
In order to determine whether a key is major or
minor requires some musicianship if one is to do so
quickly. You will need to recognize your chords at
a glance. At your elementary stage of progress
however, it will be sufficient if you look at the last
chord in the piece, and if it falls a third lower than
the given signature-would require for major, the key
will be minor. If your ear is good you can hardly
experience any doubt the moment you begin to play.
Note your signature and then examine a few meas¬
ures of the music, and if the fifth degree of the major
scale, in which you may have momentarily assumed the
piece to be written, be raised, you will find that it is
in reality the seventh degree of the relative minor,
which will be your key. When you are advanced
enough to have studied harmony you will note that
the tonic and dominant chords will indicate your key.
PRACTICAL POINTS.
“1. What exercises can I Rive a girl for ‘carnet
humping of second and third fingers?
“2. Will you please give me names of three
pieces for a pupil who plays such things as fiod-i Renounce ___ *— —> wh0 plays GrieK's
To Spring, very creditably
Which. work, of Bach's should fellow the
Little Preludes
"4. Is there any work that would be of asslstnnsei,,n ««»‘*rp|-c-ta»|nC Sonatas by Haydn. Mozart
and Beethoven as well as works of Bach?"—M. T.
1. Place a lead pencil under the hand, as far back
as possible between the fingers and thumb. Let the
thumb hold it in position. Then practice the slow trill
with heavy touch. This can be done with advantage
on a table. Then pract.ce ordinary “running exercises”
on. the keys, such as do not make use of the thumb
Practice for five or ten minutes a day for a couple and
you will observe a marked improvement.
_2' oo°d^d'- ?arcarolle77; Merkel, Polonaise,
Op. 28; Rhemberger, la Chase, Op. 5; Moszkowski,
Serenade in D; Retnecke, The Troubadour, Op ?66Joncieres, Serenade Hongroise; Bendel, In the GonTght HenSClt’ MorninS Serenade; Bendel, By Moon3. Bach’s Lighter Compositions, which may be followed by the Two Part Inventions, and these in turn
by the Three Part Inventions.
4. The following books will be of assistance: How
to Understand Music, Mathews; Beethoven's Sonatas.
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Eltcrlein; The Pianoforte Sonata, Sliedlock; Lectures
on Musical Analysis, by Banister, will give you much
information on all the composers you mention. Ther
is also an Analysis of Bach’s Well-Tempered Clavi
chord, by Riemann.
RATTLING IN PIANOS.
“Is It essential to the preservation of a piano
in winter to place a jar of water In the lower
part of It? What causes the rattling of piano keys,
and would you advise that an amateur tamper with
them?"—E. L.
If the air in your room is too dry it might be well to
let a jar of water evaporate near the heater, but it
would not be a good plan to place it inside the piano,
as too much dampness would rust the wires. There
are many causes for rattling. You would better con¬
sult with the tuner who takes care of your instrument.
I certainly should not recommend that you allow any¬
one but an expert to tamper with the action. An
"amateur” might cause mischief in five minutes that
could not be repaired except at great expense.
STUDIES FOR SMALL HANDS.
"Please suggest Interesting studies for pupil in
fourth grade of Standard Course whose hand Is
not large enough to play all the exercises.”—M. E.
You will find farther consideration of this difficulty
in the answer to the question of “S. L.” Have you
tried the Little Preludes of Bach? They would better
be preceded by the “First Study of Bach.” In any¬
thing you may select' you will probably have to make
some omissions until the child grows older. The sec¬
ond book of ( zerny-Liebling Selected Studies, will pro¬
vide you with excellent material. You can also with
advantage use Heller Opus 47, 46 and 45, making judi¬
cious selections.
BACKWARD IN PLAYING HANDS TOGETHER.
“How can I help a pupil who learns his music
for each hand separately with readiness, hut de¬
spairs of learning to play them together?”—O. N.
Let him take up exercises, studies and pieces that
. are so simple that he does not need to study the parts
separately, things that he can read at sight with either
hand alone, without difficulty. He may feel as if he
were being put back, but should be made to realise that
it is not being put back to be given music that he can
learn to play correctly. From this point let him gradu¬
ally make progress to the point where he now thinks
he ought to be. Unless he can be made willing to work
in this way, his case is probably hopeless.
HARMONIC OR MELODIC.
letter to teach the harmonic or the melodic
M,“
*- Most
pie, print only the melodic form in
; and yet so
The general style of the older classical composers
was diatonic, while that of modern composers is
more harmonic in character. The melodic minor
scale predominates in the works of the older com¬
posers, and the harmonic in the modern. Hence
a well-informed player must be familiar with both.
The melodic scale has been included in technical
manuals because the authors have been dominated
by the classical composers. From a constructive
standpoint the harmonic minor comes first; all
others are modifications of it. Hence it is better
to learn the original form first. Besides, it is
simpler to learn, understand and memorize. After
it is thoroughly learned and practiced it is a com¬
paratively simple matter to add the melodic scale
to the practice.
VELOCITY IN FIRST GRADE.
KUrfme h2wJa2laiy
th(‘ scalps
sl)°u!d
be
played by children
of the first grade.
Should
it not
Y,Pr’Pnii,, lorfr- 'y or)°n the physical development of
the child s hand?
jj a
Velocity should not be aimed at in the first grade,
or you will run the risk of more or less rigidity of
muscular conditions which will seriously interfere
with later progress. You are right in saying that
much depends upon the physical development of the
child. Much will also depend upon natural aptitude,
a factor that is all-important in musical progress.
There is no test speed for rapidity of scale playing
in the first grade. More attention should be given
to the formation of flexibility and free muscular
conditions.
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WHAT IS WRONG WITH THE WAY HAR¬
MONY IS TAUGHT?
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY.
A Plea for More Practical Application and Less
Theory.
Ever since my boyhood days, when I waded
through some elementary, harmony books, struggling
to keep my head above the slough of obscurities,
inconsistencies and contradictions which threatened
to engulf my intelligence, and strove in .vain to
find some definite, logical reasons for rules which
had more exceptions than example’s, and sought to
understand names which were never applied twice
to the same things, the consciousness has been
growing upon me that there was sometmng radically
wrong with our system of harmpny and our methods
of teaching it.
Harmony is the grammar of music—the science
that underlies the art—and a knowledge of it is
indispensable to. every good musician: but it should
be a practicable, usable knowledge—a part of one's
everyday working equipment, not merely .a theoret¬
ical, text-book knowledge of terms and rules.
I have known many graduates of a “two-years'
course in harmony” at a conservatory who could
not find the simplest chords in any given key on
the piano in less than fifteen minutes, and could
not modulate into a related key successfully to save
herself from purgatory, just as 1 have known college
students who could work out problems in geometry
but could not make change for a two-dollar bill
correctly.
The irnportant thing for the ordinary piano stu¬
dent is not to be able to write double counterpoint
on paper, but to have a practical familiarity with
the construction and relation of chords as used on
the piano—.that is, a keyboard-command of musical
material; and this is what few teachers, and still
fewer books, give one.
MATHEMATICAL STUNTS.
Our students are taught to do mathematical
“stunts” with a pencil, with figured bass and the
like; but ask them to accompany the simplest song
by ear at a first bearing and they are hopelessly
lost. They think the chords (if they are able to
think them at all) in numbers, and not in keyboard
positions or related sounds. They cannot recognise
them when heard, or find them readily on the in¬
strument. Most of them are so muddled by the
confused, indefinite and constantly-varying terms and
names in the different text books that they are never
sure of even the simplest chords when they see
them.
I do not claim to he a scientific theorist, but 1
offer the suggestion that our whole harmonic sys¬
tem might be greatly simplified and three-fourths
of its superfluous rules and terminology stricken
out of it to the greatest advantage.
GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH A CHORD.
Take, for a simple example, the common chord
of D Minor. At my first introduction to it I was
told by my teacher that it was a minor chord, or
triad, containing a minor and a major third and
founded on the second degree of the C major scale.
The next time I was informed that it was the
chord of the sixth degree, or sub-mediant in the
key of F major, or, in other words, the relative
minor.
On its next appearance—when I was preparing
to shake hands with it as an old acquaintance—I
was overwhelmed by the assurance that now it was
the chord of the mediant, or third degree in the
key of B flat. Later I learned to recognise it nearly
always simply as the tonic chord in D minor.
What wonder that the immature mind of the
student gets hopelessly befogged amid all this use¬
less confusion of terms!
One would not know his best friend under so
many aliases and disguises; yet in reality the triad
of D minor is never anything else, and never should
be called by any other name. What should we
expect of a primary school class if we called a letter
“A” in one lesson and “B” in the next and “C”
the following week, according to its chance location
in the words they were learning to read?

How much less complex and confusing it would
be if we invariably connected the name with the
thing, allowing each chord to preserve its special
designation and its distinctive individuality on all
occasions till the mind learnf to associate them
and the name becomes polarized with the idea, or
rather the feeling of the peculiar character and color
of that chord.
Why not tell the student, for instance, that in
every key we find three simple, closely related
chords—the tonic, dominant and sub-dominant, each
consisting of a major triad composed of a major
and a minor third; that each of these has its corre¬
sponding minor, composed of a minor and a major
third, and that on the seventh, or leading, tone of
every scale is built an unique and most convenient
chord, called "diminished," consisting of two minor
thirds.
THE MAIN ELEMENTS OF A KEY.
There you have in a nutshell, easily grasped by ,:
any average mind, the constituent elements of every
tonality. Teach the student to find these chords
•
quickly and easily in any given key and to use them
in their different positions to accompany simple
melodies.
This, of course, by no means covers the whole ^
field of harmonic possibilities. It is well-nigh limiti
less, and many intricacies and subtleties must come
later; but that much knowledge of the elements of
harmony would be of far more use to the average
player than all he gets in two years of hard study
under the present system.
Above all, let us have more practical application
and less theory-more work at the piano and less
at the desk.
Let us encourage the student to USE the musical
resources at his command to express himself and
his emotions, rather than to work out problems in
notes. - Better be able to express joy, sorrow or
longing in a few chords on the piano than to write
a correct fugue on paper.

DEBUSSY ON “SERVILITY TO GREAT
MASTERS.”
The much-discussed French composer, Claude De¬
bussy, has recently given the Paris Excelsior his
opinions upon some subjects which may be of in¬
terest to Etude readers. Among other things he
States the necessity for more independence:
“In our time, to my mind, people behave with
most annoying servility towards the 'great masters.’
I desire the freedom to say that a tiresome page
wearies me whoever its author was! But I have no
theories, no prejudice. I strive to be a sincere man
in my art and my opinions—just that. But I con¬
sider that there is something aristocratic in art that
must not be compromised. That is why I have small
desire for big successes and noisy notoriety.
“Music is a free, a spontaneous art, an open-air
art, an art to be measured with the elements—the
winds, the sky, the sea! It must not be made con¬
fined and scholastic. Of course, ingenious writing,
the trade of composing is very quaint and interest¬
ing. I myself was enthusiastic in that direction
once upon a time. But I thought over it a good
deal, and conclude that the writing of music would
gain by being simplified, by the means of expression
being more direct. Do not understand me to say
that I want to place myself at the head of a school
or to be a reformer! I want simply to express as
sincerely as I can the sensations and sentiments I
feel; I care little for the rest.
“I have been represented in all sorts' of attitudes
which I have never taken up towards the great
masters.
I have been reported, as saying things
about Wagner, Beethoven, that I have never said. I
admire Beethoven and Wagner, but I refuse to ad¬
mire everything they have written just because T am
told that they were great masters! Never!
“Let me say once again—I am not the man I am
made out to be. I am just fond of quiet, peace,
work, isolation; and anything may be said about my
music for what I care. I do not ask to be imitated,
or that my music should exercise any "influence what¬
ever on anyone. I want to remain independent. I
do- my work as I must, as I can—and that is all I
can tell you.”
“Make once more the sacrifice of all sacrifices for
thy art.”—Beethoven.

SIMPLIFYING

SIGHT READING
PIANOFORTE.

AT

THE

PERSONALITY THAT PAYS.
BY HANNAH S. WEST.

BY THOMAS J. HODGETT, MUS. BAC.
(The writer of this article is an educational special¬
ist connected with the University of Leeds, England.)
What is it to be able to read music at sight, just
as we read a book? First, there must be a good
know'-edge of all the signs which stand for musical
sounds and their duration; then, a quick mental grasp
of groups of these symbols of time and pitch
(harmonic groups, melodic phrases and rhythmic
periods), seen as parts of a whole—that is as mu¬
sical ideas, exactly as we grasp whole ideas in read¬
ing prose or poetry.
To some extent the student ought to gain the
ability to comprehend a composition by carefully
looking through it before trying it. If a pupil has
had a careful and musicianly training in Ear-Cultiva¬
tion, and as I said above, thoroughly understands
the signs by which 'music is recorded, the chief
part of elementary training in Sight-Reading is on
a fair way to be accomplished.
In the early stages of training^'the blackboaid
will be found most useful. As an example, a simple
melody might be written on the blackboard and the
pupil asked to sing it (it is taken for granted that
piano pupils are also taught , a certain amount of
sight-singing). Then the melody might be played
on the piano for the pupil to hear it,' after. which the
pupil should be asked to write it again on the
blackboard. The sounds and their signs are then
heard and seen together. This is a most valuable
training. It is the lack of this early training which
I thing is largely at the root of the' bad sight-read¬
ing which is so prevalent amongst average pupils.
Many pupils read much better in;'the treble than
in tile bass clef. This is due to the fact that they
were thoroughly grounded in the reading of the
treble clef before they were introduced to the bass
clef. This wrong method has been and is at the
root of much of the evil of bad reading of music.
If the pupil begins with the Great “Staff of eleven
lines, the difficulty which so many experience in
reading the notes in the bass clef' is very much
lessened or altogether avoided. Learning to read
in the two clefs simultaneously will prevent the pupil
from thinking in the treble clef and then translating
into the bass clef.
There is need of a good deal of drilling in the
early stages in order to read surely and quickly.
To avoid fatigue and monotony, the teacher should
work jn a variety of ways.
Many pupils have difficulty in reading the added
< or Leger lines. If the Great Staff is mastered in
the way I have suggested, then the middle, top
and bottom lines form landmarks, sign-posts or
starting points.
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How is it that some who start out to teach music
fail utterly both in obtaining and retaining pupils?
We all know of musicians who have spent much
time and money in acquiring a musical education
and are fine performers on the piano and yet cannot
get together a class of pupils. Some such musicians,
having induced pupils to study, soon lose influence,
and one after another their pupils wend'their ways
to other teachers. Is the trouble due to lack of
ability to impart instruction or to lack of the proper
personality ?
A SENSITIVE PLANT THAT FADED.
Listen to a little story of mine and draw your own
conclusions in the matter. “Once upon a time ’ an
ambitious young woman studied music, both piano
and organ, with the best of teachers at home and
abroad. She held a fair position as organist in one
of our city churches for many years and was well
known in her home town as a fine musician. But,
unfortunately, Miss Smith was one of those rare (?)
“sensitive plants,” and withered in scorn if her feel¬
ings were the least bit hurt by any remark, how¬
ever innocently made, which did not entirely meet
with her entire approval and views, musically and
otherwise.- As a consequence, the majority of peo¬
ple, young people especially, avoided her socially.
She was always painfully neat in her personal ap¬
pearance when making her business calls fpr the pur¬
pose of obtaining pupils, hut never did she think it
“worth while” to put on an extra dainty and pretty
neck “fixing” or wear her “very bestest’’ hat in mak¬
ing these calls/ It was business, pure and simple.
After a stiff and formal greeting to her hostess, she
got straight down to the question of music lessons,
with never a' smile or interested remark as to the
general character of the pupil whom she wanted to
teach. She did not even think of the pleasure in
store for the different members of the family when
Marjorie had leared to play the piano.
HARSHNESS SPELLS RUIN.

READING GROUPS.

Did she by chance obtain the pupil, she really
worked hard and conscientiously to teach, but as a
rule she was harsh and unsympathetic during the
lesson period, and never did she think of dressing
herself attractively for her pupils. “Anything will
do to teach in. What’s the difference?” she would
say. Her pupils would study with her for a few
months and then mysteriously (?) go to another
teacher. Yet she wondered why she could not ob¬
tain pupils and keep them for years, as her friend
Miss Wood did.

The grouping of the black keys (two and three
alternately) is a help in locating’ notes. In the
playing of scales the position of. the tones and semi¬
tones (if the scales are taught prriperly) will be of
great assistance, as the pupil’s ear will be carefully
trained. The pupil should be taught to visualise
scales. This visualisation should.--too, be carried
through the playing of intervals, figures in sequence,
chords, arpeggios, and arpeggios with ornamental
notes.
In learning to read chords the pupil must first
learn to hear and then to analyse. This is the only
way to gain the ability to read chordal groups with
certainty. It is not necessary for a pupil to know
harmonv in the ordinary acceptation of that term.
He ought now to hear the chords played as ac¬
companiments to the melodies already used. This
will help him to establish the totality.
These first lessons in harmony . need deal with
nothing further than the quality of the different
triads. With these points carefully arranged, the
pupil has obtained a good foundation to build up
his sight-reading. Everything depends on the work
done in these early stages.
Besides the little pieces given for the purpose,
duets are a valuable and enjoyable exercise for
Sight-Reading. These should be Sufficiently easy
of comprehension, so that the pupil can, at sight,
■ ' obtain some grasp of the Form - of them. The
teacher should as a first process, discuss the time,
key, form and style of the composition. These the
pupil should recite and play the scale and the simple
cadences of the key. Thus before commencing he
is sure of his ground.—From the Music Student.

Now this same little Miss Wood was a musician
of somewhat ordinary talent, but not ordinary taste
in her music. She had worked hard to receive in¬
struction from a good, thorough teacher in a neigh¬
boring city, and also took advantage of hearing all
of the best of music within her reach. She had fine
understanding of the fundamental rules of music,
as well as being able to interpret compositions as
they were intended to be understood by the com¬
poser. So, while not a "brilliant musician,” she was
not unequipped for teaching.
She kept herself
amiable and sympathetic with all with whom she
came in contact, never insincere, but always tactful,
and so attracted many to her with her sweet and un¬
affected ways. So her popularity grew. When she
made a call where there was a likelihood of ob¬
taining a pupil she dressed as for a social call,
always in quiet taste, but always well dressed. She
interested herself sincerely in the prospective pupil’s
qualities of character and love of music, and com¬
pletely won the heart of the mother in placing before
her the joy and pleasure in the home which the music
would eventually bring. You see, she had “an end in
view” witli her work as a teacher of music.
She also dressed suitably but daintily for her les¬
son hours.
Pride was aroused in her pupils, and she would
smile at the smoothly brushed locks of hair of the
boy pupils and the cleanly-kept finger flails. But
how the boys and girls loved their teacher, both for
herself and her consideration of them! Consequently,
results were unusually good, as the work showed.

AN “ORDINARY” SUCCESS.

THE LITTLE THINGS.
Teachers must be able and well equipped to offer
services and tuition in any branch of study, ut a ’
“the little things, which most leave undone or
c
spised,” such as the smile of greeting to our pupils,
the word of encouragement to the backward boy or
girl whose fingers refuse to make the sweet sounds
as readily as others, the little note of approval to
the weary mother, who is perhaps denying herselt
that her child may study music. It will all be quite
sincere if the heart is right, and money is not the
sole object of our teaching.

THE MAJESTY OF MUSIC.
BY HENRY LLOYD.
In the world of music kings and princes have little
sway, for the orb and sceptre of sovereignty go only
to those whose native ability, combined with hard
work, legitimately raises them above their contempo¬
raries. One of the first to assert the dignity of music
was Franz Liszt, who, on being interrupted during
the performance of a piece he was playing by the
conversation of the Czar of Russia, stopped his per¬
formance. When the Czar, amidst the general aston¬
ishment of all present, asked the reason for this,
Liszt calmly explained that "When majesty speaks all
must be silent.” The Czar wisely appreciated the
ambiguity of this remark, and remained silent while
the majesty of music held sway.
Queen Victoria, an even more powerful sovereign,
frankly admitted her own inferiority when Mendels¬
sohn visited her at her invitation.
She and the
Prince Consort received the' distinguished musician
in her own sitting-room, no one but the Prince being
in attendance. As she entered she apologized for
the untidy state the room was in and began to
straighten things up. Of course Mendelssohn ran
to her assistance. One can imagine how his keen
sense of humor must have been disturbed when the
Queen of England, Empress of India, etc., picked up
a bird cage containing a parrot and carried it into
the next room. There were other parrots present,
and Mendelssohn assisted the royal lady to carry
them out also. The parrots being duly disposed of,
the Queen desired Mendelssohn to play to her.
• Afterwards she sang some of his songs to him. She
wag not altogether pleased with her own perform¬
ance, and naively admitted to Mendelssohn, “1 can
do better; ask Lablache if I cannot; but I am afraid
of you.”
TCHAIKOVSKI’S EXTRAORDINARY
MARRIAGE.
•
One of the most astonishing manifestations of
the idiosyncrasies of genius is to be noted in the
marriage of Tchaikovski, the greatest of Russian
masters, who remained a bachelor until thirty-seven
years of age. He continually communicated with
his friends the fact that he longed for the com¬
panionship of a noble woman. In fact, the condilion of singleness seemed to worry him frequently,
lie felt that the ideal life was the married life, and
often announced his intention of seeking a suitable
bride.
In the meantime there arose one of the strangest
of al! infatuations between Madame von Meek, the
widow of a railway engineer, and Tchaikovski. The
former was very wealthy and was ten yea's'
Tchaikovski’s senior.
She insisted upon sending
him money and tried in every way to make oppor¬
tunities to give him profitable employment. They
exchanged frequent letters for years, but never
once conversed together. Surely no more astonish¬
ing instance of platonic devotion ever existed.
In 1877, a young woman whom Tchaikovski had
known for some time, fell violently in love with
Him. Pie told her repeatedly that he did not and
could not. love her. In fact he never manifested
any affection whatever for her. She, however, was
so violently in love with him that she wrote re¬
peatedly, threatening suicide if he did not consent
to marry her. Finally, as he relates in a letter to
a .friend, he consented to sacrifice his liberty to
save the life of the love-crazed damsel. They were
married on June 18. 1877, but lived together for
hut a few weeks. Tchaikovski did his best to pro¬
vide for the needs of his wife after he had left
her.
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HOME SINGING.

“SINGING OFF THE PITCH.”
Singing off the pitch is the result of
rigid muscles, caused by forcing the
tone, or else a lack of perception ot
true pitch. Careful and patient work
in which the pupil is made to fully
realise the meaning of muscular relaxa¬
tion, together with absolutely nb help
in the matter of pitch from any source
whatsoever, will instill proper confi¬
dence and restore pitch. The breath in
all good singing is controlled not at
the throat, but at the diaphragm, which
nsures it against loss and assists greatly
in securing the legato. Pupils should
not tighten nor contract in ascending
scale work. This rule'is infallible.
When pupils understand how to cor¬
rect faults they must practice to over¬
come them. It is hardly reasonable to
expect your teacher to present you with
a faultless voice. He couldn't if he
would, and he wouldn't if he could, in
a great many instances. Mental va¬
grants receive little assistance.
Every singer should add to his course
of technical study all general informa¬
tion available. Through the reading of
good works on voice-building, together
with the splendid helps usually found
in the leading journals of music, one
may very materially strengthen his fund
of information. Learn enough of piano
music that you may be able to play
your own accompaniments.
Learn
enough of musical form that you may
at least be, able to tell the difference
between a recitative and an- aria, and
you will, if you are wise, continue this
theoretical study until you have ac¬
quired a good knowledge of harmony,
which is now considered one of the
vital necessities of the studio.
If at any time in your practice you
are not sure that you are practicing
correctly do not continue your prac¬
tice. All doubtful practice is time worse
than wasted. Hear as much of good
music as you can. Go to the opera
and listen to artists. Hear great choral
works, that you may become acquainted
with the different forms. Lead a simple
life. Partake of plain and nourishing
food. Study to make tone take com¬
plete possession of your body.. Study
for self-possession. Learn each depart¬
ment of the work down to the minutest
detail—then you will not alone be able
to sing, but you will know how to sins;:
Master your mind, which controls
your body; develop perfect confidence,
a gracious presence and a pleasing, nat¬
ural expression of the face.

THOUGHTS ON MODERN VOCAL expanded, not many practice periods
PRACTICE.
will be required to double the quantity
and length of tone.
BY STANLEY F. WIDENER.
Develop first the tones lying in the
middle part of the voice. It is safe to
There is no evading the fact that of say that if the voice is perfectly emitted
all the branches of the musical profes¬ as to placing, flexibility, tone-color,
sion none possesses the charm, the pres¬ enunciation, and breath control from
tige, and none yields the pecuniary re¬ middle C to C in the staff, the tones
turns that are realized from singing. above and below would almost take
How necessary, then, that we should care of themselves. Every element of
exercise the greatest care in the first fear must be separated from the con¬
steps of voice development.
sciousness before the high tones can be
Did it ever occur to the reader that developed, and the same may be said
mind, and not muscle, makes the singer? of the extreme low tones, the forcing
That good methods of teaching are im¬ of which materially impairs the quality
portant, but they cannot supply the of any voice.
want of ability in a teacher? That the
Learn to be oblivious of the throat
evidence of meagre talent need not dis¬ muscles. The vocal cords should be
courage pupils who are willing to con¬ spared by emitting through them the
centrate faithfully from the beginning least possible quantity of breath at the
upon each thought suggested until they evenest pressure at all times. As Victor
have acquired the ability to see the Maurel says, “We should regard the
qualities that make voice? That drudg¬ vocal cords as the breath regulators
ery is absolutely unnecessary? That a and relieve them of all overwork
simple task as well as a most difficult through the controlling apparatus of the
one should receive the same careful chest-muscle tension.”
consideration? That proper breathing
It is remarkable how few pupils con¬
exercises are of vital importance and cern themselves with fundamental work.
should be taken before each practice A great deal of precious time is spent
period, at least during the first year of in confounding voice with register. The
work? That all practice should com¬ greatest obstacle to-day for a teacher
bine the head and the heart and not to overcome is the mental attitude of
be done with the mouth alone? That the pupil after she has learned that the
through vocal work you may become a human voice has been divided and sub¬
divided into registers. If we could only
good listener?
The singer should study to unfold have a register for each tone it would
in consciousness that which each pos¬ greatly relieve us all.
Custom for years has set aside cer¬
sesses, namely, infinite possibilities, re¬
gardless of the fact that you may not tain tones in all voices as being weak
on account of the supposition that they
be able to explain the peculiar char¬
connected the registers. Consequently,
acteristics of'your epiglottis, or any
fear takes possession of the pupils every
other part of your vocal anatomy. De¬
time they are compelled to emphasize
sire intensely to manifest your true
those particular tones. This fallacy
voice. .You possess this true voice, and
must and will be banished by teachers
you must know that this will be ex¬
who think. The following exercise will
pressed through your mentality. Keep
assist the pupil in developing all tones
out of the mind at all times every trace alike.
of fear, doubt, envy and hatred. Realize
Begin on the lowest comfortable tone
that you are only a channel through
of your singing voice and gently sing
which the Creator bps permitted His
ah on the tones of the major scales
THE WHISPER TEST FOR
divine melody to flow.
formed in whole notes; sing slowly, but
A foundation sufficient to support a
BREATH CONTROL.
in perfectly even time. Divide each
good voice is created in a manner not
Most voice pupils have heard of the
scale at the expiration of its fifth tone
to be questioned through the process
for the purpose of taking breath; begin candle test for breath control, in which
known as long-sustained tone work.
he latter half of the scale with this same the student holds the flame of the candle
Not the wobbly vibrato and screechy
tone, and also divide the descending a short distance from the lips and exhales
high C’s we hear generously dispensed
a stream of breath against it so steadily
scale in the same manner.by impatient young girls who are study¬
Sing the notes with ease. Do not that the flame does not flicker. Few
ing a fad, but the pure, natural voice
clutch the back of a chair, but allow have learned of the whisper test used by
poised on the breath and emitted with
the arms to hang at the sides in a re¬ many Italian and French teachers of
absolutely no effort.
laxed manner. Permit no rigidity of voice. It is very simple. The pupil tests
the face muscles, and keep the tip of the length which a breath can be retained
DAILY VOICE STUDY.
the tongue down against the lower front by reading down a page of printed mat¬
This long tone work should be prac¬ teeth. Without raising the shoulders, ter. saying each word in a distinct, audible
ticed daily, using all of the vowel expand the chest gradually on each whisper As the ability to read further
sounds with Y as a consonant prefix. division of the scale; see the increase down the page with one breath increases
The lips should be shaped properly in the volume of your tone. This also it is evident that a better control is being
for each vowel and kept immovable encourages the natural vibrations, which obtained. Many of the European teach¬
throughout the tone. In the beginning should anpear very early in your voice, ers have their pupils do this in front of
the pupil usually finds it difficult to
a mirror, in order that there may be none
if you are pursuing the proper course.
sustain the tone longer than twelve Go at your work deliberately, thinking of those tell-tale facial, distortions which
seconds, but if mental work is properly
every tone before attempting to sing indicate tenseness or too much effort
done in the matter of economizing it. In thinking the tones you are de¬
breath, through the continued effort of veloping the inner ear. which is essen¬
the singer in keeping the chest naturally tially a part of your work.
. 0ne who is the slave of routine work
is not a good teacher—F. W. Wodell.

BY GEO. CHADWICK STOCK.
If there is one thing in life a little
higher and a little better than the rest
in its influence over our lives, and of
the greatest significance as regards
bringing families into the warmest
touch and sympathy with one another,
it is the custom of singing together of
old familiar hymns and tunes. What
more impressive sight and sound can
there be than this? Throughout this
broad land of our great America, in
thousands of homes, this scene of
peaceful and serene enjoyment is daily
enacted. Then it is that our thoughts
dwell affectionately and reverently
with beloved ones far away, or upon
the memory of those who have gone
forever from us.
This simple form of music is best
loved because it is felt and appreciated
by every one and all can take part in
it. It is choicest because of hallowed
associations. The old tunes revive
rare memories and revered scenes of
the past. As one familiar tune follows
another, feelings and emotions rise
to the surface that have long remained
buried, perhaps forgotten. Into our
voices there comes an expression re¬
echoing the thoughts that crowd in
upon the memory. On^e again the
dreams and the long, long thoughts of
youth are revealed to us; in colors,
perhaps, no longer 6f brilliant hue, but
more beautiful because of the softer,
calmer tones, subdued in outline as
distance adds the charm of perspective.
What wonder, then, that these family
home gatherings for an evening of
pure song furnish so much of real and
beneficial enjoyment. The good it doer
lingers with us. We become more
kind, more solicitous and more thought¬
ful. Love abounds. Let us hope that
home
singing will forever
abide
throughout our beloved country. In
the singing of patriotic songs love of
country is fostered, and loyalty and
patriotism stimulated. Our children
soon catch this spirit, and it grows
stronger as they have frequent oppor¬
tunity to listen to this, the sweetest of
all music.

GET AT THE PUPIL’S MENTAL
ATTITUDE.
The fault with many vocal teachers is
that they go on and on explaining and
explaining with about as much sense of
propriety and intelligent effort as though
they were talking in a wax-work show.
Vocal problems are really very difficult
to understand. The different conditions
and different mentalities make it neces-l
sary for the student to have an entirely
different and distinct, explanation made
at the moment to fit his particular case
The teacher will find that he'needs a new
set of words to make the meaning clear
to each pupil. Even after he has done
what he feels is his best, it is his duty
to question the pupil repeatedly in order
to find out whether the pupil really does
comprehend. The more elastic the teacher
in adjusting himself to the varying con¬
ditions, the more successful he will be
as a teacher. Above all things do not be
hke the teacher who was continually try¬
ing to tell a young pupil how to sing by
going mto ecstacies over the manner in
which Jenny Lind, Malibran, Parepa Rose
sang in the youth of the teacher. If
there had been sound-reproducing machines in those days, records of the work
of those famous singers might have been
preserved, but to talk about them now is
a out as practical as providing the guests
a a banquet with printed descriptions of
the feasts of Epicurus or Lucullus.

ENCORE SONGS

PRODUCING GOOD TONES.
BY RALFE LEECH STERNER.

this way for a long time, and will easily
hold its elastic quality, but the minute the
rubber is stretched more than its strength
will allow there comes a time when all of
the elastic quality will depart.
So it is with the vocal cords—stretch
and force them beyond their capacity by
either taking too much or too little air
into the lungs and then sending it all or
not enough against them, they become so
terribly overworked that in time they will
wear out. By wearing out I mean that
when all the elastic quality is gone they
will refuse to stretch any more.
This shows us that successful regulation
of breath is three-fourths of the battle
the singer must fight It is impossible to
sing artistically and with feeling if the
singer persists in singing whole sentences
and great long phrases on one breath, be¬
cause they then think so much of the
breath part of their singing that correct
phrasing, that ever-beautiful part of artis¬
tic singing which gives a song expression,
is lost as well.
It is splendid practice to sing before a
lighted candle. Place the candle on a
shelf, or some other place which will
bring the flame on a level with the mouth.
Stand so that the mouth is but three
inches from the candle, and sing the ex¬
ercise. If it is extinguished by the air
coming from the mouth it is a sure sign
of bad singing. Blowing out the flame
shows a forced, abrupt and accented tone,
all of which is unmusical and the direct
cause of a strain on the vocal cords. It
also shows that too much breath is being
used. If the candle simply flickers it
shows an improvement over the above,
but still shows the breath is not being reg¬
ulated properly, even if the right amount
was taken. But if at the distance men¬
tioned above one can sing and not even
cause the light to flicker or waver, then
the breath is being properly regulated.

A carefully selected list, especially suitable for
encore purposes. All are filled with that daintiness,
Even the greatest living singers long
turn of fancy and humor that “ touches off ” so capi¬ continually for more or better breath con¬
tally the singer’s performance, after heavier numbers.
Most of them are easy, none at all common.
trol. What is meant by good breath con¬
We should be pleased to send the entire list or a
part of it “ On Sale ” to any of our interested patrons. trol? We do not use the word “perfect,”
as we believe it impossible for any human
being to get this far. However, if one
understands the laws of nature, on which
the" Italian vocal method is based, it is
only a matter of time and correct prac¬
tice before the pupil will accomplish what
is seemingly impossible—namely, the abil¬
ity to let the breath flow out with a per¬
fectly free and natural emission as it is
made into tone.
Let us analyze, in a general way, a cor¬
rect singing tone from the time we breathe
the air into the lungs until it becomes the
finished tone. We take a deep breath, not
too much nor too little, but just the right
amount to sing the desired volume of tone.
We then expel the air from the lungs, and
it passes upward along and through the
trachea, or wind-pipe, until it reaches the
larynx, and this is in reality the start of
the tone or the seat of the voice. The
tone is, of course, not finished until it
passes through the entire extent of the
vocal passages and the air has circulated
throughout all the various resonance cavi¬
THEO. PRESSER CO., PUBLISHERS ties. If the right air is used in the right
Philadelphia. Pa.
way, then the right amount of breath is
thrown against the vocal cords to make
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY on page 566
them vibrate correctly and easily. If too
Inserted 12 Time., Before Half Million Musical
little breath is used, then the certain
People for $15.00
amount of air, which is always in the
body to sustain life, is forced out by the
improper use of certain muscles which
were never intended to be used in singing.
Sing on the air—not by muscular force.
If too much breath is used the singer must
force it out on the tone in order to get rid
of it, as it certainly cannot be used legiti¬
mately. This is really worse than if too
little is taken. The great trouble is that
many singers do no breathe often enough,
BUSINESS MANUAL FOR MUSIC TFACFTHE HEART OF IT.
but foolishly try to sing a whole sentence
ERS. $1.00. This book is a compendium of the
latest and best ideas upon the most practical methods
at a time on one breath.
of compelling your professional work to yield you a
BY GEO. CHADWICK STOCK.
Great artists, like Caruso and Bonci,
at times breathe in the middle of a word
The singer who never fails to give
in the form of a sigh, and do it so quickly
that the audience is not aware it is being pleasure in his singing is he who has
PUPIL’S LESSON BOOK. Price 10c each.
done If, on the other hand, more breath that indescribable quality in his voice
$1.00 per dozen
THE STANDARD LESSON RECORD. (35
is taken than can be used, it will some which we say is MUSIC. Whether
records with stubs.) 25c. A practical metho 1
times cause the singer to hold .it all in and the voice is cultivated or not, if it pos¬
let none out on the tone. This, of course, sesses musical quality it appeals to
LESSON AND PRACTICE RECORD.
causes the harsh muscular tone spoken of every one. It is the one thing which
(Package of 25 cards.) 25c.
before. When one takes too much breath must be ever present in voice, other¬
THE STANDARD PRACTICE RECORD.
and tries to get it all out on a tone, tt wise the singer will fail to make a last¬
causes a general forcing of all the vocal ing and agreeable impression upon the
Real music never fails to
organs, and especially the vocal cords. It listener.
BILLS AND RECEIPTS. (Package of 100.)
25c.
causes them to bend and stretch by too reach the soul of man, because real
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CHURCH AND CHOIR
RELATIONS.
THE SHORTCOMINGS OF THE
•COMMITTEE.
The organ and vocal mills are forever
grinding, grinding, grinding, and their
grist is continually being turned out into
the world, a finished or unfinished lot of
young organists and singers. Every year,
usually in the spring, every music com¬
mittee which has, or is supposed to have,
at its disposal the filling of an organ or
vocal post is overwhelmed with appli¬
cants. The contest for disposition of the
prize (a money salary) is mostly a farce,
the music committee is generally notori¬
ously unfit to select, and in the majority
of cases a totally incompetent person is
foisted into the gallery, chosen because
he or she played or sang some mushy,
caramel composition which was "so
Probably Batiste’s Communion in G for
organ and Coenen’s Come Unto Me for
voice have captured more such prizes
than any other compositions. Naturally
in the necessary and exacting routine and
grind of a year's work the organist and
singers find their level. The committee
acknowledges its mistake, and the church
has the same farce to enact the following
year, resulting usually in another blun¬
der. True that the musical standard is
gradually rising and that a better grade
of music, both from choir and organ, is
now heard than was the case a few years
ago.
Yet present conditions are bad
enough. Where is the weak point in all
this? Is it in the musical fraternity or
in the music committees? Generally in
both. The church committee is at best
a bungling make-shift for the duties im¬
posed upon it. The committee is usually
made up of business men, mostly trustees,
who feel and pride themselves on their
sense of power, and engage their musi¬
cians as they would their clerks or their
errand boys, and treat them with as little
consideration and courtesy. Their musical
knowledge and appreciation is gener¬
ally only skin deep and the music that
appeals to them and which is expected of
the choir and organ is the feeble and
sickly imitation of melodic sentiment,
with the baldest and simplest harmonic
basis, tonic, dominant and subdominant.
Their viewpoint is that of the member¬
ship roll size and the collection basket—
certainly an Important item in every
church. And a pretty face, hat or gown
is often the deciding factor in the selec¬
tion. Generally, too, there is a power
behind the throne—that of their wives.
THE TACT REQUIRED OF AN
ORGANIST.
Non-liturgical churches almost always
have music committees, and in few such
churches is the position of the choir¬
master a happy one. He must satisfy
both minister and committee, and, if pos¬
sible, also his own sense of propriety and
fitness. Then he must keep the peace
between the members of his choir, unify
them and entjiuse them. Tt is not sur¬
prising that he sometimes fails, and vol¬
untarily or involuntarily resigns.
Liturgical churches have the matter
greatly simplified, for the responsibility
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their auditors thinks the same and
praises it. The remaining forty-nine vote
it an abomination. Sopranos or tenors
who cannot take their low C (middle C
for the former, tenor C for the latter)
with a broad tone are handicapped, for
hymn tunes often and anthems sometimes require these. Then a common
carelessness of singers is in the matter
of hymn singing. These are largely left
to the congregation, and there are few
churches where the congregation sings
with spirit or body of tone. So this part
of the service is depressing. In the few
churches that have hearty congregational
of the music is definitely committed to singing it will be noticed that the organ
the priest or rector, who is naturally and plays smartly and the choir all sing
properly interested in having a musical smartly and as though they enjoyed it.
service which shall be a definite means But by far the chief shortcoming of sing¬
of grace for his congregation, and the ers is in the matter of distinct diction.
music is an integral part and to some This state of things is deplorable and
extent a dominating force in any service. well-nigh universal.
Most professional
The minister may be himself an utterly singers pride themselves on their vowel
unmusical man, and may make egregious tones, the opening of the mouth, position
blunders from the artistic point of view, of tongue, etc., but as to consonants,
and occasionally tactical blunders, such as these are necessary evils which must be
carrying things with too high a hand and kept in the background as far as may be.
needlessly antagonizing choir or congre¬ Now auditors have keener observations
gation, or both, but the task of the choir¬ than they are often credited with and
master is much simplified when he has notice these various shortcomings, and if
but one man to consult and please, and singers are notified that their services are
that one the head of the service. The no longer required often they have them¬
music may and should deepen and inten¬ selves alone to thank for it.
sify the impressions and sentiments given
out by the sermon, remarks and prayers,
THE DUTIES OF THE ORGANIST.
or it may deaden or quite nullify these.
Then as to organists the problem is
If the organist and choir take their cue
It happens, not so
from the minister and give him their sin¬ more complicated.
cere and earnest support, it is always seldom, that his best efforts are discour¬
appreciated by the minister. Usually, too, aged, perhaps frustrated, by orders from
the minister fairly well represents the his superiors, the music committ-ee or the
average musical sentiment and taste of minister, or intrigues from some member
his congregation. In a majority of cases of his choir, or bad colds of the singers.
the priest or rector is an educated and Still he is held responsible for results.
reasonable man, and if the. organist is But patience, earnestness and tact in deal¬
educated and reasonable and possesses ing with superiors and inferiors will
tact and knowledge of hitman nature he largely overcome these obstacles. Proper
can gradually prove to the satisfaction of relations with the choir are of first im¬
his minister that the best and in the long portance. He must ever command the
run the most satisfactory music is digni¬
respect and esteem of his singers.
fied, with strong melodies and a varied
harmonic basis, and that a reasonable Haughtiness or.overfamiliarity are alike
amount of counterpoint adds greatly to fatal to this. As he sits close to .the
its charm and even to its longevity. Ask singers and has the words ever before
your minister to explain the perennial him, he is apt to be nonobseryant of the
popularity of the tune Old Hundred bad pronunciation of the words. This
(from the Genevan Psalter. 1551), which will not do. In the matter of anthem
is the favorite doxology of Christendom selections he should consult the minister,
and sung every Sunday in' most Prot¬ for unity of the service is of first im¬
estant churches. When he gives up the portance. Many anthems are suitable for
problem,-: just call to' his attention that, general use and at almost any season of
while its- melody is no finer than that of the year. Others are decidedly for only
many other, chorales, its strength, dignity special occasions. It is always best to
and attractiveness lie in its varied have a number of anthems of various
harmony,.
characters reasonably well rehearsed up
and ready to be brought forward on
WHERE THE SINGER IS AT FAULT.
very short notice.
But while it is easy arid cheap to abuse , Organists and singers take their posi¬
the music committees and:find fault with tions primarily for the salaries attached
the ministers, we must frankly acknowl¬ to them. The salary is, of course, a sine
edge that the organists and singers are qua non, vet it may have its bad effects.
themselves largely to blame for their If the salary be a very large one, the
troubles and tribulations. A singer who singers and organist may become con¬
has the limited repertoire of from one ceited, unreasonable and dictatorial. If
to five solos suitable' for offertory on it be a very small one, they know them¬
which he dr she has carefully coached selves underpaid, lose interest and per¬
up is not prepared for a year’s demands. haps shirk their duties. Often, too,-the
Poor, readers soon or late come to grief, ambition of singers and. players go no
for a prepared program often has to further than the attainment, of a salary.
be abandoned at the last minute.
This secured, they st&p theif lessons and
Singers,. too, must be versatile. Their therewith their progress, forgetting that
personal solos they can mostly select and no one stands still in music—that if they
they take those most fitted to their do not progress forward they will go
voices, - But the' incidental solos of the backward. Musicians sometimes excuse
anthems are at the discretion of the con¬ poor selections on the plea that these
ductor and may_ he tender, entreating, are more appreciated than their better
stately, heroic, triumphant or any other¬ pieces. This uncomplimentary allusion to
wise; and the singer must be competent the auditors may sometimes be justified,
for any, of these styles, and on short but it is likely that their supposedly better
notice.
pieces were out of place .on the occa¬
There are many singers who have sion; possibly too long,', too-heavy or
cultivated' or thoughtlessly acquired that too operatic.
absurdity—a tremolo. Often they think
Tt should be remembered that a simple,
that its use adds to the emotional ele¬ artless composition, well sung or played!
ment and consequently the attractiveness is more truly artistic than a more elabo¬
of their singing. Possibly one in fifty of' rate One which is unsuited to its sur¬

roundings. A man or woman with the
artistic instinct is always painstaking,
always giving of his or her best. And
there are churches, perhaps not the best
paying ones that will recognize this and
appreciate it. As between high-salaried,
disagreeable, coarse-grained and fault¬
finding churches and low-salaried, refined,
pleasant and appreciative churches, choose
the latter every time.
S. N. Penfield.

SOME REMINISCENCES OF A
GREAT ORGAN PLAYER.
A man who was not only unques¬
tionably the most accomplished organ
player, but in a general sense one of
the most remarkable artists of his day,
was the late W. T. Best.
Owing to special circumstances I
was in a position to know more than
perhaps any other person about the
musical acquirements of one who has
been hitherto most inadequately treated
in musical records.
Best was one of the most conscien¬
tious of artists, and demanded far more
from himself than the public ever de¬
manded from him. He once remarked
to me, after a performance of Elijah
with organ accompaniment alone:
“Getting up those accompaniments
was the hardest day’s work I ever had
in ,my life.” Now, it is quite certain
•thdt he ^ould have accompanied the
whole oratorio through to the entire
satisfaction of the audience, and even
of the singers, without any “getting
up” at all; but that would not have
satisfied himself; he wanted to get all
Mendelssohn’s orchestral effects as far
as they could be got on the organ. At
a performance of Messiah with only the
organ accompaniment, in order the
more directly to represent the or¬
chestra, he deliberately suppressed a
great deal of the most typical "organ
tone, playing the Pedal part, for in¬
stance, with violone tone instead of the
Open Diapason, arranging the organ
all through so as to get as much the
effect of string tone as possible where
strings were to be represented.
When Mendelssohn’s
posthumous
book- of Lieder ohne Worte was pub¬
lished, and was being played every¬
where, he thought it incumbent on him
to present it to his organ-recital audi¬
ence. In one of these Lieder there was
a scale passage which went beyond the
range upward of the organ keyboard.
Most players would probably have
contented themselves with modifying
the passage to get it within range of
the organ. But he would not be con¬
tented with that, and showed me how,
after having played the passage as far
as it would go on the 8-ft. Flute stop
nil the Great Organ, lie had a 4-ft.
Flute stop ready on the Solo Organ
to finish up the higher notes of the
passage as_ written. It was a little
thing, but it was characteristic of his
desire for accuracy in everything.
Another instance (amusing in a way)
°f his determination to do things the
right way was in connection with the
tuning of the band for an oratorio.
It had been the time-honored custom
for the organist, when the band were
to tune, to play a succession of har¬
monies on the Greht Organ, all includ¬
ing the tuning note A. and this was
Supposed to be rather sublime. For
an orchestral performance without the
organ, the A to tune from has usually
been given, by long custom, by the
Oboe, and Best evidently thought that
the most convenient thing for the banc!
was to give them what they were ac-‘
customed to; accordingly, instead of
sitting at the organ and playing chords,
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experience.
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Austin Organs
The tremendous activity of 1910 in
our factory continues unabated. Eigh¬
teen organs from two manuals to mam¬
moth four manuals are now in course
of construction.
Our academic voicing, superb tonal
grouping, elaborate and trustworthy
tTon, based oTthTlJNlVERSAL AIR
CHEST SYSTEM, bring us many con¬
tracts without competition.
This is the best proof of our authority
and pre-eminence in organ construction.
And added to this the good words we
always receive for satisfactory business
dealings, and the history of low main¬
tenance costs for our organs, are bringing
us capacity work.
A reQueat will bring detailed

he pulled out the Orchestral Oboe
stop and put a small lead weight on
the A key, leaving it to sound until
the band had finished tuning. It was
really the most sensible thing to do.
The amusing part of it consisted in the
anger of some of the old stagers in the
Hymns and Church Music.
By J.
audience, who missed their accustomed
effect. “So-and-so,” they said (refer- ' Lawrence Erb, F.A.G.O. Pages 134. Pub¬
ring to a local organist), “used to give lished by Wooster (Ohio) Conservatory
Press. Price, 75 cents.
us some fine chords on the organ.”
Mr. Erb has frequently rendered The
I cannot vouch for the following,
Etude valuable service as a contributor,
but I saw it in print on what I believe
and our readers may be expected to be
to be good authority. At the interval
acquainted with his sincere and earnest
between the two parts of an oratorio • style. The present book is divided into
he was told by some one officially con¬ fourteen chapters, and is one of the best
nected with the performance that they little works of the kind we have yet seen.
would like to hear the organ while the The amount of detail Mr. Erb has in¬
audience and chorus reassembled. This troduced makes a special treatment of
he considered (and rightly) an insult the book impossible, but we can assure
to him as an artist; he saw no more all those interested in the subject that
reason why an eminent organist should they will find Mr. Erb’s book a very de¬
be asked to play when an audience sirable work to possess.
were getting into their seats than an
School Hymnal.
By Hollis Dann.
eminent pianist, to whom people would
certainly not think of making such a Published by the American Book Com¬
request; and his practical rebuke was pany, New York, N. Y.
Mr. Dann’s experience at Cornell Uni¬
to cut four smalt wedges out of a bit
of pencil and wedge down the notes versity eminently qualifies him to compile
a hymnal suitable for normal, high, private
of the chord of C arid leave it sound¬
school and college use.
The hymns,
ing with the Diapason stops drawn;
chants and anthems used in this collec¬
they “Wanted to hear the organ,” and
tion are admirably collected. The prin¬
they should hear it.
cipal national anthems of all countries
Lastly, it must be said that all Best’s are also included. In the case of “The
acquirements on the organ and in Watch on the Rhine,” the German words
musical knowledge were entirely due are also given. On discovering this, we
to his own study and his own genius turned in some consternation to the Rus¬
for the instrument. He had passed sian and Austrian national anthems, but
through no conservatoire training; our worst fears were not realized. The
with the exception of (I believe) a words are in good honest English. We
short course of lessons in his boyhood, certainly recommend this book most
he was no one’s pupil but his own. highly to those whom it concerns.
All his execution on the organ, all his
Hints on Organ Accompaniment. By
exceptional knowledge of organ effect,
were the result of his own unremitting Clifford Demarest. Published by the
practice and his own innate aesthetic per¬ H. W. Gray Co.
This little work concentrates the re¬
ception.—From The Organ and Its Posi¬
tion in Musical Art, by H. Heathcote sults of much practical experience and
original thinking in a few well ex¬
Statham.
pressed chapters. Mr. Demarest is an
able performer, and has told about
For some curious reason, up till quite many things which the young organ¬
recently music has been looked down upon ist might spend many years in finding
as an unworthy profession. “Music,” out. It will prove a valuable set of
said one fine gentleman, “is an elegant hints to any sincere organ student.

New Books of Inter¬
est to Organists

art and fine amusement, but as an occu¬
pation it hath little dignity, having for its
object mere entertainment and pleasure.”
The gentleman who made that remark
was a barber and a surgeon by profession,
and would have been completely forgotten
but for the fact that he happened to be—
the father of Handel!
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having given her lessons, he was indignant and summoned her to his hotel
for an explanation. The summons was
obeyed, and it was a very pretty but
shame-faced young woman who stood
before him an hour later. Liszt started
out to give her a severe lecture, but
her grief and repentance were so evident that he was touched. “Play something for me,” he said. He found she
was not without talent, sp the affair
ended by his going over her pieces
with her, and giving her many valuable suggestions.
He dismissed her
with the remark that he had saved
her from a falsehood, in that she had
now had at least “one lesson from
Liszt,” but coupled with some fatherly
advice that she stand
merits thereafter.
As t0 specific advice in our correspondent’s case, she probably has less
cause for alarm than ahe thinks, always
supposing that she is a really good,
thorough violin teacher As she resldes la a medium sized city, where
m°st °! the m^s‘c,aI pe°p e know ea'b
0the.r> f 15k"°W"
* 6
””Hc.al public that the pupils who have
l'eft her received the bulk of their
musical education from her.
She
shoulc! >°se no opportuflity of telling

COMPETITION.
in playing. Pupils often go from small
to metropolitan cities, and in a few
A lady violin teacher writes:
weeks or months, if their playing jus¬
have been teaching the violin for ov
tifies it, they will be found playing in
twenty years in a medium sized tow
recitals
and concerts, all the credit of
i the West. I have made a good ii
come from my teaching, and have had their Paying going to the new teacher,
great success in developing a large notwithstanding the fact that the
number of good pupils. Recently there teacher in their home town may have
has come to our town a violin teacher done years of good work to give them
who claims to have studied with a lead- a foundation in violin playing. In a
ing teacher in Germany. He is a large city no one takes the trouble to
showy public performer, while I un- inquire as to the antecedents of a music
fortunately am too nervous to do my- P«P«, and whatever success he has beself justice in public. Several of my comes an asset of the school or private
pupils have left me and gone to h£i teacher with whom he is studying at
a u •
!?.
g
, ’ eh,.
gTue ™ny ne: TV that them°ment•
d have fallen to me had he not
AMERICAN TEACHER FORGOTTEN.
established himself
Our correspondent must not think Jvoid^njShW'ia?
gives recitals, in which the
t diffipupils, who have studied with me for
years-pieces which I have taught
them. He never loses
opportunity
to speak slightingly of me,5, and talks
inhp h* tTAtc fV,
of my teaching
credit for the* good playing of pupils
whom it has tfken me years of hard
1.1
i
, .. y .
1
work to develop. Is this fair or right?

Je *he only suffeJ'ers ln thls respect.
Hundreds of pupils _ study for years
W,th °,Ur bcst American violin teachera> and then go to Europe, sometimes
*or on*y a ^ew months. They invarich°ose a teacher of international
Wnn
A^0 'S e,speciall,y . weI1
known in America, and on their return calmly proclaim themselves -is

11 my business. I do not think he is
much
uuch of a teacher, from what I have
beard, but he is certainly giving me
dangerous competition. What would
you advise me to do under the c:rcumstantes?
“Miss A. B.
Our
that
- correspondent will
win find
nnu mat
there are many heartbreaks in this
business of music teaching. The Bible

If their American teacher is mentioned
they either deny him altogether ior else
speak slightingly of him as having
taught them some of the elementary
principles of violin playing. When
asked
i who their teacher has been
they
variably mention
.variauiy
mention Herr
nerr B,
i>, or
D,
( .,
r . or Sig. X,\ without
..
“a word
faithful Amprimn
°f th,f faltbful American teacher who
fu™sbed ,aImost th*ir «tire

S”“^dh5is^eath ^hl6
f'l;'nd tbls provers remarkably
true in the profession of music teach-

^StS°^ey°S^5ywhat are you going to do about
^
You cannot brand your name on the

ZtrZT* u ,77 ‘CaChCr, a’WayS appropnates all that his predecessor has

pupil’s fowhead. detailing the number
of years he studied under you. and
giving your oyn estimate of the state
of perfection to which yon brought
b'm- The pupil can be infallibly relied upon to name as “his teacher”
the one whom he considers the greatest of all those under whom he has
tdied. even ohnnia
.....
studied,
kaIf a dozen lessons from that
knew °f an instance of a you..a
|rom an Indiana town, who had lessons
for ,five. years from a good violin
her h°n>e town, and who
Xfter thr
Y
f‘°
° fini*hed”
co^sideJabVSation^' T " °n
and ]av s:ck s_P, Mp
7
1!
^
home she boldly proclaimed herseTas
the pupil of the New York teacher
andI even spoke
spoke’slightingly
slightingly Ithe'S
of the metl.:
ods
•_ an
...
ods of
of her
her former
former teacher. tu:~
This 7s

TRAITOR PUPILS.
a
•
•
An artist paints a masterpiece, places
his name on one corner of it, and the
honor and g'ory of having painted it
are his forever. A violin teacher by
years of strenuous exertion produces
a brilliant pupil. Through caprice or
change of residence the pupil seeks
^another teacher, when Presto! all the
good work of the first teacher becomes
the property of the second. The pupil
P’ays in the recital of the second
teacher, who calmly appropriates all
that the first teacher has done, 3 just as
it an arust should take the almost
finished canvas of aa brother
brother artist,
artist, add
add
ttouch
.. here
, and there, and boldly
enter
"ter it
it in
in the
the exhibition
exhibition as
as Ms
his nwn
own.
;r correspondent says, it is neither
‘ ‘ but it is one of the hardfair nor right,
ships^ which go with the profession,
t be patiently borne.
Every teacher has experience of this
kind. Music pupils are fickle and I
regret to say, often ungrateful. The
new teacher is the one they recognise
and extol tn
a •
credit for whatever success’they have'

THE
VIOLINS AS ANTIQUES,
Under the new law governing the admission of old violins into the United
States, instruments over 100 years old,
and which are fully authenticated, will
be admitted duty free as works of art,
just as paintings, sculptures and certain
other works of art are now brought in,
but they must not be resold in this
fountry.
Many violinists and connoisseurs will
not at once see the significance of this,
for, to them, it will only mean that they
can purchase old instruments cheaper
or can import them direct free of duty,
But to the obsefvant one the question
of the authentication of the instrument
will at once appeal. It will be noticed
that the instrument to be admitted duty
ree must be one hundred years old, and
that it must contain a label which shows
when and where it was made, and such
label must be proved genuine beyond
doubt. I his opens up a big field for
discussion.
In the first place old labels are manufactured by the thousands every day,
“d
SUCh clever.'m’tat,ons that even
an expert is sometimes deceived. Furthermore, some genuine old fiddles have
had the original labels reeved and
spurious labels inserted. This does not

hand in hand with that one soap—
Pears—which has continued its
-ccessful course in the service of
beauty for over one hundred and
twenty years. The special properties
which soften and beautify the skin

You’ll Find Always in
the famous Pears’ Soap—and only in
Pears. It enables women to have lovely
complexions and keep the skin in a constant
condition of perfect health. Its cost is low
enough for anybody. So while beauty is
increased and complexions helped it is
best for beauty and economy to use

Dears’

M

S OAP

— ^ the value of thefiddle’ nor does

a teacher of talent and has done years
0f good work in her town the /ublic
is> no doubt well aware of the fact, and
after the first rush of pupils to the
llew teacher thine-s will nniet down
Most of* our co«”spondent^dasf°w”l
"o doubt stay with her, and she will
a-t
it
u
S,
a
V
If ^ new teacher

maker of the violin and the d *
°
™1,n “d tbe date °f
“^makers maker Il f ?
^
or another d rl nnt
°'le
,°r ano.tIler
not care to use labels,
7^ inserted no labels whatever in
th«‘r violins. How will these be judged?
Again, many modern makers
' '
--1-.
_
™
5® as to den old violin
so perfectly
t expert. What will
lewhat lower prices than
he obtainsTfTshe
finds^tha^he7s
met"
be
done
in
tbese
cases?
he finds th
ting all the
»
S "
FinaI1y,
s
Finally, the whole situation
resolves
v business.
itself
i government guarantee of
THE NEW TEACHER.
old instruments, for if the United States
There is another feature which is Government says that a violin is a genGuarnerius, it immediately places
often thought of in considering
instrument
a guaranteed
competition among teachers, and that
^rument in
i
:s tnat
that th p„prt:„_0
’
. ...
class, and
enables the
auu cuauiCb
Lilt
is
...
S f a new Violin
violin
justifiably
high value
teacher
—From the
community do much to Violin
ValUe
awaken mcreased
„
aspn itifpr^cf
violin
die twenty-five
^ playing
ther£ in a small city ;
pupils in violin
S'
the advent of a new teacher and his
The great majority of violin players
exertions to get pupils will easily in¬
do not use string oil at all, and in the
crease the total number to forty, if
case of those whose hands are naturally
to fifty. If the two teachers
tally competent and wolkhTdInUgh
o get pupils the nnmber »igk,
L
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c^en 01ten having to stop in the middle
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sam.ethe world over. There
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Will serve quite as well.
Great care
f* ar-IV7 unexpectedly in a small
! should be taken in applying the oil not
E X a SlVn. !e,frned tthat a
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PIANO TEACHERS
-will find“Little Journeys in Melody Land”
“Poetical Thoughts”
“Melodic Sunshine”
NETTIE D. ELLSWORTH
gems for children and beginners. Ask your
dealer or send for thematic circular to
N. D. ELLSWORTH & CO.
PUBLISHERS
7700 Sangamon St.
CHICAGO, ILL,

CHAMBER MUSIC FOR VARIOUS
COMBINATIONS
A selected list of ensemble numbers pub¬
lished In octavo size at a minimum price.
Violin, ’Cello and Piano
Tolhorst.A^”da ? valse
11
.Alladanzo
Troussblle.Tarantella
::
::::::::*aes£,
“
.Serenata
“
.Oirirfcf0ne
Haden.Barcarolle
Lucas.Rondo
Harraden.Andante by Gluck
Two Violins and Piano
Gautier.Moorish Dance
Hayward.Danse Bohemienne
Tolhurst.Allegretto grazioso
“
.Adagio and Allegro
Gautier.Maypole Dance
“
.Sabot Dance
“
.. Spanish Dance
St. Quentin.Aladdin
Gautier. Souvenir de Haydn
Wareing.Danse Ancienne
Rathbone.Three Miniatures
Gabussi . Zingaresca
Mendelssohn.Gondellied
Weber.Sonatina
“
.Rondo
Gabussi. Noctumo
Neukomm.Barcarolle
Jacobi.Barcarolle
“ .Menuet Sentimental
Two Violins and Viola
Bbethovkn.Trio
Two Violins and 'Cello
Beethoven.Op.S5- Trio
Two Violins, Viola and Cello
Tolhurst.Allegro Moderate
Wareing ... .Danse Ancienne
Rathbone.Three Miniatures
Bachmann.Intermezzo—Menuet
Vincent.Menuet and Trio
Trousselle.Haydn's Last Menuet
Strelkzki .Serenade
Mozart.Symphony G Ho. 12
.W
.Serenata (Posth)
Taylor.Serenade (Pizzicato)
The price of each number Is 50c
nef, subject to a liberal discount.
Selections made and sent upon re-

Theo. Presser Co., pluad^iphiS^pi:
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QUESTIONS

ANSWERED

THE LARGEST COLLECTION
OF OLD AND MOD¬
ERN TONE

, yr*?

MR. BRAINE’S personal replies to ETUDE applicants for advice and information
^

ADGDST GEMCHDER 4 SOM J

g> Catalogues | 42 E. 23d St.,

New York f
F. K. B.—In the violin solo “Sou¬ musician should understand the piano,
venir de Bade” by Leonard, “Bade” is and you will become a much better
not the name of a man as you suppose, violinist from studying it.
STENGER VIOLINS
M. G.—The correct manner of pro¬
but of a place. The translation would
be, “Remembrances of Baden.” In this ducing the vibrato was explained in the
r ione. ruic
voul
solo, Leonard has tried to depict his Violin Department of The Etude in the
Fine workmanship
impressions and memories of the gay July, 1910, number. If you are not a sub¬
J. STENGER, 31 ak
life of this celebrated European water¬ scriber to The Etude, you can obtain
this number by sending 15 cents in
ing place.
C. L.—1. A good violin cleaner which postage stamps to Theo. Presser, 1712
will not injure the varnish is as fol¬ Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., pub¬
lows: Linseed oil 7 parts, oil of tur¬ lisher of The Etude. The fact that you
pentine, 1 part, water 4 parts. Keep are unable to keep up the motion of
in a tightly corked bottle, and when the hand in the vibrato, probably
used, shake vigorously, pour a small comes from the fact that you grip the
amount of the mixture on a piece of neck of the violin too tightly.
H. L.—An audience at an amateur
cheesecloth, and rub quickly over the
violin. Then wipe off, and rub with a comedy would hardly expect classical
fresh piece of cloth. 2. If you are a music f%om a student’s orchestra playing
professional violinist you ought to pay between acts. Light overtures, marches,
from $20 to $50 for a violin bow, but waltzes, medleys, etc., would probably
if you are a beginner or do not do be more satisfactory.
W. H. W.—Robert Richard, was a
E. T. ROOT & SONS
any fine solo playing you may be able
8 Patfon Bldg.,
CHICAGO, ILL
to make a bow costing $4 or $5 answer. French violin maker of some note, who
3. With two hours daily practice you made violins at Paris, from 1740-1760.
should have your bow re-haired at His violins have red varnish, and are
of a flat model and large pattern. I do
Hare you a violin ? Whose mi
least every six months.
uineT iritis, tbe violin may be
M. E. S.—You fail to state of which not know the viclins of Francois Rich¬
of the Amatis your violin is a copy. ard, Paris. The latter was prrbably
Andrea Amati, probably born about the son or other relative of Robert
1530, was the acknowledged founder of Richard.
T. F. M.—You evidently load your bow
the Cremonese school of violin making,
the greatest school the world has ever down with too much ros’n. A dozen or
the only book of its kind In the world. SOLD FOR
known. His violins are rare and of fifteen strokes over the rosin every time
ONLY *1.50, worth $8.00-$10.00.
you
play should be sufficient. If the rosin
exquisite quality. His sons Antonius
jou positively must have\hi^b^)kOnethJ labels may
and Hieronymus, made many excellent where the bow touches the string gets
instruments.
The greatest of the. too heavily coated, it should be gently re¬
family was Nicola Amati, son of Hier¬ moved. taking care not to injure the
,
onymus, who produced many master¬ string in the process.
pieces, and is also famed as the teacher
of Stradivarius, Andrea, Guarnerius,
ELGAR’S NEW CONCERTO
Rugieri, and other famous makers.
The great dearth of violin music of
There were several other members of the highest class is proved by the great
CORDE DE LUXE
the family of lesser note. Amati vio¬ interest which attends the appearance
lins do not command the price nor are of a new violin work of real importance.
they as much esteemed as the violins of Not for years has there been more in¬
Stradivarius and Guarnerius, but not¬ terest in a new violin composition than
USED BY LEADING ARTISTS
withstanding they are in high repute that in the performance of the new
15c Each
$1.50 per Dozen
among violinists and collectors.
2. violin concerto of Sir .Edward Elgar,
Catalog of fine violins sent free
There is much difference of opinion England’s foremost living composer,
MUSICIANS’ SUPPLY CO.
among violin teachers in regard to aids which took place in London recently, the
60 Lagrange Street
Boston, Maaa.
to holding the violin. The great vio¬ interpreting violinist being Fritz Kreislinist Spohr advised the use of the ler. The accompanying orchestra was
chin rest, but does not seem to have directed by the composer himself. The
thought anything further in the way work was received with great enthusiasm
ANTONIO FROSOLONO
of a pad or shoulder-rest necessary. He by the audience, but the criticism was
Solo Violinist
advised that the left shoulder be moved divided. While admitting that the new
a little forward to support the lower concerto is a good work, many of the
part of the violin. The majority of critics maintain that it contains little
violin teachers recommend the use of inspiration and will hardly rank with the
a velvet cushion, not attached to the world’s great concertos. The concerto is
violin, and worn under the coat in the in three movements, opening with an
TO VIOLINISTS
case of a male performer, and pinned allegro.
The middle movement is an
03/IDE MUSIN’S
to ‘the dress, or tied under the chin andante, and the closing theme, allegro
rest in the case of a female. A number molto. The work is not excessively diffi¬
of forms of shoulder-rests are on the cult, barring some difficult double stop¬
market, and have attained a wide popu¬ ping. Following its premiere in London,
«t 56th Street, Ken York at.
larity. If the violin can be held firmly many concert violinists all over the world
and in the proper position by the aid of are ai ranging to play it.
any of these rests, there should cer¬
SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS
tainly be no objection to their use. The
The desire to “shine” in public is one Advertise Your Fall Sessions in THE ETUDE
entire matter should be left to the of the most common forms of excusable
SEND FOR SPECIAL RATES
teacher, since pupils are of different vanity, and it is truly singular how many
build. I have seen many pupils who people are anxious anc ready to appear in
held the violin in perfect position with¬ public without having had sufficient train¬
out the assistance of anything in the ing. The result is usually painful alike
shape of a pad, while others would re¬ for the audience and for the performer.
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
quire a large cushion and a very high One is reminded of the story of a young
chin rest.
Price, SO Cents
man who toiled assiduously io. caster about
F. L.—If you are studying to become a dozen piece after which he appeared
a concert violinist, you no doubt prac¬ before a London audience and excited
tice on the violin three or four hours, much popular admiration by virtue cf his
or even more daily. Your idea of giv¬ “brilliant” powers of execution. Upon try¬
ing a portion of your time to studying ing over some scab pieces with Moscheles,
the piano is a good one. It migit be nowever, he made so many mistakes that
well for you to devote an hour or an Clara. Moccheles’ little daughter, called
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
hour and a half to piano study in ad¬ out. “Mamma, what is the matter?
1712 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, Pa.
dition to your violin practice. Every Hasn't the gentleman learned his scales
Please mention THE Z1XUDE when addi essing our advertise) s.
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THE CONDUCTOR’S PARTY.
Mrs Flut1
(A study playlet to be read at juvenile
How many people, my ,'ear conductor,
musical clubs.)
think of us as wood, whet in reality we
Scene:—A large music room with are descendants from the eg-bone of a
ra sed platform at one end. The con- bird! The cave men knew . s, so did the
ductor’s desk stands in the center at the Egyptians, the Greeks and tie Romans,
front of the platform. Chairs are placed And that dear, lovable Pan, tow he has
to right and left of the conductor’s desk, helped us! Did you know w; were the
also in the rear. The room is brilliantly oldest instruments in the orchestra?
illuminaled-

The Conductor.
(Pulling , n his gloves and picking up his
_..
. baton.)
,
....
Tins party is for you. my dear little
■ eaders. I know my men, the quality of
them voices and the color of their tone.
,r* comlnf> together to-night for you
ind hear. Ah,
Ah. there is my
mv chief
to see and
support, dear Miss First Violin!
Miss First Violin.
(A young lady with fair complexion and
rosy cheeks.)
We’re all dreadfully late, but the whole
Siring family is on the way. I saw them.
(She places her violin on the first chair
In the left of the conductor's desk.)
Madame Viola, Monsieur ’Cello and
Senor Contrabass will be here in a mo¬
ment. I called for the Woodwinds, but
they are all coming in Bassoon’s auto¬
mobile.
(Euler Madame Viola Monsieur ’Cello
and Senor Contrabass.)
Senor Contrabass.
(A large, cheerful-looking gentleman )
I have rheumatism in every one of mv
strings to-night. I went swimming yes¬
terday and caught a fearful cold.
Monsieur ’Cello.
(A dashing young man in evening dress.)
Oh, well,' a little thing like that won’t
affect your voice any! You always sing
an octave lower than you are written.
Madame Viola.
(An elderly lady with brilliant eyes. She
moves about with agility.)
to,DLaI
sing for us to-night. I’m always think¬
ing of gondolas and moonlight in V
low, you are the sighing lover'of the orchestra.
Miss First Violin.
Oh! Madame, I think your voices blend
beautifully. Perhaps you will sing a duet
with Monsieur. Could anything be more
lovely than your singing together in the
first part of the Andante in Beethoven’
First Symphony?
The Conductor.
(Looking toward the door.)
I do wonder where the Woodwinds are.
Usually they are so prompt. What a
curious family, everyone speaking a dif¬
ferent language, and so softly one can
scarcely understand.
(Enter Mrs. Flute, holding little Piccolo
Flute’s hand. They are followed by
Miss Oboe, a shy girl and Mr. Clarinet, an eloquent-looking person, and
Bassoon, the humorist.)
The Conductor.
(Extending his hand to Mrs. Flute.)
How glad I am to see you and little
Piccolo! What would we do without that
aggressive little chap? He whistles and
•

5SSS.in l" 0Ur s‘°rm “ and P'P65
n,n» ! 1 3 0.ur,m,,,,ary bands- Such a
penetrating voice!

The Conductor.
Yes, I know; we all have our family
ee. Even I have mine. If yftu are the
oldest I am the newest member of our
party. Less than a hundred years
conductors were nothing more than time
beaters. I remember when I clapped my
hands and stamped my feet to keep time;

ct^Vefcut. tooktat *me nt.t
virtuoso, playing upon you people

THE

ETUDE
The Conductor.
Here are the Brasses at last. How
they have improved since I first knew
them! Every one of them have changed
during the century. They can all sing in
semi-tones now. You see, they use valves
to secure the different length of tube.
Bassoon.
Ha! ha! Just think where we would
be if French Horn took a notion to
stretch out. We would be sitting on the
floor, for he is seventeen feet long; the
trumpet is eight and the tuba sixteen. It
is only by their crooks and bends that
they manage to sit comfortably in the
orchestra.
French Horn.
Bassoon is right. Fancy a hunter carry¬
ing me when I am straight! In Bee¬
thoven’s time I was nothing more than
an old hunting horn. On the hunt they
wound me round several times and slipped
me over their heads. The Germans call
me “Forest Horn.” I have always pro¬
duced a nice, a cool, woodsy sound, and
nearly everyone can recognize my voice,
it’s so sweet and mellow. At one time
people had trouble in reading my music;
but, thanks to new devices, players have
no trouble nowadays. Our fundamental
tone is F. All French Horn players
transpose at sight, reading in any key.
(Enter Cornet and Trombone.)
Cornet.
I brought Trombone along. He’s not
so popular as I. Why, every boy in town
knows me. They can’t mistake my voice
because they hear it so often,, in brass
bands, in Sunday-school and in our or-,
chestras.
Trombone;
(Looking at Cornet coldly.)
Well. I’m glad I’m not so common.
Mendelssohn said I was too sacred to use
often. For my part I would like to see
any composer do without me. I can be
lofty, majestic, pompous, heroic, devout,
mocking, threatening. I’m as expressive
as any or all of you put together.

only reads from two clefs, you know.
Tuba we found drinking soda water with
the Kettle Drum. Now we are all here,
can’t we begin?
.
i
(They take their places in the chairs on
the platform, the two Kettle drums
going to the rear. The Conductor steps
forward and raps with his baton. The
piano student sinks into the nearest
seat. At that moment the window opens
and there stands a Fairy Harp.)
The Harp.
Watch out for Richard Strauss! He is
on his way to our reunion. I am sent to I
warn you.
(She disappears through the window.)
The Whole Orchestra.
How horrible! We shall all be worked
to death.
(They scramble under tables; they hide
behind bookcases and chairs. The Con- ;
ductor bars the door and the music stu¬
dent turns off the lights.)
The End.
Questions.
Who is Richard Strauss?
Why did the orchestra fear him?
How high can the violin sing? How
low ?
How is the flute played ?
How does the trombone player lengthen
and shorten the tube?
Why do kettle drum players have to be
skilful, when their part is so small?
Why do we need a conductor?
How many members in the Boston Sym¬
phony Orchestra?
Can you read an orchestral score?
(Note:—When the above story is read
have each reader display a picture of the
instrument he impersonates.)

heard at lesson time.
Ethel, who tries four pages at a time.
“I never can memorize.”
The Whole Orchestra.
Ethel, who scorns an easy piece: “1
Please don’t be offended. We know
your versatility, and we know how every didn’t practice that last piece you gave me.
composer needs you. But tell us where I just read it over once and I saw no use
in
practicing it.”
Tuba is to-night.
Katherine : “I can’t.” She said it seven
Trombone.
He declared that he was too fat to get times during thirty minutes.
Jean, who plays the Rondo from Bee¬
through the doorway.
thoven’s Sonata Pathctique in rag-time
The Whole Orchestra.
Nonsense! We’ll go over and get him. tempo: “Well, for ray part I think mine
(They all go out with the exception of sounds more ‘Rondoish’ than Beetho-

the Conductor.)
Mary, a country girl: “Oh, Mies Marsh,
The Conductor. ’
I just love that piece! I could play it all
(Opening, Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.) day.”
*“ U™ra ,S my instruraent’
Now
I’m
alone,
I’ll
go
over
the
score.
Miss Oboe.
Bessie, who has difficulty in playing
I must interrupt you two. I want you Here are seventeen staves; I wonder how Ellemrich’s Spinning Song, declares ar¬
berth to meet my cousin, Mr. Clarinet, many piano students could read that page. dently that she wants a Beethoven sonata
He’s young, too, not more than a century Here on the first six staves are the family to work on. “I’m always at my best.” she
p,d- His
is superb. Berlioz called'it of Woodwinds. Here in the middle are says, “when a piece is too hard for me.”
“Sweet-s
Bassoon is also a cousin the Brasses, separating the horns and
Grace, after two terms of lessons:
of his.
trumpets from the trombones, and here
Why, I didn’t know flats could have
on the last five staves are the Violin minors.”
Mr. Clarinet.
family.
(Speaking in a rich, mellow voice.)
Imogene of seven asks: “What arc
People have flattered me, I fear. My (Goes to the piano and plays, bringing all those handles for at the bottom of the
the parts together transposing those piano?” (She meant the pedals.)
voice is flexible and has a range of three
which do not sound as
and a half octaves; but I can tell you
written, and reading the
frankly that my high tones are somewhat
different clefs at sight as
shrieky.
he plays. A piano stu¬
_
dent, who is watching him
(Breaks into the conversation laughingly.)
through the keyhole,
Mercy, that’s nothing! I’ve been told
faints
at the overwhelm¬
that I squall like a pipe made out of a
ing _ feat.
The Violin
pumpkin vine. I’m like you, though, in
family pull him into the
one respect—I have flexibility. I’m not
room; Herr Tuba and
always humorous, as people generally bethe Brasses follow, lead¬
heve.
For instance, in
Meyerbeer’s
ing the twin Kettle
Robert the Devil I am cold and pale—
Drums.)
Positively creepy and ghostly,
Miss First Violin.
Miss Oboe
Here’s
poor-piano s
I
you best when you are droll. You dent I found in a faint
are the humorist of the orchestra, and you side the door. Don’t be too
can’t deny jt> Bassoon.
hard on him, Conductor; lie

TWO

GAMES FOR
FOLKS.

LITTLE

THE MUSICIAN'S GALLERY.
This is the name of the first game.
The object of the game is to familiarize
young musicians with the names, por¬
traits and the music of the great com¬
posers.
From the penny picture collections,
or, better still, from pictured supple¬
ments of old Etudes, procure as many
pictures of famous composers as pos¬
sible. At first we used sixteen, from
Bach to Verdi. The pictures must be
of uniform size (4x6. inches). Cut off
the margins, leaving only the.name at
the bottom.
Paste upon stiff card¬
board, then cut the pictures into six
pieces (1x4 inches).
Place these
blocks, picture side up, in the center of
the table; at the word “Begin” each
child dives into the pile and takes
three pieces. If any of these pieces
match, she puts them together. The
children then march three times around
the table,' picking from any other
player’s “Gallery,” and from the center
pile any pieces they may recognize as
belonging to them. They continue to
build the “Gallery” and to march
around the table in search of material
until all the pictures are complete.
The players then arrange the “Gal¬
lery” at the edge of the table. The
leader, usually-the teacher, plays parts
of familiar compositions from each
composer represented on the table.
The children begin their march again
and the one who is first to recognize
the composition shouts aloud the com¬
poser’s name and takes his picture as
his trophy. The one who captures the
greatest number of pictures wins the
prize. This game may be carried into
the study of present-day musicians by
using the pictures which have been is¬
sued in “The Etude Gallery of Musi¬
cal Celebrities" every month since Feb¬
ruary, 1909.

MUSICIANS AND FLOWERS.
A Game in Acrostics.
The first letter of the following flower
names will spell a composer’s name. Upon
separate cards print the names of flowers,
for example: Morning-glory,
Oxalis,
•Zinnia, Althea, Rose and Thyme. Give
these cards to the player; from them he
will get the name of Mozart. To another
give Begonia, Bose, Alyssum, Heliotrope,
Marigold, Smilax. To the third give
Fern, Nose, - Anemone, Nasturtium, Zin¬
nia. To the fourth give Rhododendrons,
Aster, Fuchsia, Foxglove. To the fifth,
■Salvia, Thyme, Rubber-plant, Arbutus,
Umbrella-plant, Sunflower, Seringa. To
the sixth, Lily, /caplant, Saffron, Zinnia,
Tuberose. To the seventh, Balsam, Anem¬
one, Clematis, Hibiscus. To the eighth,
Hollyhock, Alyssum, Yucca, Daisy, Nas¬
turtium. Award a prize of the composer’s
picture to the successful players. After
the game the leader should play short
compositions from these composers and
tell briefly some interesting points in their
lives.

“THE GLASSES.”
About two hundred years ago, in Eng¬
land, there was a rage for what was
known as “The Glasses.” In reality it
was a harmonica, an instrument made of
glasses, and which, by applying the finger
moistened with water, produced tones
which in that day were considered “agree¬
able concords.”
Gluck, the father of the opera, made his
bow before the public at the Haymarket
Theatre, in London, as a performer on
the musical glasses. In one of Horace
Walpole's letters. (Horace Walpole was a
writer of fashionable gossip of that day.)
he describes Gluck’s concert on the mu¬
sical glasses as stirring the fashionable
world.
“The Glasses” remained a popular in¬
strument for many years, and Mozart and
Beethoven did not disdain to compose
for them.
Any boy or girl can make a harmonica
with glasses. Take ordinary glasses that
harmonise—the tone may be varied by
water—and arrange the scale. In making
the tone do not press hard upon the edge
of the glass ; try a light, caressing touch,
STARS OF THE OPERA.
and you will feel a slight vibration in the
finger
tips as the tone is produced.
The class is seated in a circle, with
the exception of one who takes her
place in the center; she holds a wand
TEACHER AND PILOT.
and she is called the “Star of the
When a great vessel leaves the dock
Opera.” She begins to think of the
hero or heroine of a well-known opera. she is fully manned and equipped for a
long
sea
voyage, but before she can take
When she has decided who it shall be
she touches with her wand some one in her way across the long, gray stretches of
the circle, at the same time saying the ocean she has to be guided through the
heroine’s name.
The one who has shallows and cross-currents of the land¬
been touched must give the name of locked bay. She is, therefore, placed in
the opera in which the character is the hands of a pilot, who takes command
found and the composer’s name. Thus, of her until the harbor bar is safely
if the.“Star of the Opera” says “Eliza¬ crossed and she can be left in the hands
beth” the answer must be “Tann- of her own crew.
Remember that a music teacher can
haitser,” by Wagner. Should she fail
to answer she leaves the circle at the only pilot you through the preliminary
same time, naming a new “Star,” who stages of your musical study. He can
takes the place of the latest one. The only guard you from the dangers of start¬
one who remains longest in the circle ing wrong, and help you with his knowl¬
wins the prize. A short program of edge of the eddies and cross-currents, the
operatic selections may be used ef¬ shoals and hidden rocks, which encompass
fectively at the close of the game. you at the beginning of your musical
There are many interesting piano ar¬ career. A time must come when you will
rangements of operatic selections to be have crossed the bar, and will have to face
the ocean of life alone. See to it, there¬
found in the Etudes of 1910 and 1911.
fore, that before you start on your musical
career you are fully equipped with the
Julius Rietz, Beethoven's friend and sails of imagination, the captain and crew
pupil, was once conducting a rehearsal in of intelligence and activity, a cargo of
Leipsic. The singer was a soprano, who solid knowledge and a sturdy ballast of
was notorious for her habit of singing common sense.
off the key.
tempts to keep
Anally stopped
‘Madam, will

After many tactful at¬
the singer in pitch, Reitz
the orchestra, and said:
you kindly give us the
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PUBLISHER’S NOTES
A Department of Information Regarding
New Educational Musical Works V

The Secret
of Making a
Good Start.

“All’s well that begins
well” (to reverse the
phrase of the master of
Avon) would make a
most excellent motto for teachers. One
of the most important things about
“getting ready” time is that of insuring
the receipt of a full and complete stock
of all of your teaching needs well in
advance of the actual beginning of your
season. Many teachers make the really
serious mistake of postponing their
selection of music until the opening of
the teachfng season in September.
What is the result? The teacher finds
himself confronted with the very neces¬
sary business of seeing that all of the
old pupils come back as soon as pos¬
sible. In the general confusion he has
no time to make well-thought-out
selections.
He makes a haphazard
selection, sends in his order and then
expects to receive his selection in less
time than express trains can possibly
bring it to him. How much better it
would be for both the teacher and the
pupil if a well-chosen stock of standard
musical necessities were already in the
teacher’s studio, long before the first
fall pupil enters. This gives the teacher
a chance to become acquainted with
the musical novelties and to arrange
his stock so that when the pupils do
come he can “lay his finger” on any
desired piece at once. Don’t think that
pupils do not notice whether the
"teacher has made these preparations or
not. They “take .it all in,” and the
estimate of the teacher’s worth is
based on little things (?) like this.
Please send your “on sale” order at
ycur earliest possible convenience and
we will guarantee that the music will
be received on the day you designate.
Piano Players’ The foregoing is the,
Repertoire of
title adopted for this
Popular Pieces, new popular album
for
the
pianoforte.
We have been announcing this book
•for several months, and, although the
book is now about ready, we will’ con¬
tinue the special offer during the cur¬
rent month. This is a very compre¬
hensive volume of attractive pieces of
intermediate grade suitable for all occa¬
sions and adapted to all tastes. The
volume contains in all thirty-nine (39)
numbers, clearly printed from extra
large plates and substantially bound.
This is one of the best popular albums
ever offered.
The special introductory price dur¬
ing the current month will be 20 cents,
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order.
If charged, postage will be additional.
Mexican Dances
for the Pianoforte,
By Louis Jorda.

This interesting
and striking new
work by a native
composer is now
ready and the special offer is hereby
withdrawn. These pieces should make
very attractive program novelties either
for pupils’ recitals or club work. They
He who in literature is unfamiliar will also prove valuable for teaching.
with the latest examples of the art, is We shall be pleased to send the volume
considered uncultured. Should it not be for examination to all who may be
likewise in music?—R. Schumann.
interested.

S*

Treble Clef Album
for the Pianoforte,

The
announcement of this new
volume will prove
of interest to all teachers who work
with beginners or who have students in
the early grades. We have now in
preparation an album for the pianoforte
which will consist entirely of pieces in
which both hands lie throughout in
the treble clef. We shall include in
this volume -the very best and most
attractive treble clef pieces we can find.
Every number will be a gem. All the
pieces will be easy to play and the book
will be carefully graded, starting with
Grade 1. We shall avoid the common
fault in most treble clef pieces of hav¬
ing them too difficult. A treble clef
piece, to be useful, should be easy to
play and suited to small hands. More¬
over, it should be melodious and of
such a character as to appeal to the
young student. Our new volume is
planned along these lines.
The special introductory price during
the current months will be 20 cents if
cash accompanies the order. If charged,
postage will be additional.
New Gradus Ad
We are
now
Parnassum. The Trill, announcing anBy Isidor Philipp.
other volume of
this important
pedagogical work devoted to special
departments of technic. We have so
far published “Hands Together,” “LeftHand Tecjtnic” and “Octaves and
Chords.” The next volume to be issued
will be the one devoted to “The Trill.”
This is a branch of pianoforte technic
to which great attention should be de¬
voted. and it should be a source of
gratification to find assembled in one
volume the siftings of all the best exer¬
cises by the great masters devoted to
the trill. All forms of trills are treated,
including trills for the weak fingers,
trills for the strong fingers, for the
right hand, for the left hand, the chain
trill, combined trill and trills accom¬
panying the melody.
The special advance price of this
volume during the current month will
be 20 cents, postpaid, if cash accom¬
panies the order. If charged, postage
will be additional.

A special catalogue has been made
of these. In fa»ct, this house has made
a great specialty of musical pictures
of all kinds and sizes. We desire to
draw special attention tp the fact that
we have, these platinotype postcard
pictures in large size, artistic, highclass portraits, unmounted hut printed
on heavy paper, size 9x11, for 50 cents
each. Our stock includes-

££ ««• &S
positions). Meyerbeer. Nlklsch (2 positions)"

sssas*

positions), Weber, Weingartner and Ysaye.
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The vacation
period is rapidly
drawing to a
close, and the fall work begins to loom
upon the horizon; we assume that all
active music teachers are now perfect¬
HE ETUDE is getting ready for a
ing their plans for the new season and
“BETTER-THAN-EVER”
that in a few weeks the usual stir and
bustle will pervade the professional
year. Watch next month’s issue for
atmosphere. One of the troublesome
an important announcement. In the
features of a teacher’s work is the
selection of useful and pleasing ma¬
meantime let us tell you about an
terial to meet the needs cf pupils; this
issue which will appear in the early
difficulty, however, is minimized by our
Fall—the best issue we have ever
well-known “ON SALE” plan under
planned. It will be called
which it is possible for a teacher to
obtain a year’s supply of pieces, studies,
collections, etc., in all grades ready for
use and subject to return if not used.
More and more teachers adopt this
plan each year and we are making our
usual elaborate preparations to take
care of the deluge of “ON SALE” or¬
This ETUDE will be full of the kind of inspiration
ders that will reach us early in Sep¬
which will make both young and old want to do better and
tember, but we wish to impress our
patrons with the fact that while our
greater things in music. It will show you how to help
service
is at all times the most prompt
yourself, the true road to success. Some of the foremost
and particular, it is nevertheless ad¬
musicians and public men of our time will participate
visable to place “ON SALE” and
through articles, letters and interviews. The list includes
“selection” orders as early as possible.
such men and women as Thomas Edison, Mrs. Bloom¬
We now have on file a very large num¬
ber of orders subject to shipment on or
field Zeisler, Booker T. Washington, Dr. G. Stan¬
before
August 1, others for August 15
ley Hall, Capt. Richmond P. Hobson and many
and still others for September 1. All
others. Just the “quickening” issue you need to start the
such orders feceive special care and
new season right. You owe it to all of your musical friends
attention, and, as there is no compul¬
to let them know what wonderful value THE ETUDE
sory hurry in filling them, the recipients
‘gives at $1.50 a year. Subscriptions may commence with
of the music will be sure to get the
best possible assortment.
any issue.
Too many teachers delay sending in
their fall orders until the music is actu¬
THEODORE PRESSES CO.
ally needed; this means a loss of time
Philadelphia, Pa.
and money for which the music dealer
is often held responsible. ’We urge all
teachers to place their fall orders as
Letters From a
Perhaps “Master
early as convenient, and thus avoid
Musician to His
Lessons in Piano
disappointment; ‘hose in distant places
Nephew.
Playing” might Four-Hand
We will offer during Two Against Three.
We will con- are particularly reminded that no mat¬
By E. M. Bowman, have been a bet¬ Musical Scenes.
the present month By Chas. W, Landon. tinue the spe¬ ter how promptly an order is filled, it
ter name for this By Robt. Fuchs, and for this month
cial offer dur¬ is impossible to overcome the item of
book, for the distinguished teacher, Mr.
only, a collection of
E. M. Bowman, has carefully sifted the most excellent original four-hand music, ing the current month on this useful time necessary for the transit of the
best ideas in modern teaching practice by a well-known European writer. The new work. It is a complete exposition order by mail and the delivery of the
as applied to the piano and arranged pieces are all of a characteristic nature. of the subject of combined rhythms. music either by mail or express; still
them in systematic order, so that the In fact, they are scenic, so viyid are There is, first of all, an explanatory the mail and express services are excel¬
student and the teacher may employ the pictures. They are about third or introduction, in which all the various lent, and if the customer will do his or
them at once. The popular style of fourth grade. Among the names we methods of teaching this device are her share no annoyance need ensue.
given in full, with examples and illus¬
presentation is a decided advantage find
“Pastoral
Scene,”
“Festival
because it makes the book much more Sounds,” “Patriotic Song” and “Slavic trations. The latter part of the book Melodic Second This set of studies
readable than a bald technical exposi¬ Dance.” The principal feature of this consists of a number of short studies Grade Studies,
will be the last ones
tion of the same facts could ever be. set is that they were originally com¬ selected from various masters and from By A. Sartorio. in this series of
• Mr. Bowman writes in his wholesome, posed for four hands, which makes the great composers, all introducing Op. 901,
studies by this wellcommon-sense style to an imaginary them doubly interesting. We have the device of two against three in some
known composer.
nephew, that nephew being Mr. Bow¬ known a number of players who would form or another, and progressively ar¬ This set we consider the very best
man himself as he was in his own never play four-hand music unless’ it ranged.
writing that l e has done. They rank
The special introductory price during somewhere between Streabbog and
youth. The book is in no sense a mere were original. Experienced players of
commentary upon piano , study, but a four-band music know just how much’ the current month will be 25 cents, Duvernoy, Op. 120, but we consider,
regular course in the foundation prin¬ better it is to play four-hand music postpaid, if cash accompanies the order! them much superior not only from a'
ciples of instruction. No student or than to have an arrangement from an¬ If charged, postage will be additional. musical standpoint, but also from a
teacher can read this book without other instrument -or from a two-hand
technical standpoint. In this particular
being greatly helped. The advance of piece.
Twenty-six Four- We will continue set he has done his most excellent
publication price is 4Q cents.
during the current writing.
We cheerfully recommehd
We shall be pleased during the pres¬ Hand Pieces.
month the special this set to cur patrons in search of
ent month to send a copy to anyone By F. Neumann.
Summer
This is a very impor- who desires this set of compositions.
offer on this new interesting, instructive and easy modern
Early Closing, tant subject between The price will be only 20 cents, post¬ instructive volume of four-hand pieces. piano studies.
This is one 0f tjje best worfcs o{ the
patrons and a mail¬ paid.
Price will be 20 cents, postpaid,
order house. It is the aim of this mail
kind we have ever seen—the work of a to all those who send their orders in
order music supply house that every
contemporary European teacher and advance.
Bach Album. The Bach Album is pfoorder shall have attention on the day
composer. The pieces are to be in pro¬
gressing
very
favorably
of its receipt. We dose at S o’clock
gressive order, and they are composed
and will soon be ready to be delivered
Songs of Praise We withdraw from
and on Saturdays at 1 o’clock. If our
of _ original and well-contrasted ma¬ and Devotion.
advance of publica¬
to the advance subscribers. We aim to
patrons could so arrange their orders
terial. None of them are arrange¬
have this Bach Album the best easy
tion offer this work,
that they reach us only a little time
ments, but are genuine four-hand a book of 200 pages, containing 190
Bach Album that has ever been issued.
before these closing hours we can
pieces, written in duet style, with the
It will be arranged in progressive or¬
songs for the Sunday-school and all
guarantee our usual prompt attention.
work very evenly divided between the
der, and only those pieces that have
religious gatherings, compiled by one
Many of our patrons have been sur¬
two players and carefully balanced in
met with unusual favor will be included
who is suited in every way to do work
prised at the short time that it takes
m it. It will be one of the best easy grade. Such a volume should prove of this, kind. A great many of Mr.
invaluable for the practice of sight
°r,anCl?rferJ° he returned satisfactor. y fi led. The 24-hour radius around instructive works that it is possible to reading, ensemble playing and for gen- Flagler s most attractive Sunday-school
get together. The reason for the delay era! duet work.
composition will be found included in
Philadelphia is very large; the 48-hour
this work. The book includes direc¬
radius is much larger than anyone in this work is because the editing is
The special introductory price of this
being done in the most careful manner.
tions as to how to sing in public wor¬
would suppose. It includes Ontario,
volume during the current month will
Our
special
price
on
this
volume
is
ship, prayer responses. It is bound in
Indiana, Michigan, Georgia, South Car¬
be 25 cents, postpaid, if cash accomonly
20
cents,
postpaid.
It
will
be
boards_ and sells at $30 per hundred.
olina, etc., etc.
ready in time for fall teaching.
wTheSdi^i. " Charged' P°Stage We will be glad to send a specimen
copy, postpaid, for 35 cents.
Getting Ready” Time. One of Fon¬
taine’s fables
has as a moral, “By the work ye know
the workman.” As a matter of fact,
the worth of the workman may be dis¬
covered by watching how he prepares
for his work. The good workman gets
everything ready before he commences.
The bad workman is the or.e who,
when he is in the middle of his task,
discovers that the implements and
materials he needs to complete his
work are miles away. Just now is
“getting ready" time for the teacher
and for the pupil. This is the time
when the wise teacher comes to a posi¬
tive decision regarding the teaching
material to be used during the coming
year. He reads the advertisements of
leading firms as carefully as he reads
a story. His life interest is in his work
and he looks upon advertisements as
keenly as he would scan his bank ac¬
count. Every year new things are con¬
tinually cropping up. He cannot afford
to fail to keep in touch with the best in
his immediate line. We are continually
announcing the extraordinary features
in the way of articles, music, etc.,
which are being presented from month
to month as a part of The Etude.
Perhaps we dwell far too little upon
the advertising section of The Etude.
For many of our readers the advertis¬
ing section introduces ideas, new works
and new implements which may easily
result in a saving of far more than the
entire cost of the year’s subscription.
If you have not b'een reading the adver¬
tisements in The Etude with the same
interest you have given to the other
parts of the journal, “getting ready”
time is a fine time to commence.
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Fall Music Supplies.
Early Ordering.

The “Self-Help, Uplift and
Progress” Etude

Style and Dexterity.
Pianoforte Studies,
003
°P-9Ut.
By A. Sartono.

Tlii, net. work
is now ready and
the snecial offer
e special oner
is hereby withdrawn.
We
would advise all teachers in search
of modern and effective fourth-grade
studies to give this book a careful exanimation. We will cheerfully send
copies for this purpose to all who may
be interested. The book is no longer
•
to be had.
at the special advance price,

Instructive Album.
By Carl Koelling.

We have in the
course of preparatinn an orie-inal
ration an original
Instructive Album by this admirable
writer. The pieces in the latter part
of this album are about in the second
grade, suitable to be taken up by any
instruction book. The main feature
of this album is that it is good music,
and at the same time having the technical elements in it. All the pieces are
nlensi™ nature.
nature They
Thev
original and of a, pleasing

Summer New Music. Thousands
of
music teachers
,
■
,
, , TT . teacners
throughout the whole United States
take advantage of our New Music On
Sale Plan. There is no doubt but that

are what you might call “pure piano
music.” We look forward to giving a
great deal of pleasure with this In,
V
A,K
r
ill ut
n,
structive Album. It will lighten the
drudgery of practice and at the same
time increase the technic of the playei

teachers are working during the summer as during the winter months, and
for jfche convenience of those teachers
we send out two or *three small packages of new music. A postal card will
bring these packages. The same large
discount is allowed as on sheet-music

and the hands to do in this little
volume. It will, we are sure, find its
way into great popularity as time goes
on, because if a copy is once used by
a teacher it will certainly be followed
by others.
The advance price on this work will

when purchased outright. Teachers
have found it a great convenience to
have a dozen pieces of new music coming to them once a month during their
busiest season.
The First Months in
The ability to
.
TInstruction, -1
y 1
Pianoforte
teach successBy Rudolf Palme.
fully is partly
a natural Erift
,
. , science. Exp
and partly
an acquired
perience develops this into an art.
These three attributes-namely, natural
ability, trained knowledge and experiessential. No matter how
pronounced may be your natural gifts,
you will be severely handicapped unless
J
J
.
i have some outline, some chart
pilot you over the elementary work.
book has been successful in accomplish¬
ing in the new work, which has been
revised and expanded by American ex¬
perts. You are not compelled to follow this book blindly. It admits of all
manner of interpolations to fit special
pupils, or to make it conform more to
the ideas of the individual teacher who
has “ideas of his own.” Palme has
made a compendium of the exercises
and theory most widely employed in
the elementary work in German con¬
servatories. It will prove an extremely
desirable hand book of elementary in¬
struction—a kind of compass which the
young teacher may well possess to ad¬
vantage. The advance of publication
price is IS cents.
Imaginary Biographical
Letters from
Great Masters.

Violin Strings, Etc.

Our Merchandise
Department has
several valuable things to offer, and is
at all times prepared to execute orders
for strings, bridges, pegs, rosin and
miscellaneous articles required by playpro
!Lrs nn
on otrinrrprl
stnnSed instruments
instruments of
ot all kinds
kina..
For use ln hot’ molst weather we are
selling large numbers of silk violin E
otrinoo
strings, the
tne most
most nonular
popular beinor
ueing known
mown
as the “Japanese Silk L; this string
has. three len?ths (thjee full length E
jg™Ss) a“d jf s?ld for 25 centS’ :
We>re to!d that it outwears any string
on the market, and that the tone is perfect- hor those who are particular
l-h.dr Cl
ctrmoc «r--J
about their
G strings
we recommend -a
specially made silver wound G on silk
the slightest rattle and. to outlast all
ofhers; we have cheaper G strings, but
this one costs one dollar, postpaid.
,
_
..
Edward MacDowell.

...
.
Many of our
rea ers.’
a nllr'
°f fh|s edebrated American comPos". will be glad to know that
8 x 12’ mounted °"
possible to obtain a large portrait, :
postpaid for $1.00.

Musical Picture Book
for the Pianoforte.
By Octavia Hudson.

This work, is
for the very
tiniest tots. It
is written by a
teacher;
one
practical
kindergarten
whose life is spent it teaching little
children. The writer possesse:
peculiar gift of knowing just what is
needed for the very elementary studies.
and at the same time is capable of producing suitable material.
To these
studies there will be suitable words,
These may be taken up by children
knowing very little, if anything, about
music, and it will be a positive addition
to the childish literature in music
The special offer which is only 25
cents’ wl!1 £ continued during the
Present month’

The whole
trend of modern pedagogical effort is
to make study more attractive, more
fascinating
Instead of forcing the
child to study, the studies are made
so alluring that the child is naturally
drawn to them. This was the main
object of Alethea Crawford Cox and
Alice Chapin in telling the stories of
the lives of the great masters in letter
form, just as if the masters had written
them themselves. Imaginative in con• ception, this book is thoroughly prac¬
RATES—Professional Want Notices five ce
tical in its plan and execution. For
per word. All other notices eight cents ]
the dull pupil who demands the quick¬
nonpareil word, cash with orders.
ening touch which “fancy” only can
PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS invited to
give, these letters will prove invaluable
Correspond with LOUIS ARTHUR RUSSELL,
When gift-time comes, this book should Carnegie Hali,, Manhattan, or the Publish¬
regarding the introduction and use of
be remembered, as it will make an ers,
the Russell Systems of Music Study for Pian¬
addition to the child’s musical library ists. Vocalists, and Theory Class Work. The
books are coming into use among
which will be frequently consulted. Russell
-1, nmslcians thronghoU J
-‘
This hook has been withdrawn from
CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS in Harour special advance offer and the price nony and Counterpoint. Stanley T. Reilf,
Hus. Bae.. Lansdowne. Pa., and 1714 Chestnow is $1.25 per copy.
nit St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Special Notices

7a'tbS
ntSl
Books” for singers and pianists. Address Mr.
Bussell at Carnegie Hall, Manhattan for partlcu,al.s regarding Normal Courses (June and
July), circulars, etc.______
musical composition lesson^ a
L nil ted number^of ^students |ccepted^f<w
ion. circulars °and information on application. Address Mr. William D. Armstrong,
^vsiauAXB expander for shapIng and increasing expansion of pianists’
hands. One dollar, postpaid. Essex PubUsh««
Oo» 854
York,°N.
y! Carnegie Hall, Manhattan, New

Theodore Presser Co.
PUBLICATIONS JUST ISSUED

AUGUST, 1911

Any of our works sent
,
teachers, upon request, at our usual large
professional discounts.
Use the number, not the title, in ordering.
PIANO SOLOS.
No
Grade. Price.
9008 Golden Days, March, U.
church organ pedals attached tc
Engel.•••••• z
upright pianos without rollers (circulars). 9009 Treasured Keepsake, Waltz,
B. Engel .•••••• ' «• Knollin. Syracuse. N. Y.
Contentment, Polka.
PIANO TEACHER desires position in 9010 Perfect
B. Engel . school 01. coUege. Holds a teacher's certifl9011 Dancers’ Delight, Schottischc,
cate from leading Philadelphia conservatory.
M. Engel . Address R. C., care The Etude.
9012 Flight of Time, Galop, U.
Engel. 9013 In Full Chase, Caprice, 11. (
wanted. Position as teacher of piano
8942 Just in Time, Tarantella, X.
-VnS^Con^at^y ffWdelph^.
8. Calamara . 2%
Ten years’ experience—six years with Julius 8943 In Pastures Green, Romance,
X. 8. Calamara . 2 Ms
Leefson. Address Box 34, Sharon Hill, Pa.
8944 Tender Caress,
. 2V4
8971 Oriental Patrol. C. Lindsay
in the lower grades^ in a musical coll*
8972 In Sevilla, Spanish Dance, c.
Lindsay . 2%
^isb_J_e£.ml,sica
8973 In Leafy Bower. Caprice, C.
Lindsay . 2 ’A
wanted.
Gentleman or lady who 8974 Flight of 'the Fairies, Scherzo,
V. Lindsay. 214
S3ia*heGel?Aaann° Doctor oMdneb^ri 9007 Jollification, Waltz,
/fenfession without accessible funds to the ex8985 Rip Van Winkle and the
£jnt °^g° ^°mq®t°po“tantt!se”eof
Character!
March,’ Op.
E. P.
modern piano construction, relating to a simP'^d kp7a'“’f^
slmplS
nppy i
Bonnet ._.
fying each to an astounding degree. Abso8951 Amitie, Waltz. J. B. Denys. . 3
lute secrecy.
Even
of enormous
))roflts
Address
Dr. division
Klotz, Lanark,
Ont., 8980 Sprightly and Gnv. I’olkn,
Op. 10, A. E. B. Lehmann. 3
Canada.
___ 8997 Whispered
Secrets,
Song
SAMPLE FREE, Have you got them?
Without Words. C. Lindsay. 3
if not, our
teachers
specialties are winners. 8959 Lullaby. C. 8. Mallard. 3
System,
St. Joe,
Ind.__
8952 No Surrender, March, R. 8.
the BEGGAR maid. Poem by Lord
Morrison. 3
Tennysonmusic
~
""~- 8953 Undulation, Valse Lente, R.
0 flat: rangebyfrom
8. Morrison. 3
price, 40c.: introductory r
8954 Nip and Tuck. Polka Caprice,
R. 8. Morrison . 3
by mall The Opus Pub. Co., 2036 Vine St.
8956 African Antics. Characteristic
wanted. Position as primary tFachei
March and Two-step, R. 8.
Morrison. !
jn pjano by October. Just finishing a thor
->- course
- *rnigh
in -*--J
piano and *---—^
harmony. TLila X"
M. 8999 With Dainty Step. Danse
Caprice, O. M. 8choebel. . . ;
S01
P“"ri"
8958
Laughing
Blossoms. Graceful
Position as organist and
Dance, L. O. Jorda. 3
.
some Catholic church during 8955 Coryphees.
Air dc Ballet, R.
September in or near I.os Angelr
8. Morrison.
3
Address Prof.' R. J.~LamhTOrgnnis_
8082
In
Battle
Array, March, 11.
Director, St. Patrick’s Church, Fort
!>77 Menuet Bndin, Op. 115, V’.
Volmetsch .
8989 Hunting Song, E.
8950 Marionettes’ Wedding March

SCHOOL OF PIANO TONING

720 Cherished Memories
Op. 210, F. E.
Atherton .
8987 Distant Chimes (Feme Glockenkliinge), Op. 395, C.
Bohm .
8976 Prima Stella. Air de Ballet,
C. Carbonnier.
8978 Concert Valse. A. IV. Lansing.
8968 Moonlit Waves. Reverie, /.
IV. Russell .
8969 Romance Patli/tique, Op. 78.
.4. Bcgner.
8949 Grande Polonaise, Op. 271.
A. de Ronlski.
8940 Fantasie Impromptu, Op. 45.
R. IF. Qebhardt .
is a 100-PAGE Music Magazine for Violinist*. 32 pages of Nov
PIANO DUETS
8983
L'Angelus,
C. Gounod.
THECADENZA 'S55? SS 8984 Serenade. Berceuse,
O. Gonnod-E. Devrient.
irtn.11.25. Foreign. »1.N
S946 Crown of Triumph. Military
10 CENTS in 5,“
March. On. 221, /•’. P.
WALTER JACOBS, Publisher
Atherton.
BOSTON, MASS., U.S. A.
PIANO STUDIES.
8695 Octaves and Chords.
1.
Phillip .
8684 Style and Dexterity, Op. 003.
.1. Sartorio.
VIOLIN AND PIANO.
S998 On the Lake, Op. 48, F. .4.
nabling stude
_
>r themselves in
:e practice. Low terms. 19th year
omas granted. Prospectus.
ALEX. SCHEINERT
> N. 1 1th Street
Philadelphia. Pa

AMATEURS":!

JACOBS’ ORCHESTRA MONTHLY

.

PIANO TUNING

.
5
5
5
5
6
7
8
1
3
4
5
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Regulating and Repairing

A Complete Coarse of Self-instruction
for the Professional or Amateur
By J. CPtEE FISCHER
PRICE $1.75
A work of great practical value. Arranged
aook in schools and cotisen
able lesson -s tha* ™ ♦*- and repairing of
work of this kind
appeal to teachers and
the smaller towns and
visited by professional

THE0. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
don THE ETUDE w!

Higgle.
8960 She'll Wear a Rose in II
CM1
Hair To-night. IT. IV. Petr
8961 I Knew at Last ’Twas Yo
L. Schmidt .
8935 Give .Me Thy Loving Heat
S. F. Widencr.. ,
OCTAVO ITEMS. CHORUSES AND
PART SONGS.
MIXED VOICES (SACRED1.
10123 O for a Closer Walk With
God, A. U. Brander. .. .
3124 O” TI e That Will Not Let
Me Go, E. 8. Hosmcr. ... 3
1125 The Lord’s Prayer (I’nter
Noster). L. Xiedermegrr. 3
1122 Nearer Thy Presence, Trio.
Soprano. Contralto and
Tenor. B. TV. Petrie.
WOMEN’S Vi'icrs.
”Lord is My Shepherd.
J. C. Warhurst. .
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Piano Teachers!!
GRADED STUDIES
MRS. CROSBY ADAMS

I SPOON SHAKER.
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sends notice from (Jere first
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good coffee, and for years drank it at
]east three times a day. At last, how¬
ever, I found that it was injuring me
“I became billions, subject to fre¬
quent and violent headaches, and so

partcTHts^ontcnts11 Wit'’°Ut SPi"ing *
, “My heart°ngotnt<rickety’ and beat so
[ast and so hard that I could scarcely
breathe, while my skin got thick and

u
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Tictlons6 ”P "7 minf that aI1 these
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YOUNG
VONGRABILLvS'
Pupil of Rubinstein Compoper.

0

CLAYTON F. SIMMY C ..P

Your Music is Torn!
■■■■■

■ESS-*
_^

ZABEL BROTHERS

K.T.LrItS',rTvMIK
ver^ ’ It is ronwtved In a ffiy ”inb,ank

^«n.™.M„Price.,«st

°“ ' and .«,» such a pleasure

PRtu? c°v®attle cSeMkhen by

MULTUM-IN-PiRVO BINDING TUP!
Jasasssa

music printers
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s College oi

CLASS PINS
riteBENTl &°BUSH CO."

.. VISITING AND BUSINESS CARDS ENGRAVED ...
J^ttVaZntTr^TteenaP-
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-I* Stories of Great Com-

HENRY T. FINCK, OF THE EVENING POST, WRITES:
"MAUD POWELL IS THE GREATEST, THE MOST TE
UOCESSFUL VIOLINIST OF H

&SSS&JI!

ARE YOU BUSY ALL DAY ?

' BROADWAY, NEW YORK i

LEARN TO COMPOSE AND ARRANGE MUSIC

Have You Chosen the Conservatory

IS4 FOR private teachers

WHERE YOU WILL STUDY MUSIC THIS WINTER?

The Inter-State System

E, H. SCOTT, Pres.

{Not a Con

s, E. H. SCOTT, Pres., Steinway Hall, C

OH, FOR A I

and Get This One FREE

PREMO JUNIORS

as? w*

SSHf£l3!,f*§iiCl ;M3HrvTF"s”»the most solemn
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NEW YORK SCHOOLS
The American Institute of Applied Music

P**“M0D
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Demi

Practice

Clavier

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
AUTUMN TERM BEGINS MONDAY, OCTOBER 9th.
ENROLMENT DAY SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7th.
For catalogue and prospectus address:
A. K. VIRGIL, 43 East 22nd Street, NEW YORK
nt.-D'Isr,

MUSIC

EDUCATION

MR. CADY'S Private Classes In Pianoforte, Harmony, etc.,
and NORMAL COURSES Open In October.
Announcements seqt on application to Mr,. Calvin B. Cady. Sec’y. 15 Claremont Ave.. New York. N. Y

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART0F
THE YORK
C,TT 0F
NEW

■ FRANK DAMROSCH, Oire
AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC
TV opportunities of the Institute are intended only for .Indents of nalura) ability with an earn,
work, and no others will be accepted. Application for admission should be made not later th
sideralioo For catalogue and full information address Secretary

SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS
Advertise Your Fall Sessions in

THE ETUDE
SEND

FOR

SPECIAL

RATES

INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL

E. M. BOWMAN
io 12 (Dr. Mason’s), Steinway Hall, New York

A FREE
MUSICAL
EDUCATION

EDUCATIONAL AGENCY
MRS. BABCOCK
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW Y

T

HREE of the Jeannette M. Thurber scholar¬
ships for Singing, Piano and Violin will be
open for competition at the Annual Entrance
Examinations of the National Conservatory of
Music of America, Piano, Organ, Violin and
Orchestral Instruments, September 28th, and
Singing, October 2d. Artistic Faculty; Adele
Margulies, Leopold Lichtinberg, Leo Schulz,
Joseph Pizzarello, Romualdo Sapio, Bruno Oscar
Klein, Henry T. Finck, etc. 27th year begins Sep¬
tember 14th. Early application is advisable.
Address Secretary, 126 W. 79th St, N. Y. City.

PHOTOGRAVURE MUSICAL PICTURES
Visions of Wagner

ETUDE

Some Recent Commencement and
Annual Exhibition Programs of
Interest to Teachers and Students

smun (e nas.), myer; caoateua,
Valse-Arabesque. Lack : Carnival of Venice
hds.). Czerny: Progress March (4 hds.).
Hunter; Talon Rouge. Beaumont; Grade
Kroeger School ot Music.
Marche Triomphale (2 pianos), Gorla;
Arion. Kroeger; Air from "Samson & Delilah"
(Trans&tiption), Saint-Saens; Serenade, R.
Strauss;. Pantasle, "Lucia di Lammermoor,”
Donizettl-Liszt; Spinning Song (from "Flying
Dutchman"), Wagner-Llszt; Concerto In F
sharp minor, F. Hiller; Polonaise in B flat,
Opus 22, F. Chopin; Concertino,
c
c._nrlclo Brnianti
Tongrolse, No.
__
‘MIgnon"). Soprano Solo,
Thomas; Concerto in B flat minor, X. ScharDrury College Conservatory.
Italian Concerto, Bach: Sonata (Moon¬
light), Beethoven: Fantasy Pieces, Op. 12.
Schumann; Scherzo. B flat minor, Op. 31,
Chopin; Waltz, A major. Moszkowskl; Wood¬
land Sketches. MacDowell; Rigoletto Para¬
phrase. Liszt; Sonata, Op. 53, Beethoven ;
Thou Art (song), Coleridge-Taylor: Im¬
promptu. B flat major. Op. 142. No. 3. Schu¬
bert; Novelette, F major. Op. 21, No. 1,
Schumann: Valse Chromatlque, Godard: The
Nightingale Has a Lyre of Gold (song).
Whelpley; Tremolo Etude, Gottschalk; In
Autumn, Moszkowskl; Valse de Concert, Op.
3, Wieniawskt.
Nebraska Wesleyan University.
Rondo in A, Mozart; Sonata In B flat. Op.
21, Beethoven; Alla Marcia, Jensen; Dryade.
Jensen; "If I Were a Bird." Henselt; March
Wind, McDowell; Witches' Dance, McDowell;
Valse de Concert, Wienlawskl.

advertisers.

Pupils of Miss Ethel Abbott.
Tarentelle (2 pianos), Heller: Sonata In C.
Mozart: March. Barcarolle. Schatwenka;
Rondino in F (2 pianos), Schultz ; Papillons
Roses, Thome; The Combat, Heller: Ballet
Scene (2 pianos), Schultz; Kroeniings
Marsch (2 pianos), Kretschmer, Sonata in
C. Scarlatti; To a Wild Rose, MacDowell;
Polka Boheme, Rubinstein ; Moment Musical,
No. 5, Schubert: Le Matin (2 pianos),
Chamlnade; A La Blen-Almee, Schuett;
Gavotte In A flat Minor,
Sgambati;
Gondollera. Liszt; Sonata in E flat,
Beethoven; Malden’s Wish; Chopln-Ltszt;
Pupils of Miss Bugbee.
Maypole Dance, Bugbee; Polketta. Op. 61
No. 22. Wobfahrt: Five Compositions (No.
3), Mozart; Scherzo Op. 140. No. 17. Gurlitt;
The Squirrel. Geibel; Cradle Song, Gaynor;
Hide and Seek, Stoughton; The Circus,
Bugbee: Dance of the Flower Fairies,
Thompson; Echo des Montagues (6 hds.),
Streabbog: Slumber Song. Kern; Air from
Sonata in D Major. Haydn: Raindrops,
Kern ; Mazurka. Op, 19 No. 6, Tscbaikowskl;
Ballade. Op. 100. Burgmuller: Prelude
in D flat. Chopin ; Gipsy Rondo from Trio
No. 1. Haydn; Bulbul (Persian Fantasy),
Cadman; Joyfulness. Spindler: Singing to
Sleep. Sudds; The Jester. Op. 202 No. 3.
Bartlett: Blumenstuck. Op. 1!) No. let
Schumann: Sonatine Op 49. No. 2. Beethoven:
Song of the Waves. Johnston ; Slavonic
Dance, Op. 7, No. 1. Krentzlin.

American Conservatory.
Concerto. in
Concerto
In E minor, Chopin; Vol
Voi che
Sapete (“Figaro") (vocal), Mozart: Romanze
for Violin, Bruch ; Concerto in B flat minor,
Tschaikowsky; Ach, der du mich verlassen
( Le Prophete") (vocal), Meyerbeer; Con¬
certo (violin), Saint-Saens; Concerto In E

Pupils of F. A. Williams.
Sonata in B flat. Dussek: Melody at
Twilight. Atherton: Rondo In F .Major,
Lichner; Harvester’s Song, Williams; MIt
Lust tind Llebe, Lichner: A Song of Summer
Williams: Roubideaux Vista, Op. 57 Frlml •
Mazurka, Op. 24 No. 2. Leschetlzkv: Flower
and Floweret. Lichner: The Mill Song,
Rlnguet Mazurka. Baehmanu ; Rural Love
Song Op. 52, Williams; Tarantella. Op. 7
No- 4, Braum; On Lake Chautauqua,
w
aam™„T2
Spring’ Grieg: Whispering
Wind,
Wollenhaupt.

University of Wooster.
Grand Chorus In D (organ). Gullmant;
Nocturne, Op £>. No. 2, Chopin; Reveil du
Printemps, Frtrnl ; My Abode (song), Schu¬
bert; The Phantom Double (song), Schu
bert; As My Dear Old Mother (song)
Dvorak; Prelude In D (organ and piano)
Bach-Moscheles: The Rose Complained (s
Franz; The Asra (song),
■ Dreams
rv
(song), Wagner;
per; Tarantella, G minor, Liszt
Fugue from Pastoral
Pastoral Sonata
Sonata (organ), Rhein
berger.

Beethoven Conservatory.
Serenade. Double Quintet, Moszkowskl:
Fantasie (Carmen), Bizet; Scherzo, Chopin:
Aria from
Freisehuetz" (vocal), Weber:
G°a<-?rt° >“ F sharp minor. Hiller; Concerto
(violin), MendelssobD ; Egmont Overture (16
?7ds'i,’. ,Beftb°ven ; “Trovatore" Paraphrase.
ner?.
• Concerto. Godard: "Salute a
Pesth (Double Quintet). Kowalski ; Concerto
vi„,?v/niDor’ Saint-Saens: Concerto (violin).
Xom & PS: I?,"nSanaa Fantasie. Liszt; Aria
from Carmen” (vocal), Bizet; Concerto, Raff.

thoven: Caprlccio BrIUante, Opus 22, Men¬
delssohn; Concerto. Opus 11, Allegro maestoso,
Chopin; Concerto, Opus 47, Allegro risoluto,
Schiitt; Concerto, Opus 23, MacDowell; Hun¬
garian Fantasie, Liszt.

Indianapolis Piano College.
Rosamunde Overture (8 hds.), Schubert:
Concerto In E flat malor I,Uzt • Trh t lohA
Dich (song), Grieg; Prelude, Chopin; Scherzo.
Grieg: Rondo Brillant, Weber; Berceuse,
Uiopin ; Concerto, Opus 19, Beethoven ; Polo¬
naise, Opus 22. Chopin.
The Crowe School of Music. Bessemer, Ala
.i*®.™;, Liszt: Chanson Provencale
son- P.Sf1 ,,A?qila; Carmena (song), Wilson, Parla, Valse Chantee (song), Arditi *
Nymphes et Sylvains (song), Bemberg; An
den Fruh ing Grieg; Scottish Tone Poem
MacDowell; Faltes lui mes aveux (“Faust")
X2,eal>:• Allmaeht 'ge Jungfrau
Etude.’cSilk.
Wa8ner; Tremo10
Pupils of Miss Tolleth.
Jubelfeier (8 hds), Kramer; First Walrz
KeUar!^' i Bewitching Fairy Polka (6 hds') i
rSi? ’wiBHycll Waltz, Geibel; A Child’s
Good Night. Spaulding; The Water Mill
SP^ding; Katie Waltz? Fearis; SchneeglUck:
S™ (« Ms.), Behr; Beetles’ Dance, Holtz ;
Song of Marguerite, Ludovie: Second Valse
BrlU "nte ' Welth
: ™rd
Valse
"ebb;?P«C<?’
Second Mazurka,
Gohard;
Paiade Review (8 hds.), Engelmann.

Schubert: The Maid of the Mill Pupils of Leopold Wolfsohn.
(n x 15)
Caprlccio Briilante. Mendelssohn: ButterBeethoven: The Approaching rr,:t„ r STCt: ??ncert Study. Welssf Co£Liszt ■ rnneLt M°®?hel(,.s : Rigoletto. VerdiStorm, (ii a 15)
Weht.;nc:maJ01'.
movement,
weber, Ballad t0i
A flat,
op. 47 3dChooin
• Kiss
Price, each. 25 Cent.
t ,StrTS'Rchutt: Kamennoi Ostrow
Hand Colored, 75 cents
Rubinstein; Sextette ’’Lucia” (for left hand
Liszt ' L<5Schetizky ’ Hungarian Fantasie!
THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Che.tnutStreet. Phila.. Pa

Hoffmann; Scherzetto. SchmoII : Spinning
Song. Goerdeler; Elfln Dance, Jensen ; The
Brook. Tours: Voglein, G re ip; Valse Klieue
Thome; Polonaise from “Carneval Suite,"
Bohn: Minuet, Paderewski; Fourth Mazurka,
Godard: Etude Mignonne. Schutt; Serenade,
Sindlng; Bird as a Prophet, Schumann;
Praeludium and Sarabande, Op. 62, Nicolai
v. W 11m.

Pi'oils of Florence Baublel Pratt.
'oream ^Vz.'W.' &

Miss Bundy's Pupils.
Valse, Carreno; Fourth Mazurka, Godard;
Tarantella. Nollet; Valse Chromatlque. God’
n,?m™ 1Promptu in C sharp minor. RelnholdSH
Humoreske, Dvorik; Polish Dance. Scharwenka: The Rivulet. Kroeger: Romance in
Lllr[1.T)T0r' Schumann; Hungarian Dance,
Brahms, Polonaise in F sharp minor, Chopin:
Tremolo Etude, Gottschalk.
Tan Boose School of Music.
Grand Galop Chromatlque (12 hds.), F.
in F :seh?,mS7nal'^; ^ ,3’ F Liszt: Nocturne
Ski?'
:
in F major- MoszkowSSli invitation to the Dance (2 pianos).
Meber: Tancredl’ Overture (12 hds.), Roo
9P' 23j Beethoven: Staccato
E ude, Rubinstein: "Tannhauser" Overture
(2 pianos), R. Wagner.
“6
Dakota Conservatory of Music
dnliert„h h}T«£ht>D/ (4 hdaA • Beethoven: Gon,h
Canzonet,a. Schuett: Spring
§°n* (chorus). Plnsuti ; Uonde d'Amour!
S?*Srbpat: Faatasie in D minor, Mozart!
.pa®1 Thou Wandered." “Rose Maiden"
Suppm C°Wen: Poet and Peasant Overture.
McKendree College Conservatory.
_ I
li2hfa”eRenaGrotrnl,e' Sindins: “By Moon.
Waltz !Q A
Aefl:J“?,romPtu
!?.A Caprice
flat- Lichner:
flat. Moszkowskl;
Bfan, KettPPPP- "1.0 Tionall 4.,
tlK i
Knox Conservatory of Music. Vocal Recital
On Mighty Pens. Haydn : Hedge Roi
Schubert: Death and the Maiden, lehube
To be Sung on the Waters. Schubert; Pla
piano, canto pio! "Freischutz," Weber; V
Sm-fne o1.1;81,**: Helgoland’s Colors, Fra:
Spnng and Love, Franz: Rain Coach, Wc
Simoss? SAu?um tmsDt' W^>dman : The Wi
Phillis, Florence0Gilbert; Cuckoo sf/ng^lh

